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ABSTRACT

At the end of the forty year period 1944-1984 a minority of Christ ian
parents in England and \iales were expressing their disquiet at trends in
Educa.t ion in general, a.nd Religious Educa.t ion in part icu.lar.

The five year research project 1979-1984 was primarily aimed at
communicating their concept of events, and their aspirations, to those who,
having had their attention drawn to the actions of the dissenting parents,
wondered what sort of thinking inspired those a.ct ions.

For those inclined to regard the parents as on the Christian fringe,
evidence is presented to show that on the contrary they were mainly the
orthodox, and in line with mainstream Christianity, as delineated by the
historic creeds.

The argument of this thesis is that the parents were a

grass-roots reaction to a creeping revisionisn that affected Christian
thinking on educa.t ion in the Protestant sector, but did not similarly affect
the Roman Catholic sector.

PREFACE

This study of trends during the years 1944-1984 draws attention to
abandoned ohildren.

It could have focused on the increasing numbers in

society abandoned peysica.lly and emotionally through divorce, separation,
and the growth of one parent families.

Instead it focuses on those children

some Christian parents conslidered abandoned spiritually and morally by the
state, and to some eztent, by the Church.

The period 1944-1984 in England and Wales sa.w the proliferation of
varied life-styles.

At the same time that children were growing up to face

bewildering and bewitching altern.a.tives, Church and state retreated more
and more from the role of sustaining Christian absolutes, becoming
increasingly muted and impotent.

A sect ion of Christ ian parents felt their new isolation keenly.

The

growth of para-denominational pressure groups designed to retain and
re-invigorate Christ ian education in the schools of England and Wales was
one evidence of their concern.

others went further and withdrew their

children, in some cases from R.E. lessons that they no longer considered
Christian, and in some cases from school altogether.

This study concentrates attention on those parents who were involved
in commencing their own home-tuition groups and schools towards the end of
the 40 year period 1944-1984..

It attempts to portray their concept of

events, draws attention to statistics, pronouncements and policies that

- 2-

e::mcerbated their fears, and ends with a.n investigation into the alternative
arrangements made for their children's educa.t ion.

- 3INTRODUCTION

The forty years from 1 944-1984 saw rapid and f.'tmdamental changes in
Society in England and Wales.

This stud¥ sets out to isolate one factor

from the many interlocking items that make a society what it is.

That

factor is the changing pre-suppositional belief system that provides the
platform and world-view from which decisions are contemplated and judgements
are made.

In the case of England and Wales during the years 1944-1984, this

study concentrates on the degree to which Secular Humanisn replaced
Christianity.

It draws attention to the fa.ct that it happened by stealth,

and Christianity was still a. popular concept in 1984.

<illy it was not

always what people had understood Christianity to be in 1944·

The study commences by listening to the complaints of that section
of Christian parents who were disturbed by trends enough to say so.
Chapter 1 closes by listing their concerns ..

Chapter 2 asks whether there was observable evidence in schools to
justify what the parents said.

It takes the form of a. research project

based on 50 state schools, 50 Church of England schools, and a. similar
number of Roman Catholic schools, matched as far a.s possible, in the Anglican
diocese of Newcastle upon Tyne in 1980.

The project allowed teachers working

within the school system to reject or re-inforce what the parents were
alleging.

-4Chapter 3 is the reSillt of

stu~ing

the Department of Education and

Science statistics of what happened to Church Schools between 1944 and 1984.
A study of numbers of children in Church Schools, the ages of those children,
the status of the schools that they inhabited, and the amount of money spent
on building projects, yielded significant evidence to show that Christian
parents bad a right to feel tbat they were being progressively abandoned in
the Protestant sector.

Chapter 4 attempts to discover
revealed in Chapter 3·

In

wcy Church School leaders acted as

1944 the Roman Catholic hierarchy had policies

that rema:ined basically the same throughout the forty year period.
Protestantism, :in the case of the Church of England, and Nonconforming
Protestantism in the case of the Methodist, seemed to alter course.

The

Christian parents of Chapter l said that the same secularism that had
invaded the state had infiltrated into the Church.

Was it possible to f:ind

pronouncements and official literature that supported that view?

The study

of The National Society :in the Church of England, and documents tracing
schools policy changes within Methodism, showed that it was.

Chapter 5 set out to determine the nature and extent of parental
disenchantment.

Arter listing the names and aims of some of the para-

denominational pressure groups, the chapter draws attention briefly to the
withdrawal of some children from R.E., the increase :in the number of hometuition groups, and the inauguration of new Christian schools.

"Grass-roots"

growth, acquisition of premises, curriculum aims, teaching methods, staffing,
finance and criticisms of the schools, are described.

- 5The trends in Religious Education since 1944 have been dealt with
by many authors, and the books, articles, and letters to the press over
the 40 year period 1944-1984 made it extraordinarily difficult to produce
a. contribution to the deba.te which did not end up by being too substa.nt ial
(because it tried to mention everything), or too superficial (because it
fa.iled to do so).

The writer's involvement with Religious Education wa.s primarily a.
pra.ct ical rather than a theoretical one, but an increasing unease over a.

25 year period in a number of contrasting teaching situations, plus
membership of two national Committees dealing with Christian Education,
(Association of Christian Teachers, 1975-1980; Schools Committee of the
National Society Church of England 1972-1976} and a. loca.l one, (Diocesan
Boa.rd of Education 197~1984), prompted this attempt to represent to the
theological and educational hierarchies, a. view of events that seemed on
occasions to surprise and even irritate them.

It might not seem too strange

that when authorities abandon what in 1944 were considered orthodox Christian
positions, there were those who decided to abandon them.

Btlt that is wbat has

occu(ed, and this stu~ not only traces those events, but is written in the
hope that those who have the responsibilities for ma.king decisions a.bout
Religious Education in the future, will pay more attention to those "dissident"
voioes who see themselves representing the historically orthodox Christian
position,

those who the Bible describes a.s "contending for the fa.ith which

was once for all delivered to the saints".

(Jude 3)

CHAPTER 1

PARENTAL COMPLAINTS

- 6-

EXPLORATION

(a)

Initially attempts were made to discover the views of Christian
parents by circulating the title of this stud\Y, plus a covering letter, to
some 35 denominational and pa.ra-denominat ional headquarters in England and
Wales.

Replies were sympathetic and frequently mentioned that the subject

was one of concern, but little information on what Christian parents were
thinking in 1979 seemed available.

The Salvation Army offered to conduct a

survey, so a questionnaire was prepared and sent to them.
in one of their national magazines.

They published it

There were 4l responses from various

parts of England (1980).

A second attempt was made to obtain information using denominational
channels by sending some 300 of the questionnaires to congrega.t ions of
different denominations.

Contacts were made through denominational

representatives on national bodies dealing with Christian Education.

They

were asked to suggest to presiding ministers that they advertised the
existence of the research, and invited Christian Parents to respond to the
questionnaire.

There were 91 responses, again from various parts of England.

The total of 132 responses was disappointing, (although the actual
number of children involved was 185 because some families contained more
than one child).

The attempt to get a. cross-section of denominations was more successful
with returns coming from Baptist, Brethren, Church of England, Independent
Evangelical, Methodist, Pentecostal a.nd Quaker backgrounds.

Nonetheless

some denominations were missing, there was no way of assessing the
theological stanoe of the respondent within the denomination, and together
with the small poll the experiment was considered worth evaluating (a.), but
too unrepresentative to be any more than an introduction to the topic.

- 1The exploratory experiments did unearth positive results in that ·they
r'
.
led into contact with a. group of parents, who_ were an identifiable new grass
roots movement in "tha.t they were actually doing something about their 'lll;lea.se
over trends in Religious Education.

Despite many differences of

denominational, cultural, and educational background, despite the fa.ct that
they were not being orchestrated by bodies at the centre and in 1979

we.~-

frequ.ently unaware of one another, nonetheless this group of parents were
moving a.hea.d with wha.t amounted to some form of protest.

The fa.ct that this

group of parents was"; a. minority ha.d to be set against the fact tha.t -any
group of parents who opted out of the state system in the early eigl).ties,
and ' \

set about commencing their own schools, ha.d a. social and educational

impact in excess of their numbers.

Thereafter this study narrowed from the study of Christian parents in
general to this subsection of Christian parents in particular.

Because they

seemed to be taking extreme measures, it was felt tha.t within their ranks
reasons for unease over trends in Religious Education would be most clearly

a.rt icula.t ed.

Information wa.s gathered by going to meet them.
another.

One contact led to

!nit ia.l suspicion was a.llaiYed when parents disclosed that the

writer wa.s sympathetic, and hoped to represent their views without critical
evaluation, to wha.t in 1979, wa.s a. largely unsuspecting educational and
academic establishment.

Visits were made across England and \-la.les to schools

a.nd conferences in particular.

The latter ha.d such packed programmes that the

qu.estionna.ire wa.s abandoned in favour of interviews (c) snatched between
sessions.

Fortunately these verbal responses were supplemented by the more

substantial explanations found in the "alternative" literature on display.
OVer the years of studying the movement this lit era.ture grew as apologists
struggled to keep a.brea.st of events and offer ma.ps for the future.

Even by

- 8-

1985 most of the literature wa.s only available within the movement a.nd was
not easily obtained out side of it.

Salnples of the literature a.r.e discussed

in this chapter under {d) so that there is not only a sequ.ence in this

chapter from the general to the particular, but the initial verbal comments
of the Sllb-section of Christian parents under scrutiny together with the
subsequent quotations from literature, a.re placed in the sort of order that
make; it possible for the reader to tra.oe the developing argument being
conducted through an amalgamation of parental perceptions of events,
exposition of theological convictions, a.nd logical deductions arising from
both.

Finally the chapter discusses the views of reality expressed, and
attempts to assemble them into a sort of general cognitive construct which
summarises the concems of the parents (f).

The chapter contains the#ore:

(b)

(a)

Exploration ;

{b)

Responses to a QUESTIONNAIRE sent to Christian parents.

(c)

Results of INTERVIEdS with Christian parents.

{d)

Sample of LITERATURE written by, and for the parents.

{e)

DISCUSSION of the complaints.

{f)

Summary and LIST OF CCECERNS.

QUES11IONNAIRE
The qu.estionnaire contained 36 qu.estions or statements about religious

education in schools with opportunity for the parents to strongly agree, agree,
register uncertainty, disagree, disagree strongly, and add comments of their
o'Wll.

Questions 1 - 4 sought to establish whether there was the sort of

- 9informed relationship between home and school which would result in the
ensuing information being reasonably accurate.
elicit what parents were hoping for in R.E..
whether these hopes were being fulfilled.

Questions 5 - 10 sought to
Questions 11 - 17 asked

Questions 18 - 23 sought comment

on the inclusion of other religious and "stances for living" in what parents
have traditionally seen a.s a. Su.bject devoted to the teaching of Christianity
primarily.

Questions 24 - 31 dealt with what parents conceived to be

influential in the life of their child.

The final sect ion on the

quest icmnaire sought parental opinion on Clmrch schools in general, and
the possible demand for Christian schools in the future.

Eva.luat ion of the Returns
As already mentioned, the returns came from across the cmmtry, and
from across the denominations.

Additionally the returns came from across

the age ranges (4- 18), and from a. cross-section of school provision
(First, Primary, Middle, Comprehensive and five Independent schools).

The questionnaire, a.s an instrument for obtaining the views of
parents, seemed in the end a. blunt instrument.

As with the questionnaire

sent to teachers in Chapter 2 there was the uneasy feeling that questions
were not understood similarly.

There was the hermeneutical problem of what

the respondent interpreted from the words in the question.

How wa.s it

possible to be sure that there was uniformity of understanding the syntax?
Even more difficu.lt to gauge, how was it possible to ensure that there was
uniformity of emotional response?

There was some evidence that the arrangement

of the questions gave rise to a. reaction.

Religion and politics have an

uncanny way of arousing diverse feelings that not 'Ullllatura.lly skew responses.

CHRISTIAN

lll7ESP:ONS .l.BOUT .ELICICUS ElXJCATION IN SCJ!COLS.

.

- lO-

PABEN'lS •

Pu:ASE TICK YOUR llESPOHS!l.

EI~

.

•

-. S trcngly - Agree
~

Do not ansftr q11estions that do not applj'.

•

•

.

PA.ilEIITAI. IN "milES T•

a..s.

1.

l4y child is rsceivi.ng at least one

2.

I kno• the name o! the a.E. teacher..

lesson per week.

• ••••••••• •••••• •••••••••

• •••••••••.••••••••••••••.• • ••••••••••••••• • •.

..•..•......••....••......•..•.....•••.•.

3.

I have had contaot with the ii..Eo teacher.

4o

I am sa tist"ied 'IIi th the ii..E. being given at schcolo

EDPES FOR li, E.

a..s.

teacher to convert all the children to Clu::l.s tiani t7.

5.

I 'IIOUl.d like the

6.

I waat scbcol R.E. to «D~ m7 cbild ta be a ChxistiaDo
•••••••••••••••••••••••
'l!le Ji.B, teacher shaW.d onl7 8%pl.ail1 the VBJ:I.cus rsllgious options open to children,,.

7.

a..s.

teacher to indic:a'ts hew other religions t'sll shcrl at' Clu::l.stiani V••••

8,

I '11811t the

9,

Ir I was an ll.B. tsacber deciding wllat to do in sollaol,

rrq omer

ot p:l.o:l. t7 t'o: the

aubjeot a:eu Dlentioned. in bra.oketa below waW.d. be 1( ),2( ),J( ),4( ),5( ),6( ),7( )o
((- 'l'a~ the bibla(a.) • ~roh doo't:l.ne(b) - llol:ala llld. beb&Viow:(o) - 'Norld

llaligiana(d) - Can'tlllllport~.r7 Clu::l.stianitT{e) - llali6iaua dimensicm in 111&11(!) Christian bistorrig) - ))
10,

'llhan using the bible I '11811t

a..s.

tsachera to avoid o:l. tioim ,

le~

i t spssk t'or 1 tselt

:s:FFEC'l'S OF a.B.
11, Sollaol a.E, ot'ten undemines Clu:istian belle!,

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

I have come to expect U ttle !'l."DDD R.Z. in schools.
•. ••• •••••••• ••• •• ••••••••• • ••. •
School R.E. has been bene!ioial to my childo
• • • • • • • • • • •-. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • •. • •
School a.E. bas had a. 11ega.ti ve e!!eot on my cbildo • • •. •. • • • •• • • • •• • • • •. •. • • • •. • • • . • •
3..E. should be a.band.oned in schoolso •••••• ••. •• ••••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••• • ••••••••
I would sup~orl 8$.1! Religious Edllcation llld. Clu::l.stian Education were the same thing,

17.

BUrtner c::c:rm=en ts are • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

C!BER aELICIONS,
18.

I

~e

that other religions shculd be inall.lded in the Seoondal::)' syllabus.

19. E:ven U 1 t meaD.S less time for Chl:1st1ani ty.
20.

I

21.
22,

Sven 1£ it means less time !or Chl:::Lstiani ty.

I

~a

~e

• ..... ..

• ••• ••• •••••••• •• •••••••••• •• ••••••• •

with other religions baing included in the P:::imal:7 syllallua,

............... .

• • • •• • • • • •. • • • • •• •. • • ••• • • ••• •. • ••••• •. •
with other" stances !or livin8''being included in ll,.E, e.g. l!mszlil!lllo .llarsillll.

I would also include
:Cmm:;:ICES ON A cm.D,
23.

24.

As far as Qu:l.stian int'luenoe is concerned 1 t is the hcDle that ID8.tters most.

25,

'l!le services at our clurch / oeeting, have had a poei tive Clu:istian eft'ect on rrq child

26,

;n.

1he

•••• ....

cl:lu.rch based youth actiVities have had a. poeitive Clu:l.stian et'!eot on my child.

"Crusaders~

:3oy1 s ll:l.ga.de~Covenanters~ "Pathfinders• C,Y,F,A., Y.P.A., Girl's F. Soco

Scripture Union, GiJ:l 1 s llriga.de, Scouts, Guides, "Campaigners,"
llible Clubs, Youth t'or Qu:l.st,

SUn~

Sobool, N.Y.L.C.

lleach Missions, Soli~ Cll.lbs, .. ( plea.se oircle these

that apply, and. add any others that appl)') ............... •••• •••• •••••• ......... •••••••
••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••• ••••• •••• have had a positive Clu::l.stian ef'!eot on my child. ,.
28.

·::::a

29.

~e

Clu:istian Union at schcol bas had a. poeitive Christian et'fect on my child

•• ••••••

C.S.l1. group a.t school has had a poai tive ChJ:istian e!!ect an my child ••••••• •••••
30, Qu:l.stian teachers at school have had a. positive Christian erteot on my child ....... ..
31. Christian t'riends have been a very

poei ti ve Chl:l.stian int'luence on my cbild.

•• ••• ,

SCJ!COLS,

32, Clurch Schcols

aJ:D

as educ:aticma.lly et'!11lient as they· shculd be •••• , ................. .

33. Cbu.rch Schools

aJ:D

as Clu::l.s tian as they shculd be •• ............ , •••••••••• , •••••••••••

34, I would send my child to a Clu::l.stian P:c:IJ:lal:7 Sollaol it' 1 t wa.a free and equal in every
other respeot 'IIi th the local Primacy" Sollaol.
35. I would send my child to a Clu:istian Senior Schcol it 1 t was !rea and equal in avery
other respect with the L• .S:.A.. Senior Schoolo
36, At the sollaol attended by my child, ..I.:Jsemblles

THA.'llt - YOU.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••
aJ:D

a. good uaznple at' Christian worship,

?u:ASE A.llD YOUR NA!dE AND A.llDaESS

~

CllURCR ATr:E:NllE!lo
~OF

\AGE OF CHII.D. ·

SCHOOL.

No na=es will be q:u.oted., but I ceed the Womation to rebut anJ suggestions, that the rsplles
Noel Todd.

!!aadmaster.

St Paul's C. E. Prlmar:Y' School.

Viotor:!.a St.
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- 11Even common terminology betrays a. point of view, communion, eucharist, minister, priest, - christening, dedication.

Every effort wa.s made to avoid

setting up the sort of atmosphere that would make respondents uncomfortable
with the questionnaire, but there wa.s no wa.y of guaranteeing those ideal
conditions existed in every situation.

Eighty-nine of the parents sa.id tba.t they knew the names of the R.E.
teachers, and actually wrote the name down in some instances.

Seventy-one respondents were satisfied with provision in R.E., 26
were not, the rest sa.id that they were uncertain.

In the light of the 1944 Education Act it is interesting to note that

17 of the children were receiving no R.E. and they were not 6th form
adolescents, or children in First schools.

The locations were as scattered

as Northants, Birmingham, Grimsby, Essex, Whitehaven, Milton Keynes, and
Tyneside, and if the parents were correct, the 1944 Education Act wa.s being
disregarded in some schools in 1980.

All the respondents save one wanted the school to encourage their
children to be Christian, but 34 disagreed with the statement;

''I would

like the R.E. teacher to convert all the children to Christianity".

Some questions a.ppea.red to be too sophisticated for a. non-professional
audience.

Many

parents missed the only in:

''I'he R.E. teacher should only

explain the religious options open to children" (Qu.est.ion 7), as revealed
by the fact that they readily agreed with that and also the subsequent
question:

"I want the R.E. teacher to indicate how other religions fall

short of Christianity" (Question 8).

As the professional teacher knows, the
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two approaches a.re incompatible.
the same thing.

Information and critical evaluation are not

The questions were deliberately phrased to polarise opinion.

In the end they seemed to· reveal that the professional was ahead of the
client and that communi cat ion between home and classroom is a. continuing
problem.

There are occasions when the parents do not understand what is in

the mind of the teacher because they have not 7 in general, been init ia.t ed
into the zeitgeist that envelops the professional, and they miss or
misinterpret, the semantic overtones.

(This is another reason for

supplementing the original questionnaire with sections (c) and (d) of this
chapter).

Returning to the subject of Question 8, 51 parents registered their
disagreement, but 103 wanted the R.E. teacher to indicate how other
religions fall short of Christianity.
parents a.nd teachers.

Here was another gulf between some

These parents clearly sa.w schools as a. place for

transmitting Christian culture, a.nd expected teachers to share their
assumptions, or a.t least to be so familiar with them, that they could
transmit them.

Were these parents a.wa.re of the numbers of teachers who did

not share their views?

Early in 1944 Mass Observation published the result

of a survey of t eacherd views on religious educa.t ion.

The representative

sample they took of some, 1, 900 teachers from primary a.nd secondary schools
of various types showed

9CY/o of teachers to be in favour of religious

education in state schools.
1)

But

By 1965 a. National Opinion Poll published in ''New Society",

revealed tha.t although an overwhelming majority of parents
wanted the 1944 arrangements for religious educa.t ion to
cont inue 7 1.1% of teachers described themselves as atheists
or agnostics, and ''the secularist organizations asserted
about 2Cf/v of teachers were humanists"o
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Moreover those who would not describe themselves in such terms,
would be aware, by 1980 of the possibility of being accused
of indoctrination, or even racism, if they carried out the
wishes of some parents.

Question 9 dealt with priorities in R.Eo.

Ninety-six of the parents

wanted the main thrust to be ''Teaching the Bible"; 9 placed "Morals and
behaviour" as their first priority;

3 put "Contemporary Christianity"

first, 5 the "Religious dimension in man" and 2 "World religions".

Ninety--"three of the parents out of the sample of 132 preferred the
teachers to let the Bible speak for itself, (Question 10).

Seventy-five

of the parents indicated tba.t they thought R.E. often tlllde:rmined Christian
belief (Question 11).

On the other hand a sizeable number said they were

not disillusioned with R.E. in schools {30), and the majority said that they
wished to retain R.E. {103).

These parents in 1980 were clearly divided about whether R.E. bad been
beneficial to their child or not, (Question 13), they were divided about what
should be its main emphasis {Question 9), and they were divided about whether
it is proving effective {Questions 11 - 14), but they are almost unanimous
in wishing to retain it in the curriculum.

It would appear that continuation

of R.E. was not the main issue for the Christian parents who answered the
questionnaire, but content.

Quest ions 18 - 23 dealt with "other Religions".

Just over half {68),

wanted R.E. to be specifically Christian, {Question 16), 34 parents out of
the 132 wished to see other religions included in the senior syllabus, even
if it meant less time for Christianity.

A further 43 wished to see it in the

senior syllabus also, but not at the expense of Christianity (Question 19).

- 14Twenty-seven parents did not wish time to be spent on other religions a.t a.ll.
A breakdown of this last figure showed that of the 27, 3 attended the
Salvation Army, 1 an

Independent church, 8 attended a Baptist Church,

2 a Brethren meeting, 2 Anglican churches, and ll attended a Pentecostal
church.

This was interesting in the light of Bible Society census of 1979

which appeared to show that the Pentecostal and Holiness churches bad the
greatest growth rates among the denominations (3), although they were still
a minority when compared with practising Christians as a whole.
interesting because the later

stu~

It is also

of the composition of the meetings called

to inaugurate parent-controlled "Christian schools", revealed parents were
mainly from Pentecostal and other non-mainline denominations.

Only 12 parents wanted religions other than Christianity to be included
in the Primary syllabus, and 89 were against that, (Qc.estion 20 and 21).

Twenty-five parents agreed that "other stances for living" like Humanism,
and Marxism, should be included in the R.E. syllabus, but the majority
registered their disagreement.

Amongst the

25 are those again, who wished

teachers to demolish the opposition to Christianity.

"I would include at

second.ary level Marxism, Humanism, and Materialism, and challenge them all"
(Chelmsford).

Turning to "Influences on a. child" (Questions 24- 31), all but two of
the parents considered that the home mattered the most, "but school could have
more influence", (Rickma.nsworth).

One of the two parents who thought that the

home was not the main influence, said:

"older friends have been a. very

positive influence on my child", (Norwich).

In general parents saw church

and church based youth a.ct ivit ies as helpful, ''but not always" (Coventry).

·

- 15 Christian teachers were regarded in rather an ambivalent light.

Eight parents

said that Christian teachers had not had a positive Christian influence as far
as their children were concerned.
their experienoeiD

Thirty-three said the opposite had been

"Integrity in teaching is noticed by the child" (Chelmsford).

"Christian teachers have had a positive influence on my child..

It happens

in some schools, and we have been fortunate" (Tooting).,

Seventy~ne

parents said how important a.n influence Christian friends

were (~estion 3l)ID

On the subject of Church Schools (Question 32), parents were divided
on their perceived efficiency.

Most felt unable to pass judgement.

Thirteen did say that they thought that they could be more efficient.

"Having

taught in a Church School for 4 years, there were no assemblies", 35 parents
were complimentary.

On the isSile of whether the Church Schools were as

Christian as they should have been (Question 33), 31 parents said that they
thought that they were not.

Only 12 thought that they were.

The rest were

not Sllre or did not pass an opinion.

As to whether the parents would have sent their children to a Christian
school if' one was situated locally, 95 parents said they would have done
(Primary level), 101 said that they would have done (Secondary level).
Whatever the defects of' the qnestioiilla.ire 7 and in a sense the most that could
be said about it was that some Christian parents received it, and 132 returned it,
there was nevertheless a.n indication of' unease that was worth purSiling further.

Perbaps the number of parents unsure about the effectiveness of Clmrch
Schools, and interested in Christian Schools, would have diminished had the
Christian School curriculum been spelled out for them.

"Hould it be stressed

- 16 that it was Christianity and not religion that mattered most?" (Sevenoa.ks).
In the end the random and general survey led the wa;y into a more precise

and specific effort to discover just what· some Christian parents were uneasy
about, and

wey in particular they did not conceive Clmrch Schools and

Christian Schools s,ynonomous?

(c)

mTmVU.'\iS with parents
Over the period of

stu~

1979-1984, conferences were bemg called by

sections of Christian parents to consider the inauguration of Christian
Schools.

Apart from the visits made by the writer to 4 of these schools,

and reported on elsewhere in this

stu~,

visits were made to the conferences

to hear the speakers, to gather examples of the literature on display, and to
interview a sample of the participants.

Conferences were visited at Du.rham,

Tynemouth, Newcastle upon Tyne (2), Whitby, Washington New Town, and
Coventry.

Most of the conferences were day conferences, 'With packed programmes
so attempts were made to interview parents m

breaks, and opinion was

sought on two very direct questions.

1.

What, in your opinion, is unsatisfactory about state
school provision?

2.

Why do you support the formation of Christian Schools?

Verbal comments were recorded as the interview proceeded, and names
and addresses were added to the prepared sheets so that subsequent evaluation
meant that each interview was an entity that could be studied to some extent
within a local context.

- 17 There were :iJlt erviews with some 50 people.

Where parents bad similar

views only one was recorded in the following because the :illt ent ion was to
display the range of views in a. pa.tt ern which showed the gathering momentum
of the argument, rather than in a. manner which indicated the size of the
revolt.

The looa.tions mostly indicate where the interview took place and

only occasionally indicate where the parent resided.

They have no significance

other than indicating a. different voice and a. geographical spread.

A section of parents did not want to answer Question 1.

They said

tha.t they were not negatively against other schools but only positively for
Christian Schools.

Continued probing revealed however that even amongst

this group of parents there wa.s dissatisfaction with what were sometimes
termed, "Government schools" {Coventry).

"It is an a.broga.t ion of responsibility to leave children's
education to the state. It is a parental responsibility.
The Bible teaches that children should be surrounded by
Godly influences a.ll the time. Spirituality will wither
if we send our children to non-christian schools."
(Middlesbrough)
"At a. Christian School the children are saturated with
JeBils. It's the whole humanistic basis that is wrong.
The children go out from our Christian homes in the
moming at peace. They come back, all mixed up, and
difficult."
(Lichfield)

Many parents were not discreet about their attitude to state schools.

They did not prefix their remarks with statements designed to show how their
theological position lef't them with no option but to commence Christian
schools, but launched into open criticisms of State provision as

t~ey

discemed it, mostly through the eyes of their children, but sometimes
their own eyes if they were teachers.

'Wilhe general atmosphere of rebelliousness, the dirty stories,
glue-sniffing, decline in moral standards. I see the schools
from the inside. There is an un-christian atmosphere. R.E.
is sanetimes ab01,1t witches, dragons, ancient burial systems,
the occult, not about The Lord. Some teachars are long haired,
and put up posters of Chairman Mao, or sometimes swastikas.
Particularly in the Social studies department • He has gone
now. Lett teaching I think. But history is trendy too. I
send my children to a. Christian School. But I still work in
the state system at the moment."
(Coventry, Parent 1 )
"Different religions being taught., Acceptance of witchcraft,
homcsema.l teachers, the occo.lt, wrong type of literature."
(Coventry, Parent 2)
"Lack of Christian lm.owledge. Children just do not know
the basic facts of Christianity like we did. They know a.
bit of Hinduism and so on, but they are ignorant, lacking
in information about Christianity .. "
(Coventry, Parent 3)
"It's the whole humanistic basis. It 's wrong from the root
up. Violence is in man because of his rebellion against God."
(Coventry, Parent 4)
"Peace movements will not produce peace."
(Northumberland)
Gett ing rid of corporal punishment will not get rid of
violence."
(Coventry, Parent 5)
11

"Professionalisn. Very little personal interest in the
children. It's just a job. Humanistic minded teacher.
In London we have a lot of Communist teachers, - well,
Marxists. They're very militant.. W- - seems to
have a lot of them ..
"Glue sniffing, violence, poor standards. Because of race
laws a lot of people (teachers) are afraid of black people.
The children leave school lm.owing nothing. The teachers
do not want trouble so they accept poor work. Children
can leave school in my area without a proper education.
We have a Christian School. About 70 in it.. All a.ges up
to 16."
(London)
"In our area religions other than Christianity appear to
be given greater priority."
(County Durham)

twrhe abolition of corporal ptmishment is resulting in the
more senior teachers having to leave their examination
classes to deal with parents who have been called up to
school. My daughter tells me that these teachers sometimes
do not retum. I do not see how these teachers can get the
same results as their colleagues in independent schools.
The grades in the inne:t-city Comprehensives were poor this

=
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yearo My daughter T:Ja.S one of the bes-t mth a "C"
(Biology) 9 'VD" (Chemistry) 9 "E" (Peysics) 9 in a
school with over 1 9 000 pupilso As a reso.lt she did
not go to do medicine af'ter all because her grades
W'ere nowhere near ·what is required 9 and nowhere near
the Independent High School gra.deso They got mostly
"A'0s and ''B"so My daughter is equally capable because
she passed the entrance examination mth the other
girls and only joined the Comprehensive school in the
latter part of the second year because we could no
longer afford the fee so 11
(New-castle upon Tyne)
'vtibra.ry bookso Blasphemouso Portraying Jesus as
Wonderful 9 Counsellor m a ludicrous light o Portraying
children who go to church as eypocriticalo stealing
the offeringo Going out side for a smokeo My husband
and I went to the Headmistresso She said she bad lots
of people to cater foro We were small=minded and pettyo
She said that children are going to be exposed to
everything so they might as well learn to live with ito
But we don °t have it in our houseo She w-a.s very
unsympa.thet ico
"Children 9 14 years of age 9 selling drugs at £5o00 per
time o My son saw him again 3 days a. goo He v s a. wrecko
The school couldn 9t do anything about ito I w-cmted my
son out of' that atmosphereo
'v:It vs not so noticeable at primary level o But even there
teachers would smoke in lesson timeso The teacher said
there wouldn't be a Christmas partyo We complainedo The
teacher said that the children wanted a. discoo In the
end she put it to a voteo The children wanted a Christmas
partyo The teacher was quite su.rprisedo
"It 9 s Sllpposed to be some sort of Clmrch schoolo
st o B The Head reads a p~er in assembly o
Never mentions nm.cho Thanks God for discos and drink8
In the play about Noah the young children were dressed
in slinlcy' costumes and fish""'llet tights to depict sino
They were supposed to drink 9 and act as though they were
drlmko
otThere was a big display telling children their right So
son came home and told my husband that he did not ba.ve
a right to do somethingo Breeding rebelliono \'lfe do not
believe in children°s rightso We do believe ill children°s
responsibilitieso It 0 s going to breed disobedient childreno
Like it says ill the Bibleo Children disobedient to pa.rentso
In the end=timeso
My

''It v s the group presSilreo Children from Christian homes
feeling presso.rised to conformo Look at what is happening
in the Comprehensive so That is where the rebellion lie so"
(Coventry 9 Parent 6)
'Personal accountability to God ought to be taught o"
(R;rton)

0
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"Religion being what it is 9 RoEo depends more o:n the
teachervs personal response to God rather than the
syllabus they t eacho 19
(Essex)
'9RoEo teachers should at least be believers a 19
(Gateshead)
''There tm.s a. right do outside Adrian 9 s class toda.yo
This boy Mark :never does anything he 9 s toldo When
Miss T ~ told him to stand outside for swearing in
her lesson he just said Noo She kept telling him to
go and he would:n 9 t till he said 9 Right 9 I v11 go 9 but
everyone i:n the class has to come with meo He said
he would bash anyone up who didn 9t o So the whole
class went and stood out side the door o No=O:ne 9 s
bothered about behaving for teachers :now that ca:nings
bcm:nedo But everyone is frightened of being bashed
up = so the kids :rule :now o"
(Sheffield)

Fi:nally 9 in answer to what was unsatisfactory about state school
provisio:n 9 a constant theme in the conferences called by Christian parents
was the monopoly position accorded to the theory of evolution in the school
aurriculumo

The following tao contributions from parents swmnarise the

objections of' many otherso

"David Holbrook is :not a Christiano He points out that
evolution is at the ba.se of modern abortion pra.cticeso
He actually believes the theory of evolution (T.O.E.)
but thinks that it dehUIDanises society when it is
applied beyond the biological realmo The teaching of
creation is throughout the Bibleo Not just Genesiso
OVer 200 times the New Testament refers to the Old
Testament 9 63 times to Genesis 1 - 3o A :non-robust
view of creation emasculates the Gospelo
'ill'he evolutionists should thank us (Christian Schools) 9 .
for producing a thankful 9 caring peopleo \ie do :not
believe it is a.ll just oha.nceo
"Evolution has affected everythingo Even eco:nomicso
The sort of Lamarckian ''SUrvival of the fittest" is
being applied to economic theory (Monetarism) 9 in t.he
same way that Hitler tried applying it i:n the peysica.l
rea.lmo Desmond Morris 9 the author of "Naked Ape" says
that as a rasu.lt of evolution there can be no moral
a.bsoluteso The consequences are everywhere a Evolution
ha.s been linked to the future in FUturistic evolutionary
opt imi sm o19
(Cheshire)

~he Reformation principle was freedom to judge Scripture 9
but not to alter or reject ito The bulk of rlestem
Christ iauity has moved backwards to a pre-=-Reforma.t ion
situationo No~ it is not the priests who tell us what
Scripture says but theological expert So We bring some
sort of interpretative mechanism to bear on the "6 days
of creation" when we say it was an epocho Man is the
interpretero Man bas made himself the centre of all
thingso His reason is the final arbiter of trutho Man
puts his reason where God ought to beo 11
(Washington)

A summary of the views of parents indicated a major sub=division
between those parents who viewed the inauguration of Christian Schools as
an axiomatic result of adopting a particular theological stance 9 and
those parents who complained of a. deterioration in state provisiono
the second category

~ere

In

many parents who expressed unease at the ethics

and practices arising from placing man

19

at the centre of all things 11 o

Respondents were from very different cultures and from very different
educational backgrounds 9 and as a result expressed themselves differently 9
but there was a common thread which united themo

Both the worldng=-class

Pentecostal from. inner=London 9 and the PhoDo 9 director of a firm from
County Durham 9 were complaining that there had been a pre-suppositional shift o
They complained of clear evidences of deterioration 9 and were not optimistic
about the future unless there was a change of directiono

It might be inferred

that such a pessimistic view was the result of tired old age 9 but the
conferences were called by parents and as a result those whose children had
left school were the exceptionso

Some parents were so young that their

children had not even commenced school o
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(d)

LITERATURE
The final section of this cba.pter is a stud;y of the literature that was

on displEcy at the conferences arranged by Christian parents.

Much of it

could not have been easily obtained elsewhere since the documents had not
been published by established printing houses in general, but by alternative
means, and as a result were not being marketed through traditional cha.nnels.

In addition to the above, some quotations in this section, are from

letters to the national and local press.

The intention of this chapter is to acCUmulate evidence of the
perceptions of a group of parents.

It became obvious to the writer that as

the study proceeded, some of the apparently naively expressed notions needed
pursuing beyond the surface comments.

This section not only re-inforces

what has gone before, but explores the theological, and philosophical
notions lying consciously or unconsciously in the minds of the parents,
and this section is cwnullative also in that is uncovered some interesting
links with eminent figures from past.

Some writers clearly saw themselves

impelled by the convictions that motivated men like Samuel Rutherford,
William T;ynda.le, Martin Luther, Lord Sha.ftesbury, William Wilberforce, John
Wesley, George Whitfield, William Penn, John Bunyan, Jobn Knox, John Calvin,
and some went as far as to state that what laf· at the heart of their
concem was ''l'he destruction of faith and freedom".

(4)

Not unnaturally

in a "mixed-ability" situation, this concem was a concept articulated in a

way that reflected the abilities and education of a writer and the
capability of the intended audience as a writer perceived it.

This account a

for the unevenness in the contributions tbat bave been selected.

As in the

last section, the unease expressed amongst Christian parents was not confined
to a social class or category so much as a theological and philosophical group

- 23that spread across the social classes.

Nothing illustrated this better

than the mode of eonmnmication appropriate to different social classes of
parents and that is why their comments have been repeated despite the
diversity of styles.

It was particularly noticeable among the verbal

comments, and exemplified by the opening remarks to one predomin.antly
workin~cla.ss audience.

("If you people do not look out, you will lose

your freedom to preach the Gospel.")

The style of some of the literature

indicates a. different sort of audience.

But the theme was the same.

''Education is not, never has been, and can never be
neutral in terms of values, faith, and a. world-life
view.
Despite the attempts of Simon Kohlberg, and
others, to speak of value-classification in place of
values, the int ellectua.l and moral bankruptcy of
their cause is becoming increasingly evident. To
suggest that any teacher, much less a school system
with an explicit philosophy (at least explicit enough
to "want" to prohibit the teach:ing of religion in
schools) is neutral in terms of values is to perpetrate
a colossal hoax. It is as much a. falsehood as it is
to talk of 'free education', the euphemism for a taxsupported schooling. Tax-supported schools, abetted
by civil religion, are the modern counterparts of the
Established Churches of past centuries. Secularism,
also known as secular humanism, is the name of the
faith. John Dewey spoke strongly for a "common faith".
"Dr. Nathan Pusey, former president of Harvard
. University said that, "Secularism is the new fundamentalism
of the da.y"• His ecclesiastical counterpart, the former
Archbishop of Canterbury, William Temple, observed that,
"an education that is not religious is atheistic, there
is no middle way."
(5)
"Religious Education is a vital aspect of our children's
total education and the opinion polls among parents and
teachers show that they want it .. (Women's awn, and Times
Educational Supplement surveys 1977)• The pressure from
a non-religious group of less than 2 7 000 members (British
Humanist Association) to remove R.E. from the curriculum
would seem more arrogant than the desire to underline the
place of Christianity within RGEo"•
(6)
''There is a. mood amongst some of those :in multi-cultural
education which sees current development a as a panacea
for all our ills. It is the latest expression of the
assumption that man's salvation lies in education.
Education in itself cannot deal with all our problems
Anti-racist teaching alone' will not guarantee generations
of non-racist children. Christ ian& know that the human race
is flawed."
(7)

- 24"The issue of relativism has been discussed for some years
now in the area of Religious Education and some have
expressed concern about the impact of world religions
courses which induct children into a thoroughly
relativistic view of religion, described by one observer
as an induction into agnosticism."
(8)
"The role of secularism as the great unifier of society
has to be seriously doubted. It is also indoctrinatory
as an educa.t ional assumption, and so a school basing its
moral and social education on it would, by its own
criterion, fail to qualify for a State subsidy." (9)
"Increasing use of militant tactics by teacher• s trade
unions is lowering morale and affecting public confidence
in schools, Mr. Kenneth Dyos, the new President of the
National Association of Head Teachers said yesterday.
''We cannot ignore the fact that we now have a few Red
Robbos in the staff rooms of some of our schools."" (10)
"The Labour majority on I.L.E.A. would do well to set
aside secularist prejudices and other fads, if they are
not to inflame resentments."
(11)
"If the proposals for a new London Agreed Syllabus become
law·, a great deal of soul searching will have to be done
by evangelical Christian teachers, who must decide before
God whether they are able to compromise their faith in
this way. The new legislation could result in the
resignation of many cormnitted Christian teachers -who
alone are able to show a faith under challenge, as rival
faiths or philosophies are met and dealt with, and who
are the most valuable assets of any school. This is a
very serious matter, for I believe that the 'salt' is
gradually being filtered out of the state school system."

(12)
"There is no doubt that the education given in our schools
is overwhelmingly atheistic. The question of R.E. is
irrelevant."
(13)
"It is eypocritical of the compilers of the Religious
Education Council's Report ''What future for the Agreed
Syllabus now" (1977) to call for "Some clear guidance
on what the community expects of its R.E. teachers,
(p.l5, line 4). It is known that the vast majority of
the population want their children taught Biblical
Christianity. The proposals embodies in the two booklets
on the Agreed Syllabus by the Religious Eaucation Council
are humanist inspired. If implemented, they would put
schools in conflict with believing Christians, Hindus,
and Moslems. The only sections of the community which
would be pleased are the humanists, atheilrt s, and those
political extremilrt s who see Chrilrtianity as an obstacle
to their political ambitions. These proposals represent
a retreat from faith and should be rejected."
(14)

- 25''To the degree that statistics can be relied upon, these
suggest that there is an overwhelming majority of teachers
and parents who are in favour of the cont :inuance of
religious education in primary schools, county schools
a.nd voluntary schools. Table 3 shows that of a sample
of over 2,000 teachers less than 2% withdraw from R.E ••
Table 6 shows that of a sample of over 56,000 children
less than 1% are withdrawn."
(1973) (15)
"We particularly deplore the havoc done to Primary R.E.
through hasty uncritical acceptance of Goldman's theories
of pupil's understandings. We have seen with dismay the
down-grading of Bible content into a story fonn, or a
set of art activities until it cannot be compared in
conceptual demand with social and science lrludies
introduced to that same age group." (1979) (16)
"It would appear that much of the development of
Religious Education in Brita:in since 1970 has been
governed by the presence of significant numbers of
Muslim/Hindu/Sikh children in a small proportion of
our schools. Would it not have been, and even now, be
wiser, to work out the syllabi for the great majority
of our children and then consider the special cases
separately? Have Chrif.Jtians not been bamboozled into
accepting the lead of secularists who are glad to have
an excuse to dilute or delete Christian education?"
(1983)
(17)
"Compulsory humanism all round. We should act while
our bands are still free." (1980) (18)
''Parent rJ freedom in deciding upon schools for their
children is much in the news nowadays. There are those
••• who attack the independent schools, with the
intention of driving all children into state schools.
Many recognise ••• the totalitarian effect of such plans,
for to take away the right of" parents (if only some
parents) to choose for their children, ••• is to deprive
them of an important part of their civil freedom."
"A general state education is a mere contrivance for
moulding people to be exactly like one another; and as
the mould in which it casts them is that which pleases
the predominant power in the government, whether it be
a monarch, a priesthood, an aristocracy, or the majority
of the existing generation; in proportion as it is
efficient and successful, it establishes a despotism
over the mind, leading by natural tendency to one over
the body. An education established and controlled by
the State should only exist, if it exist at all, as one
among many competing experiments, carried on for the
purpose of example and lrlimulus, to keep the others up
to a certain lrlandard of excellence.,"
(19)

- 26''The claim, that the differences between Roman Catholics,
Jews, Protestants and secular humanists do not effect
education springs from the failure to realise that life
is religion. Either human life will seek to serve the
One True God or it will inevitably seek to absolut ize
and idolize one or another aspect of God's creation.
Lacking a true ordering prmciple for life in the \ford of
God humanists are forced by their apostasy from the living
God to find meaning and purpose within the narrowed down
horizons of the material universe. Since it is only in
this world that perfection can be found, then unity too,
must be achieved within the terms of this world. Hence
their apostate religious drive to integrate everyone into
a common collective mould. Such persons would enforce a
drab educational uniformity at the expense of democratic
unity m diversity. tt
(20)
"God m His sheer power could have crushed Satan in his
revolt by the use of power. But because of God's character,
justice came before the use of power alone. Therefore
Christ died that justice, rooted in what God is, would be
the solution. Henry De Bract on (De Legibus et Consuetudinibus
c. 1250), codified this ••• the prince may have the power
to control and rule, but he does not have the right to do so
without justice. This was the basis of English Cormnon Law.
The ?vfa.gna Charta (1215) wa.s written within 35 years of
Bracton•s ''De Legibus" and in the midst of the same universal
thinking in England at that time. The Reformat ion ( 300 years
af'ter Bract on) refmed and clarified this further. It got
rid of the encrust at ions that had been added to the JudeaChristian world view and clarified the point of authority with authority resting in Scripture rather than church and
Scripture, or state and Scripture. This not only had meaning
in regard to doctrine but clarified the base for law. That
base was God's written Law. What the Reformation did was to
return most clearly ••• to origins, to the f:inal reality, God.
"The humanists push for "freedom", but hav:ing
consensus to contain it, that "freedom" leads
slavery under the state (or under an elite).
its lack of any final base for values or law,
chaos."
( 21)

no Christian
to chaos or to
Humanism, with
always leads to

"Disturbing social changes in Britain began in the late
1950s ••• New terms were coined, promiscuity became
'sleeping around' , adultery •wife-swapping' , fornica.t ion,
•pre-marital sex', • •• at the same time as the wider
cultural changes, a small group of people began a long
term operation designed to remove from the national scene
all remaining Christian landmarks, especially in the law
of the land. The Common Law of England retained many restraints
based upon profcnmdly Christian .insights, side by side with
statute law. One by one, on the apparently reasonable basis
of the greater accuracy and clarity of statute law,
Parliament was persuaded to replace common law provisions by
contemporary statutes in matters of morals, or to up-date
older statutes ••• 1959 Roy Jenkins' private member's bill
became law as the Obscene Publications Act, in 1965 came

- 27the abolition of the death penalty, in 1967 the Abortion
Act both of which removed in a. decisive way the Christian
view of the sanctity of human life. In 1967 the Se:m.a.l
Offences Act decrimina.lised homosexual acts in England,
in 1968 the Theatres Act abolished censorship by the Lord
Chamberlain, in 1969 the Divorce law was changed, in 1977
the cinema was granted special protection from the
obscenity la.w in the Criminal Law Act ••• Attempts have
been ma.de to lega.lise eutha.na.sia., to abolish most of the
prohibited degrees of marriage between close relatives,
to abolish the law of blasphemy and to sweep a.wa.y the
various acts which preserve Sunday as a. day of rest and
quiet.
"Secu.larist thinking on both sides of the Atlantic has
aimed at the two central human values to which Biblical
Christianity gives special protection and around which
particu.la.r protective institutions are set - human life,
and family structure.
''The writer (Francis A. Schaeffer), forces key questions
upon us: 'll,ihich view of reality will our two (Britain
and the U.s.A.), choose?" Where will our Governments
look to for their ultimate gu.idance? To what law (if
any) are the law-givers themselves subject to? No
quest ions could be more crucial for the survival of
Britain, or of Western civilisation in the last two
decades of our unstable century."
-r'he challenge to the Christian people in Western
democracies is inescapable. Schaeffer's warning echoes
that of Solzhenitsyn. Will the churches of the privileged
West awaken in time?"
(22)

The quotations from the literature are lengtbiY, mostly because it appears
to be the most convincing way of tracing the connect ion between a group of
parents registering unease at trends in Religious Education in schools, and
a group of parents maintaining that what was at stake was political freedom.
Clearly there are a number of stages on the journey from one to the other.
The indications in this chapter are that some Christian parents do not make
the whole journey.

Of those who do not all favour the establishment of

Christian Schools.

Having said that, one motive for that sort of precipitous

action had been uncovered.

In a cu.rious circle of events, what some parents

are saying in the mid-eighties, is that Butler was right in the mid-forties
when he took the view that irreligion and atheism provided a. suitable climate
for the rise of totalitarianism.

Forty years on from the 1944 Education Act,

groups of Christian parents were saying the same thing.

=
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vvA widely used high school mathematics text 9
''Mathematics in the Service of Political Education" 9
Second Edition 1935 9 ooo includes problems stated in
distorted terms of the cost of caring for rehabilitating
the chronically sick and crippledo One of the problems
a.sked 9 for instance 9 is how many netr housing units
could be built and ho't:J' mantr marriage allowance loans
could be given to newly=t1ed couples for the amount of
money it cost the state to ca.re for the crippled and
inea:ae.,vo
I

fO!lhe second most widely used edition of this textbook
was issued soon after Hitler came to power a"
rorhe first direct order for euthanasia was issued by
Hitler on September 1st 19~9 ooo" (23)

The connexion can not be more clear than that o

Here is the re-emergence

of the proposition that just as atheimn and irreligion dulled the consciences

of many in pre=tm.r Nazi Germany 9 so the decline of Christ ian thinking and
Christian teaching throughout the years 1944=1984 was sapping moral
perceptivity and courageo

(6)

DISCUSSION
At the end of the 1944=1984 period there wru;,:; a bod;y: of Christian

parents articulating »its... unease at trends in Relgious Education in
pc..rt icula.r 9 and the underlying philosophy of education in general o

In both case.s they were protesting at the declining influence of
Christicmity 9 and saying that the vacuum was beingfilled with the vagueness
which results in moral indecisiono

Some 'l;;l'ere more explicit saying that

neither religious SJ'I1Cretism 9 nor secularism 9 were any substitute for
Biblical revelationo
baseo

In particular both lacked absolutes and a developed

They also lacked spiritual d;ynamico

Fina.lly 9 the Christian parents

alleged that they lacked popular support also o

But then they complained

- 29that the media, Parliament, academic institutions - and to some extent the
churches, contained an elite

wb¥ had

overrun what the ordinary people wanted,

and had certainly overrun the orthodox Christian position by secularising it.
''Those taking the lead in the changes ., ., • rely on
litigation rather than legislation and the election
process. They do this because they can often accomplish
through the courts changes they could not achieve by
the will of the majority, using the more representative
institutions of government."
(24)

An illustration of (24) is that in 1981 the Newcastle LeE.A. invited

a referendum by parents and teachers in an effort to ban corporal punishment.
In the event both parents and teachers voted by a large majority to retain it

as a sanction.

The Labour dominated L.E.A .. pleaded _the rulings of the

European Court of Human Rights and banned it without further consultation.

In "Religious Education 1944-1984", Rosalin strachan is quoted as saying
that throughout the discussions on the 1944 Education Act, Britian was still
at war with Nazi Germany.
''rhe war was seen as a clash of ideologies. To some
it was a war between Nazi and Christian, but to most
it was a war between totalitarianism and democracy.
Therefore people were forced to ask themselves what
was the basis of this democratic tradition ••• And
to the majority Christ ian ethics seemed to be the
basis of British democracy. If it was the moral and
spiritual strength of the churches .... and i f the
democratic tradition was founded on Christianity,
then it was vital that the children of the nat ion
should learn about the Christ ian faith in order that
they, as citizens of the future, might have the
necessary moral fibre to uphold the democratic wa;y of
life if ever it were threatened again .. "
(25)

This is almost precisely the position held by a section of the Christian
parents portrayed in this study, albeit 40 years later.
that their convictions were linked to action.

This study indicates

The publication of letters,

- 30pamphlets, and books is both time consuming and expensive, and the
inauguration of alternative schools for those who are persuaded tha.t there is
not a more satisfactory way forward, is even more time consuming and
expensive.

Clearly the Christian parents under scrutiny did not think tha.t

there could be a repeat of the 1944 Education Act experiment.

In their view

there was no longer a. Christ ian consensus in society as a. whole, and in their
view the churches had been infiltrated by secularism so that they could not
be relied on to act in the interests of those Christian parents who took
their authority from Biblical revelation.

''The 'half-hearted" teaching of religious education in
many schools wa.s a betrayal of the Education Act 1944
which wa.s designed to ensure that ''the evil irreligion"
of Nazi Germany did not infect Britain. The real
betrayal is for a. school to leave children without
religious knowledge or to treat it a.s a branch of
anthropology or a.s a. Moscow-style tourist walk round
a. museum of religion."
(26)
''We a.re a. supposedly Christian country.. We have daily
prayers in the House of Coumons and in the House of
Lords. The Church of England is "by the law established".
We have Bishops in the House of Lords. The Queen takes
a. corona.t ion oath that she will uphold the Prot est ant
faith and will honour the la.w of God. We have school
religious education a.nd a. daily a.ct of worship. We
have prison chaplains and chaplains to hospitals and
the armed forces."
''rhe question is what is the quality of these things?
So much of it is empty words. Merely formal shape."

(27)
''DUring the 1950s there were still a. number of
ed.ucat ional thinkers - Castle, Jeffrey's, Highet , who were committed Christians. Today the most
influential educational writers - Bernstein, Hirst,
Simon, Peters and iiilson - all put forward ht.unanistic
and non-christian propositions.
"l'he humanists have gained control of scholarship and
learning."
( 28)
''The struggle between Christianity and secular humanism
for the direct ion of eclucat ion ha.s been long and
prot ra.ct ed."
( 29)

- 31 "Christianity, as a revealed religion, has a fundamental
duty towards education., This duty cannot be fulfilled to
any reliable or continuing extent by Christian teachers
working in the schools provided by the public authorities.
They can. do much. But in a pluralistic society the
Christian nature of the education they provide is limited,
and could, in some circumstances be non-existent. In their
individual lives they can witness to the faith they hold.
But in the school in which they serve cannot display a
world-view in the truly Christian sense. In a pluralistic
society there is a greater need for the Church to establish
and retain it a own schools than was the case when society
as a whole subscribed to Christian beliefs.

(30)
'"de asked our R.E. teacher if he was a Christian.
he was not allowed to tell us."
(31)

He said

''!'he great secret of the avoidance of dictatorship in a
people not predominantly evangelical lies in unbiased public
information. The present new systems in the western world,
be they political or scientific, are highly biased in favour
of materialisn, which will never give the people the strength
of character necessary to prevent a recurrence of totalitarianism
••. It lies in us, to be totalitarian - even in our Christian
and democratic organisations we. have to beware of it. Gnly the
living Christ, through His Living Word, is capable of changing
a man's heart so as to prevent the viatory of the natural man
a.s seen in brown fa.cism and red communisn. Every man is capable
of everything - of Hitler's or stalin's works in thought and
deed, or, in contrast, of the works of the Spirit of God in
thought and deed - depending on which spirit we daily give our
hearts to."
(32)
"For most of my friends the sixties were a. turbulent time.
It was the heyday or relativism and it knocked a. hole in
many of their lives ..
"As students we were introduced to a. whole range of political
theorists from Plato and Aristotle down to Chairman Mao. \-/e
were taught to look at the way that religions had been used
to manipulate societies and we analysed the behaviour of
religious groups in a. style that was both scathing and
destructive. Under the scrutiny of the sociologists all
sense of the spiritual disappeared. So also did any clear
cut view of morality. Truths that we had been brought up
to believe were inviolate were proved to be only relative.
They and we, were simply the product of our envirorunent;
our parents, our society, our century. Had we been brought
up in some other country, at some other time, in some other
way, our system of values might have been completely different
and just as valid. In other worlds, there was no such thing as
absolute truth. Everything was relative.
"As the moral and spiritual foundations were kicked from beneath
our feet, many of my friends felt that they had nothing to hold
on to any more. They couldn't locate themselves. They felt
abandoned in some strange way, and bitterly disillusioned."
(33)

- 32"School politics are rarely simple, nor should they be.
In Bradford political control of the city council is

unstable. The city's Asians are flexing their muscle
as a.n ethnic bloc. Labour is divided and attempting to
unite around the shibboleth of "anti-racism" and positive
discrimination as a cynical bid to win Asian votes.
Political malcontents have raised a lm.e and cry against
Mr. Honeyford and to the great shame of the city• s
educational professimlals they have been allowed to pursue
him to the point of dismissal proceedings. But this is
no parochial example of intolerance and rmmicipal
injustice - the fate of the chief education officer of
the borough of Newham suggests a more general pattern.
In IJ:mer London "anti-racism" is a harsh new orthodoxy.
In The Times Educational SUpplement last month a school
governor wrote of the "almost medieval refusal" of
teachers and head teachers to exercise their own
capacity for thought, for heresy.,n
(34)

As parental complaints about Religious Education in particular, and
schools in general continues into the mid-eighties, and as the alternative
Christian Schools increase in number, the field is wide open for a wellfunded team to replace what the writer feels is little more than a general
introduction, with the sort of exacting research that will detail the nature
and scale of parental disenchantment with considerably more precision.
Meanwhile the writer• s concern is with the portrayal of an overview and
an invest iga.t ion

into the reasons for ito

This chapter closes with a list

of concerns which covers the variety of views expressed in Chapter 1, and
amounts to a representative summary of unease.

(£)
i)

LIST OF CONCERNS
Christian parents wished to retain Religious Education,
but specifically Christ ian Religious Ed.ucat ion ..

ii)

Some Christ ian parents linked the dilution of specifically
Christian education to falling academic standards and growth
of behavioural problems in schools.

- 33iii)

There was concern at the down-grading of the Bible because
it enabled relativistic theories to gain ascendancy over
eternally valid moral absolutes.

Thus children were robbed

of crucial moral signposts.
iv)

At the same time parents complained of doctrinaire pressures
to "believe" evolutionary theory with its far reaching
philosophical implications in both the sciences and the
humanities.

v)

Parents complained that the teaching of Christian doctrine
had been relegated in favour of inculcating Christ ian
attitudes.

They said the neglect of the former would lead

to a dearth of the latter.
vi)

These parents were also concerned at the quiet revolution
that had replaced Christ ia.nity with Humanism as the presuppositional base for educational philosophy and practice.
The whole school enterprise had been affected, not just the
teaching of R.E ••

vii)

They blamed Church leaders in the Protestant sector for being
too influenced by the Humanism that was invading the state
sector to evaluate it critically and repudiate it.

viii)

Many Christ ian parents derided the not ion that abandoning
a Christian base would allow schools to be objective, fair
and balanced.

They took the view that attempted impartiality

would lead to a vacuum that other belief systems would fill.

- 34ix)

There was disquiet that many of the educational practices 7
and ethical a.spirat ions arising from optimistic humanism
would fail 7 if attempted minus spiritual dynamico

x)

There wa.s concern at the Christian 'Vrevisionism" connived
at by ChurCh and state 7 which purchased popularity by
abandoning orthodox Christian positionso

xi)

Some parents were Concerned that Christ ian teachers in the
sta.te schools had been manoeuvred into a presentation of the
Gospel which robbed it of its authorityo

Like the Jews who

petitioned Pilate 7 parents perceived a. strategic difference
between "The King of the Jews" and "He said he was the King
of the
xii)

Jews~"~o

Some parents took the view that there were those who were
pursuing a. deliberate policy of subversion to destabilise
Christian society and replace it with a system that would be
hostile to Christian believerso

xiii)

These parents perceived schools as strategic in transmitting
values to successive generationso

They regarded a monopolistic

sta.te system as especially threatening to parental rights and
individual libertieso
xiv)

The decline in orthodox Christian teaching and thinking wa.s
sapping moral perceptivity and courageo
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Some of the criticisms mentioned in Chapter 1 are anything but cosy
and agreeable for those who helped to shape education during the years
1944

~

1984o

It takes considerable maturity 7 not to say magnanimity 7 to

meet what seems to be cu.rsory 7 simplistic 7 judgemental and ill-informed
parental criticism with the possibility that the professionals were
conditioned by their training and environment into accepting measures that
should have been rejectedo

~fuen

Dro Donald Howard toured Britain in 1980 in an effort to gain

support from disenchanted parents for his "Accelerated Christian Schools"
system 7 he maintained to the author 7 in an interview given in Newcastle upon
Tyne 7 that the response from parents was sympathetic but the response from
Christian teachers was generally hostileo

As an e:xample he mentioned the

criticism levelled at him in meetings all over Ellgland that his system wa.s
proselytising for converts to Christianityo
he cheerfully admitted it

7

replying that every school system was

proselytising for something 7 and;
you into Egypt brother" o

Far from rejecting that charge 7

''Your professional studies have initiated

His amiable remark cloaked all too scantily the

conclusion that he had reached 7 that Christ ian teachers had been conditioned
by their training into seeing problems that did not exist for many nonprofessional Christian parentso

During visits to newly formed Christian schools 7 the author was told on
more than one occasion that the professional teachers who bad been employed 7
were both the greatest asset

7

but frequently the greatest nuisance.

would have been more acceptable if they had not been to college".

''They
During

more than one conference the call was made for the vision for Christian schools
to be extended to a vision for Christian colleges to service those schools.

- 38 This chapter attempts, :in response to the criticisms of some parents,
to determ:ine the nature and extent of changes :in attitude in teachers 1944-

1984• It does so by a care:f'u.lly conducted survey of opinion amongst
teachers :in the Diocese of Newcastle upon Tyne during 1980, and its sets
what teachers were doing in 1980, against what they were doing in the
schools in the same area, :in 1944•

SURVEY

!~OD

All the Anglican (50), and Roman Catholic (53) schools were approached
in the Anglican Diocese of Newcastle upon Tyne, which corresponds closely to
the geographical boundaries of the Roman Catholic one 7 a.nd roughly covers
the area from the Scott ish Border to the River Tyne, a.nd from the East
Coast of England to the Penines that form the natural barrier half-way
to the West Coast.

This land of Aidan, and Bede, and Cuthbert.

Did their

spirit live on?

The Church of England a.nd Roman Catholic Schools in the area were
matched with a further category, that of 50 L.E.A. County schools.

This

matching was not precise, since the Church of England does not have any
senior schools in the area, but apart from that matching was carefully
designed to cover type, geographical location, and age-range.

This north-east

comer of England, with its once, at the tum-of-the century most densely
populated urban area in Europe, (Elswick), and its miles of thinly populated
c01mtryside and almost deserted beaches.

A better spread of social class

and occupation it would be hard to find.

In the case of the L.E.A. schools, they were selected from three

Authorities, Newcastle upon Tyne, North Tyneside and Northumberland, covered
by the Anglican Diocese of Newcastle, and although returns were obtained from

- 39schools existing in close proximity to each other, (:Berwick, Blyth,
Cramlington, Alnwick, Morpeth, Hexham, Bedlington, Ashington, Newcastle upon
Tyne, Tynemouth), schools where R.E. received cursory attention did not
appear in the survey.

This was because permission was granted to approach

only those schools, that were likely to be willing to take part in the survey.

Forty-eight out of the Anglican schools replied to the survey (96%).
Forty-five of the Roman Catholic schools responded (8,%).
schools took part.

Forty-five County

Judging by the nature of the returns, those L.E.A. schools

that took part were sympathetic to R.E..

~ihilst

grateful for every return,

it would have widened the spread of opinion, and emphasized differences more
clearly, if some of the replies had been from more radical anti-R.E. schools.
For example, the search for respondents unearthed one large Comprehensive
School where there were no Religious Assemblies and no R.E. lessons because
the Head was against both.

Another Head said specifically,

''!'he less R.E.

in this school the better".

In the end differences between the three categories did not show up as

distinctly as might have been the case.

However, it did provide a ''bench mark" of opinion amongst teachers with
responsibility for Religious Education, and in this sense the responses are

a.n interesting historical document, and valid irrespective of the
interpretations that may be placed upon theme

- 40THE QUESTI<mTA IRE

Information was gathered from each school by means of a questionnaire.
That the return should be so high seemed to indicate the interest, i f not the
practical involvement, of the Head Teacher.

In the case of the ls:rge senior

schools the Head indicated his endorsement of the return.

Frequently the

opinion seemed to be that of older more senior staff, and one Head actually
said that his responses were the views of colleagues of his generation, but
not the views of his younger members of staff..

Since by 1984 economic cuts

were resulting in early retirement of teachers over the age of 50, the
responses to the questionnaires could not be considered an accurate picture
of opinion other than in the year 1980 and shortly af'ter.

It also means

that any trends perceived prior to 1984 could well accelerate subsequently.

The questions were deliberately framed to be sharp and divisive without
being offensive.

Since the whole exercise was costly in time and money it

seemed to be putting busy and capable people to a lot of unnecessary trouble
if the results were going to be innocuous answers to a tame questionnaire.

Anonymity was guaranteed in a covering letter, and although the name and
size of the school accompanied the return, there was no way that anyone other
than the writer could trace opinions to their source.

A considerable effort was made to avoid questions that would 'lead' the
respondent.

(kl

the other hand it has to be admitted that the phrasing of,

questions are inevitably coloured by personal experience and doctrinal outlook,
and even if it were possible to wash out of the mind of the author all bias, it
would still be no guarantee that the respondent would not perceive one.

- 41-

In the end one had to trust the integrity of the staff approached, and they

seemed to have no good reason for being other than honest and frank in their
replies.

A further difficulty arose over nomenclature.

Despite a pilot study

and a series of drafts some questions ended up by meaning different things
to different people.

In Question 38 teachers did not identify ·'vicar' with

"priest" and it was therefore not possible to judge how many Roman Catholic
school assemblies were being taken by the local priest.

Jl.nother example

was Questions 8 and 9 where the phrasing proved to be an inadvertent
infringement of the view that children become both· Christians and Church
members at baptism.

In the main, teachers generously sought the essence

of the quest ion and replied accordingly.

It was a fact that almost all the quest ions came from the lips of
teachers themselves, having cropped up in that multitude of professional
exchanges which are the inevitable result of 20 years in teaching.
equally certain would be the fact that some

Almost

would want to omit subjects

and insert others in an effort to probe deeply into the minds of teachers,
and produce balanced and significant evidence.

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

It was quite clear, that although the children in the three sorts of
schools were alike in almost every respect, the Religious Education that they
were receiving was not uniform.

- 42Even with the absence of the more radical sector in the L.E.A. there
wa.s a. discernible spectrum of opinion with, in general, the Roman Catholic
teachers a.t one end, the L.E.A. teachers a.t the other, and the Church of
England teachers in between.

This sprea.d of opinion invited display in

soa.ttergra.m form since it wa.s possible, even without pa.ying close attention
to the sta.t ist ice, to ha.lf close the eyes and see the broa.d band of opinion
moving from County to Roman Catholic schools with teachers in Anglican
schools somewhere on the line between.

Secondly, the survey revealed the extent of the change in Religious
Education content in the Church of England and the L.E.AG schools.

The

writer wa.s presented with more orthodox Christianity, a.s a. child, in an
L.E.A. Primary school on the border of the Diocese of Newcastle, including

·~learning by hea.rt of Psa.lm 23, Psa.lm 123, The Lord's Pra.yer, and<-·;·;:.
most of the Beatitudes, than wa.s considered a.ppropria.te in a Church of England
school in 1980.

The Newcastle Diocesan Education Committee syllabus for

Religious Instruct ion (Infant Sect ion), a.nd the Syllabus of Religious
Instruction (Junior Section), for the yea.rs a.fter 1944 were full of doctrine,
a.nd Christian doctrine wa.s seen a.s a. necessary pre-requisite for the
production of Christian behaviour.

"Conduct cannot be ta.ught effectively

without close reference to teaching on Fa.ith" (1).

In contrast to this the

survey resulted in the discovery tha.t no Newcastle upon Tyne Diocesan syllabus
wa.s being used throughout the church schools in the Diocese.

There was a.

recommendation in 1977 tha.t the recently revised Church school syllabus for
the Diocese of Durham might fill the gap but when it was examined by one
Church school in the Diocese of Newcastle it resulted in letters from some
of the teachers complaining a.bout the paucity of Christian content.

In his

reply, the Bishop of Durham defended the Syllabus, but a.greed with the
complaint , ( 2) o

- 43Thirdly, a.nd rather in keeping with the last sentence, there was
evidence of the continuing popularity of Christianity and Christian teaching,
but what was meant by that could mean very different things to different
people.

The trend appeared to be a.n increasing distance between the

descriptive term "Christian", and the derivative roots of that term.

Since

this formed the essence of many of the complaints from Christ ian parents,
this, along with the first two reSillts of the survey, deserved to be examined
in more detail.

other items arising from the Sllrvey, where they seemed to have no bearing
on the complaints ma.de by parents, were not included in this chapter, but
the tabulated reSillts were added, not only to justify the extrapolations made
from them, but to ma.ke them available to those who might wish to study them
for other purposes than that in the mind of the author.

a.)

Spread of opinion
Question 10 of the Survey asked each set of teachers to state what they

hoped that their children would know by the time tha.t they left the school.
The question was phrased to reveal what ground the teachers ha.d covered in
the curriculum, rather than their expecta.t ions of wha.t the children would ha.ve
understood, or retained.

To obtain this sort of information from a. busy

professional the field had to be narrowed, thus curriculum areas were
delineated for a. quick response, and the following picture emerged.

-44WHAT THE TEA.CHERS HOPED THE CHILDREH WaJLD KNOW ClN LEAVING THEIR SCHOOL
QUEST! ClN l 0

L.E.A .. County
Schools

Church of England
Schools

Roman Catholic
Schools

lOa;.{.

~·~
9 .J;'··

100%

93~6
·~).9

1eii-'};

100%

77%
(In the Anglican Diocese of Newcastle 1980)

- 45As pointed out, questions were open to interpretation, so the emerging
results cannot be considered infallible, but the way that the Church of
England teachers seemed to be bridging the gap between the Roman Catholic
and state school teachers emerged fairly consistently throughout the
questionnaire.

In Question 1 for example, 13 teachers in ClmrCh of England schools

thought that R.E. should not differ from that offered in state schools.
No Roman Catholic teachers thought that.

They were well aware of the

distinctiveness of their religious education.

By 1980 the teachers in the

Anglican schools would have been a\'zare of the impropriety of giving
denominational instruct ion in state schools, so one possibility· was that
they thought the Agreed Syllabus of the Local Education Authority was
satisfactory for the Church of England schools also.

Judging by the results

of Question 2, no Roman Catholic teachers thought that either.

They agreed

unanimously that religious education in a Roman Catholic school should be
centred on the teaching of the parent church.
replied that they disagreed with that policy.

Nine Church of England schools
The opinion that was expressed

by teachers in state schools was divided evenly in Questions 1 and 2 for
and against.

The teachers in the Anglican schools mostly agreed with their

Roman Catholic colleagues, but not to the same extent.

They bridged the

gap.

In Question 6 all the teachers in Roman Catholic schools agreed that

parents should be made aware of the fact that the school was founded to
promote Christian belief •. Anglican schools were founded for similar
reasons, as mentioned in the subsequent study of the "National Society, but

6 teachers registered their unease at having to inform parents about that.
state school teachers had no such obligation.
England schools fell between the two again.

The teachers in Church of

- 46Question 27 asked the schools to indicate the sort of R.E. syllabus
that they used.

All the Roman Catholic schools other than the 5 senior

schools used the Diocesan syllabus.

Nearly all the State schools (37)

used the Agreed Syllabus of their Authority.

All but 7 of the Church of

'England schools designed their own syllabus.

They may have been very good,

but they illustrate the point again, that the Roman Catholic teachers
operated under clear guidance from their Church, the State school teachers
operated under clear guidance from their Education Authority, the Church of
Dtgland school teachers seemed to be operating somewhere between the two.

The strong impression was that there was a considerable degree of
co-ordination and unanimous endeavour in the Roman Catholic sector (tied
to the Church), - a considerable degree of co-ordination and unanimous
endeavour :in the L.E.A. sector (tied to the State), - but the Head Teachers
in the Church of Dtgland schools :in between ·had that degree of autonomy t.ha.t
allovred them to lean which way they wanted.

For example even though 40 out

of the 50 Church of England schools were Aided, Governors did not appear to
be exercising their responsibility to determine and monitor the Religious
Education in the school, and the Diocese no longer had an ''Examiner", or
"Visitor", to parallel the work done by the Religious Education Adviser in
the State sector.

In the case of a full :inspection carried out by Inspectors

from the Department of Education and Science, no report was presented about
Religious Education in the school, since it fell outside their jurisdiction.
The Head Teacher in a Roman Catholic school would have been offered guidance
from the Governors and had an official syllabus to fall back on should
criticism have arisen.

The Head Teacher in a state school would have had an

L.E.A. Adviser and syllabus at his disposal.
school in quest ion had neither.

The Head Teacher of the Cl:mrch

A full report was prepared on every aspect

of school life other than Religious Education

(3). Not only Head Teachers,

- 47but Governing bodies, and the Diocesan Education Board seemed strung between
the expectations of State and parent Church in a way that colleagues in
other schools were not.

All of this would appear to be fairly inconsequential, but for the notion
that the State schools in the Diocese had moved a long way from teaching
their children to recite by heart Psalms 23 and 123, the Lord's Prayer and
most of the Beatitudes, before the age of 11, and in comparison, the Roman
Catholic schools had not changed all that much between 1944 and 1984.

Did

the fact that Anglican Church school teachers appeared to be strung out
between a Roman Catholic tradition that preserved its religious education
content fairly intact, and a State system that had progressed a long way in

36 years, mean that the Church of England schools might have lost something
important?

What about the amount of information on Christianity being

disseminated in the three sorts of schools?

(One of the parental criticisms

in Chapter 1.)

b)

Content of Religious Education
Leaving aside the quest ion of the impact that Religious Ed.ucat ion may,

or may not have, on children, there seems little doubt from the survey, that
in general the Roman Catholic schools disseminated the most information, in
general the State schools disseminated least, and in general, Church of England
schools, came somewhere between the two.

At least that appeared to be the

case if Christian doctrine, the traditions of the Church, and Biblical
revelation are considered strategic for a proper understanding of what
Christianity is all about.

-48Perhaps the most telling piece of evidence that came out of the survey
wa.s the a.mO'Wlt of time devoted to Religious Education in Roman Catholic
schoolso

Question 28 was designed to ascertain whether most schools were

spending at least one period of time per week on R.E. o In a number of
instances teachers in Roman Catholic schools wrote puzzled notes on their
returns revealing that they assumed that the quest ion should have been

9

per

day 9 o A verbal check showed that one period per day 9 plus a daily religious
assembly 9 was normal in Roman Catholic schoolso

What did the teachers do in the time allotted to Religious Education?
Question 30 shows that they did not have a haphazard system of taking
opportunities that arose out of class situations in the way that 14 L.E.A.
schools and 13 Church of England schools deemed appropriate.

They had

'Veritasv (4) to cover 9 and children to prepare for initiation into Church
membership classes taken by a priest who expected much of the basic work
to have been done before he took overo.

The last question (51) asked staff to indicate if they would be sorry
if the school ceased to be a Church school.

Clearly someone with a position

of responsibility had to answer that question to some extent on behalf of
themselves and to some extent on behalf of others.

All the respondents in

Roman Catholic schools were committed to their origins in a way that 13 teachers
with senior positions in Church of England schools were not.

Roman Catholic teachers perceived Christian influences being undermined
by the social situation nationally 9 (Question 49) 7 more than the teachers
in the other two types of school.

Roman Catholic schools (37) 7 Church of

England schools (33) 7 LoE.A. schools (3l)o
it wa.s happening at allo

Six L.E.A. schools denied that

Four Church of England schools and 3 Roman Catholic

schools denied the statement o

- 49If Question 43 was intended to show the place of the Old Testament in
the scheme of Christian Doctrine, and pick out those who bad resisted
pressure to cut down the amount of time spent on teaching it, it revealed
again that the Roman Catholic teachers were teaching it the most confidently

(36 schools as against 23 Church of England schools and 27 L.E.A. schools).
Eighteen Church of England schools and 11 L.E.A. schools were unsure that it
had any part to play in the understanding of the New Testament.

Four L.E.A.

schools, 3 Church of England schools and 2 Roman Catholic schools thought
that it had no part to play.

Interestingly enough only 4 Roman Catholic schools used any radio or
T.V. programmes, 23 Church of England schools used them, and 25 L.E.A. schools
used them.

lfere the Roman Catholic schools dissatisfied with the content,

or had they no time?

(Question 34)

Question 16 sought to discover attitudes to the Bible and who was
teaching it.

Eleven L.E.A. schools thought that their children would not

be able to find their way about the Bible by the time they left the school.
Eight Church of England schools thought similarly, and

5 Roman Catholic

schools.

Is this an admission that it was not receiving the attention that it

might do?

Twenty-seven Church of England schools hoped their children would

be able to find their way around the Bible on leaving, 25 Roma.n
schools a.nd 25 L.E.A. schools.

Catholic

Since the significant word in the question

was 'hope', perhaps the most interesting piece of evidence was that some
schools did not even hope, or have the objective of, teachingthe children
how to handle the Bible.

But they were not in the majority.

On this

occasion the Church of England school teachers were in the majority.

-50This was borne out by Question 7 where teachers were asked to indicate
where they would place their emphasis.

As with Quest ion 16, the Roman

Catholic teachers emphasized Roman Catholic doctrine as their first priority.
The L.E.A. teachers emphasized morals as their first priority and gave
doctrine a very low priority.

The Church of England teachers placed morals

first, and again gave doctrine a very low priority, but placed the Bible a
close second behind the teaching of morals.

If this last table of results

is reliable, the indications are present again that the children in Roman
Catholic schools probably received the greatest input of what has been rather
disparagingly tenned dogma in the years up to 1980.

=

7o

51 -

In designing the R.E. syllabus I would place the subject areas

mentioned in the

brackets~

in the following order of priority:

Teaching the bible (a) - Church doctrine (b) =Morals and behaviour (c)
=World religions (d) ~ Contemporary Christianity (e) ~
Religious dimension in man (f) - Christian history (g).
THESE TAJ3LES SH<M CNLY WHAT THE SCHOOL PLACE FIRST

a

b

c

8

18
(Doctrine)
(40%)

8

d

e

f

g

No
Reply
8

3

45 Roman Catholic Schools

a.

b

18
(Bible)
(37 o51~)

4

c

d

22

e

f

3

1

g

No
Repl.y

g

No
Reply

(Morals)
(45o8%)

48

a

b

11

3

Church of England Schools

c

d

26
(Morals)
(57o7%)

45 LoEoAo "County" Schools

e

f

1

4

- 52Reverting to Quelrlion 10 which asked what teachers hoped children would
know by the time that they left their charge ·1 Roman Catholic teachers had the
highelrl expectations throughouto

In every area mentioned, Life of Jesus,

10 Commandments, Lord 9 s Prayer 7 the Creed 7 Felrlivals 7 23rd Psalm, and the
Beatitudes, the Roman Catholic teachers were ahead of their Church of England
counterparts, and except for the 10 Commandments, and the Beatitudes, the
Church of England teachers were ahead of their state school counterpart So

In the area of doctrine returns from Roman Catholic schools showed a

100%· expect at ion of success 7 Church of England schools showed a
expectation of success and LoEoAo schools showed a

77cJ·

79%

expectation of successo

A survey of what constituted "doctrine" in the three types of school 1
(ioeo a comparison of the Roman Catholic scheme, ''Veritas" 7 with Church of
England scheme ema.nat ing from the Diocese of Durham 7 a.nd the sort of L.E.A.
Agreed Syllabus being used in Newcastle upon Tyne 7 "Learning for Living"o)
left little doubt that the Roman Catholic teachers had the greatelrl amount of
basic doctrine to transmit 7 even bearing in mind the varia.t ions arnonggt the
three about what constituted doctrine.
success even more significant.

This made their expectation of 100'%

Reverting to one of the parental complaints

in Chapter 1 about the lack of basic information about Christian beliefs,
being made available to children 1 the Roman Catholic teachers would appear
to be least open to that charge o

Put it another way, the Roman Catholic teachers were transmitting the
highelrl amount of material to which a. Humanilrl would take exception, and the
L.E.A. schools the lowesto

- 53 The fact that the LoEoAo and the Church of England teachers might well
protest that they worked equally bard to cover their syllabus, (short on
do~p

but by no means deficient in seeking to foster Christian attitudes),

would appear to cut little ice with either the Christian parents of Chapter 1 9
or the Roman Catholic authorities of Chapter 3o

They would appear to be

persuaded the most 9 that despite its unpopularity 9 Christian doctrine was
the essential root giving rise to ethical and moral fruit

9

and that to

abandon the one 9 would imperil the other, not least than when attempting to
define the word "Christian 99 o

c)

Christiano

What does it mean?

Throughout the prece!'!ding section 9 an attempt was made to avoid saying 9
that some children were receiving more Chri!rtian teaching than others,
because of the disagreement about what con!rt itut ed "Christ ian" t eachingo
Was it instilling doctrine 9 or inculcating attitudes?

Hhich came first?

And what was the right balance between the two?

It was difficult to avoid evidence which seemed to point to a continuing
popularity for Christian attitudes, but a declining trend in popularity for
what was regarded as Christ ian dogmao

This section seeks to explore the notion 9 that the trend from 1944-1984
resulted in the manipulation of the word "Ch:ristian" to provide sympathy,
sanction, and authority for attitudes and actions that were not regarded as
Christi;m in 1944o

FUrthermore, the gradual transformation was tranquil and

apparently almost unnoticed because of an ignorance of 9
Christian doctrineo

-

or a distaste for, -

-54'

That would seem to be the complaint of some of the parents mentioned
in Chapter 1 and this section sets out to discover whether there is any
justification for this allegation of revisionism.

Question 12 was intended to be a nettle for the alert.

It did not say

that as a result of Religious Education it was hoped that children would be
more sympathetic to the members of other religions, but, to other religions.
It was a considerable nettle.

Maybe this was the reason why one school from

each category dissented from it.

The others, maybe to avoid the charge of

sectarianism, or being divisive, or racist - or maybe because they believed
all religions had something to contribute to the search for the truth generally were in favour.

If it was the latter sentiment, the Christian

parents of Chapter 1 would have some grounds for indicating that there was
not much support for that point of view in the historic Creeds.

Question 18 raised the issue again.

All the schools were generally

in favour of including other religions in the Secondary syllabus.
To teach understanding and inculcate sympathy?
as one parent indicated in Cha.pt er 1?

~iha.t

for?

Or to ''Demolish them",

What ever the reason, there was a quick

change of mind on behalf of teachers in Roman Catholic schools when it was
suggested that time spent on other religions would be at the expense of
Christianity, (Question 19)•

The Church of England t-eachers followed the

change of mind, though not so boldly.
not change their minds.

The L.E.A. teachers, in general, did

If the Roman Catholic teachers inclined to the view

that in a situation where time was limited then Christianity must be given
absolute priority, it is possible that the teachers in the other schools
took the view that loving one's neighbour demanded equality of opportunityl
Who was the more Christian?

- 55 In general, the Church school teachers of both denominations did not

think that teaching other religions wa.s appropriate at primary level.

The

L.E.A. teachers - at least 12 of them - did, (Questions 20 and 21).

Marxism and Humanism in the curriculum sharpened the issue still further.
The Church school teachers were against both being included, except for 2
Church of England and 6 Roman Catholic voices raised in agreement.

In

contrast, more L.E.A. teachers were for the proposition than were against it.
Not pre su.mably because they were Ma.r:x:i st s or Hwna.ni st s, judging by Quest ion
where

e, -

34 out of 45 schools hoped that their Religious Education would result

in the children becoming Christians - but because they felt , no doubt , that
they were right.

What constituted right?

Question 47 deepened the mystery.

The intention of the question was to

discover how many teachers connected Christian pre-suppositions with decisions
made about school life and certain areas of the school curriculum, particularly
since this was a continuing theme in conferences called by disenchanted
Christian parents.

A subsidiary aim of the question was to try and discern

whether the teachers who said they connected their attitudes and actions to
their pre-suppositions, had the same pre-suppositions in mind as the
Christ ian parent s.

Under rewards and punishments 24 Church of England - 28 Roman Catholic and 23 L.E.A. teachers said that they connected their rewards and punishments
to Christian pre-suppositions.

Within two years of the survey all of these

teachers were plunged into the argument about corporal punishment and whether
it vrn.s a proper Christian sanction to use on children.

The Newcastle

Diocesan Education Board convened an Ad-hoc committee to discuss the issue

- 56 at Morpeth, June 21st, 1983 and September 27th, 1983, and included in the
report of the meetings appeared the statement:

"Some had strong views against

the use of corporal punishment from Christian and moral viewpoints,
believing it to be unacceptable in any form".
wEt&

The Diocesan Education Board

invited at a subsequent meeting to take account of the unanimous decision

to recommend that corporal punishment be abolished in church schools.

What canst ituted Christ ian pre-suppositions?

The Bible, the long

tradition of corporal punishment in Church schools in the past, the wishes
of parents, the European Court of Human Rights, or the views of abolitionists?
Had Christian pre-suppositions changed?
past?

If not were Christians wrong in the

If Christians were not wrong in the past had they become secularised

in the present?

The Christian parents in Chapter 1 maintained that they had.

Question 47 continued by probing the area of staff children relationships.

Thirty-six teachers in Church of England schools; 31 teachers in Roman
Catholic schools; and 30 teachers in L.E.A. schools, the overwhelming
majority, said that their relationships with children were related to Christian
pre-suppositions.

There is no reason to doubt the sincerity of that claim,

but Christ ian parents could be forgiven for pointing to the whole change in
attitude to practising homosemals acting as teachers.

\'lith corporal

punishment, trends altered to ban something that had been considered
acceptable, even beneficial.

With homosexuality, trends altered to permit

something that bad been considered unacceptable, even harmful.

As with

corporal punishment the whole issue was debated at length in the Diocese of
Newcastle in 1978, and the following is an extract from a letter written· by the
Church of England representative on the Newcastle upon Tyne Local Education
Authority.

- 57 "I believe that there is good reason for the Church to
regard homosexuality in a different light nowadays.
Books can argue the case better than I, and I see that
in this week's Church Times there are reviews of books,
by American women of Evangelical backgrounds - "Is the
Homosexual my Neighbour?" by Letha Scanzoni and Virginia
Ramery Molenkott, s.c.M. Press. The Bible is not explicit
in its teachmg. Some scholars now suggest that the
Sodom and Gomorrah episode may well concern hospitality
rather than sex, the Paulme references are to be taken
m context - as with women speaking in Church. Paul
could be referring to homosemal behaviour by those who
were ordinarily heterosemal. There is sufficient
evidence today about human personality and behaviour to
show that one person in twenty is totally homosemal.
The definition of the latter is: any man or woman who
by their nature (whether from birth or through upbringing),
can fUlly relate only to someone of their own sex. If
this is how some people are, then the Church is to treat
them as children of God."I do not condone the promiscuous activities of many
homosemals ••• there are homosemal perverts just as men
who interfere with girls or women who interfere with
boys are heterosemal perverts.
"I am therefore arguing for the fUll acceptance of
truly homosemal men and women as respectable and
responsible members of society and entitled to be full
members of Christ's Church". (6)

Set that point of view against the t'larnings of Paul (7), and the
dilemma. about what constitutes the Christian point of view deepens.
Christ ian parents complained in Chapter 1 of a shift o
prove.

The

That is not hard to

The question hinges rather more closely on the nature of revelation.

Was it continuous?

Can a sin in one genera.t ion be decreed no sin in the next?

Did the increase in knowledge mentioned in the Bible (8), signal any shift
in the moral absolutes?

The Christian parents were inclined to say not.

The third category mentioned in Question 47 was the teaching of history.
More Roman Catholic teachers than others said that their Christian presuppositions influenced their view of history.
teachers said yes as against 11 who said no.
teachers said yes

aga~st

21 who said no.

yes against 18 who said no.

Twenty-one Roman Catholic
Nineteen Church of England

Seventeen L.E.A. teachers said

The results were very interesting.

Firstly,
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the spread was present 7 with the Roman Catholic teachers at one end 7 the
LoEoAo teachers at the other 7 and the Church of England teachers in the
middleo

Secondly 7 the content was there in that the Roman Catholic teachers

saw more links with their Christian beliefs in the teaching of history than
the others dido

That is not to allege that they were twisting the fact so

It would pX'Obably be more accurate to say that they saw the opportunity for
selecting their facts 7 so that their beliefs were portrayed in a sympathetic
and reasonable light o

In that sense they came nearer than the teachers in the

other two types of schoolay to the parents in Chapter lo

They foresaw that

history could be presented as a haphazard and meaningless jumble of objective
facts 7 or that those same objective facts could be re-arranged into a
meaningful pattern that supported or distorted a
viewo

pre~suppositional

point of

The chief complaint of the Christian parents was that teachers had

been led to believe by their college training that history should be taught
objectively from a neutral point of viewo

They maintained that it could not o

Their view was that any presentation of objective facts which failed to
reveal a consistent pattern of events moving inexorably towards a pre-ordained
climax was in itself a distortion of reality 9 and by no means neutral but
agnostic and even atheist ico

In reply 9 the college trained teacher might well have pointed out that

their concern for objectivity and their concern for the truth was surely a
Christian virtue 9 and that the manipulation of facts was an intolerable
intrusion into their professionalismo

During the September of 1983 a number of Head Teachers who took part in
the Survey had their professionalism attacked from another source altogethero
They were called to a week's conference on "Multi-Racial Awareness" organised
by the Advisory staff of Newcastle upon Tyne Education Authorityo

All the

-59Head Teachers in the Authority were invited and most were present to
hear of, "The mistakes of the 19th century missionaries", (9), that they
as Head Teachers, "Had a distorted view of history, - were prejudiced
and racist, - and probably never more so than when they were unaware of
it "•

(10)

Which charge, .albeit in a. milder form, is pretty much what

the Christian parents were saying about conditioning into professionalism
in Cbapt er 1.

Interestin.gly, it was a Roman Catholic Head Teacher who said after
the Racial Awareness Course,

"I felt completely alienated by it"

(11).

Presumably it was those teachers who recognised the link between their
ethics and the pre-suppositional roots giving rise to them, who were.
most aware that not only their conduct, but their beliefs also, were under
attack.

Those teachers who saw no link between the teaching of history

and their pre-suppositional beliefs were most w.lnerable to reorientation.
We are back to ''If you people do not look out, you will lose your free:dom
to preach the Gospel" (12).

Returning to the Survey, the fourth category where teachers were
asked to state whether they perceived links with Christian pre-suppositions,
was the teaching of Science.

- 60As on previous occasions the Roman Catholic teachers led the way \'lith
an open acknowledgement of a link (18) 7 the Church of England teachers
followed (10) 7 and the LoEoAo teachers were last (8)o
replied that they did not perceive a linko

Indeed 7 27 schools

lias it because of the

controversies surrounding efforts to link Science and Religion?
Northumberland Agreed

Sylla~s 7

(The

''Religion and Life" 7 which was in operation

in 1980 7 saw fit to include a section for teachers att ernpting to dispel
the conflict o)

Or was it because of the notion that Science could be taught

best from an objective and neutral point of view?

(The same syllabus

promoted the view that Science "itself may be amoralo")

(Page 9)

Whatever the reason it puts the LoEoAo teachers furthest from the
position of the Christian parents in Chapter 1 who regarded the Creator,
and the Created World as inextricably linked.

If it is possible to disentangle the charge of conditioning from the
emotive debate on evolution, there would certainly seem to have been
harrassment of those prospective teachers who did not conform to the majority
view on origins of lifeo
''It is a solemn fact that by the time of the Darwin
centennial of 1959 7 the significant opposition to
evolutionism had all but ended in the western world"

(14)

In general the "Biblical fundamentalists with their literalistic
hermeneutics" (15) 7
specialise" (16) 7

''were not the best people to send into schools to
"devoid of Galilean charity" (17) 7

stop laughing at their ignorance" (18) o

'~he world could not

- 61 In keeping with what has gone before the pressure was not only from

non-christian sources.

Each of the quotations in the above paragraph come

from sources arguing for some sort of Christ ian synthesis between Science
and Religion.
/

("Christian" Macro-evolutionists;

Micro-evolutionists;

Theistic evolutionists, - sometimes called Christian Darwinists;
Creationists sometimes called Complementarists;

Special

Liberal Darwinists;

Semi-

Deist s et c. I ) ( 20) ..

The results of the survey would seem to support those parents who
complained of student teachers being pressurised into accepting evolution
and a non-literalistic view of the Bible, and that the apparent collision
between Biblical revelation and Scientific data and theory was best resolved
by distancing the one from the other.

Perhaps it was not surprising that the majority of the L.E.A. teachers
detached their Christian pre-suppositions from the teaching of Science.

In

keeping with the survey the majority of the teachers in Church of :England
schools did the same.

In keeping with the results of the SUrvey, the Roman

Catholic teachers did not.

(See the results of Question 47•)

It is, in a sense, a somewhat curious result

7

which shows the Roman

Catholic teachers openly admitting to something which their L.E .A. and Church
of England counterparts regarded, presumably, as unreasonable or innappropriate
and it does indicate the possibility that their initial training and
conditioning was different.

That is not hard to conceive, considering the

Catholic aim to have a Roman Catholic school for every Roman Catholic child,
and the not infrequent graduation from such a school to a Roman Catholic
training college for teachers, and thus, in due time, back into a Roman
Catholic classroom.

In this sense of providing a shelter from the more

- 62severe pressures that lay outside of the Roman Catholic system, they
pursued a policy 1944 - 1984 which left them less sensitive to change and
more independent of it.

Sex education illustrated the point.

The Christian parents in Chapter 1

complained of sex education being given independently of a moral stance.
Fairly clearly from the responses, L.E.A. schools were most influenced by
that sort of thinking.

<llly 19 schools thought that Christ ian pre-

suppositions should influence sex education.
schools thought that they should.
case of the Roman Catholics.

Twenty-two Church of England

The figure shot up to 28 schools in the

Almost certainly the teachers in the L.E.A.

and the Church of England schools who did not give sex education ·influenced
by Christian pre-suppositions were attempting to be factual and neutral.
Amost certainly the Christian parents of Chapter 1 would have retorted that an
amoral stance was not neutral, and detached from Christian pre-suppositions
how could children adjudicate on pre-marital sex, contraceptives and
abortion?

It was not difficult to see how Christian parents had arrived at

the conclusion that many Christian teachers during the period 1944 - 1984- had
been conditioned and secularised more than they knew into accepting posit ions
that did not faithfully reflect the Christ ian vie\'1•

Certainly, in general,

not what was considered the Christ ian view in 1944·

On the subject of authority most of the teachers surveyed said that

Christian pre-suppositions influenced their exercise of authority.
Catholic schools (31);

Church of England schools (31);

(29)·
It would have been interesting to know in what \iay?

Roman

and L.E.A. schools

- 63 In the Newcastle upon Tyne Diocesan Synod of

debated by

-~glicans,

1977, where education was

one paper presented to the assembly spoke of Church

schools having a derived authority where policy and rules were not democratic,
or autocratic, but theocratic.

Similarly the curriculum would:

''Make the Gospel available to successive generations
of children.
''In the Church of England, lying as it does in the
main stream of WeSt European Christian tradition,
the syllabus of Christ ian education has been the
Creed, the Lord's Prayer and the Ten Commandments
as set forth in the Church Catechism and all other
things which a Christian ought to know and believe
to his soul's health."
(Charge of parents and god-parents in the baptism
service.)
(21)

Another paper that was presented took quite a different vierr.
''There is uncertainty about who has to give what
to whom. Let Christians not talk about what they
are going to tell the world ••• and let not those
in the ministry be deciding what we are going to
teach our people, ••• Let us not only dream but
actively plan for a system of ed.ucat ion where
adults do not decide in advance what they know is
good for children ••• "
''If you read the writings of the great educators of
the last century you have a very similar impression
to the one you gain from reading the great hymns of
the last century, and that is the impression of
certainty; they knew exactly what they had to hand
on ••• there was no doubt in their minds that what
they had to offer was what other people needed. But
that is not how it is today."
(22)

Again, it was not difficult to see where the Christian parents of
Chapter 1 had picked up the notion that the pre-suppositions of educationalists
in the English world had become progressively less Christ ian and more secular,

and that some of that thinking had permeated the views of many Christian
educationalists.

- 64Amongst this latter category, were a number who were well aware of hO>i
they were regarded.
''Everyone is aware, and the children not least, of the
uncertainty that lies behind the pretended certainty of
the adult generation. That certainly is not concealed
by the backlash we are seeing; it is that uncertainty
that lies behind the desire to retrace the tentative
steps which have been made in education ••• "

(23)

Perhaps it was the unabashed confidence -the determination not to
retard or reverse the trends - by those seen as having status and pov1er in
education, that finally forced Christ ian parents into the conclusion that
their only way forward was to consider the abandonment of the system.

Perhaps it was the fact - as with the last subject 1-1here teachers t-lere
asked about Christ ian pre-suppositions, (morals and behaviour) - that the
Christian parents no longer expected many teachers to share their vievr of
what constituted Christian morals.

Perhaps it t-m.s the fact that even where teachers sought to do so, they
seemed powerless to reverse trends.

(24)

\fuat ever the reason, as the period of time under review drm-1 to a close,
a group of parents inaugurated meetings and got as far as having discussions
with the Director of Education, about the formation of a Christian Day school
in the North Tyneside area of the Diocese.

Considering the fact that the Church of England Day schools bad fallen from
110 before the tiar to 83 schools catering for 11,000 children in the 1950s,
and to 58 schools catering for some 6 7 000 children in the 1960s, and to

48 schools by the time of the Survey, and that one of the

- 65 reasons was

''the overwhelming cost of education"

(25), the gesture of

defiance from the group of parents in Tynemouth could not be regarded as
insignificant.

Similarly the considerable and successful struggle by the parents of
Gosforth to successfully get the Secretary of State for Education to reverse
the order for closure of the Gosforth Church of England school, revealed the
continuing popularity of those schools that stood for the promotion of
Christian values, despite the fact that those values could be different
things for different people

(26).

Were the apprehensions of Christian parents in Chapter 1 justified?
The evidence from one substantial area of England and

~Iales

indicated that

they were.

"It is from the teachers of Religious Education ~ not
from the clergy - that the vast majority of young
people in Britain receive their only personal Christian
teaching and example. It is in the schools -not in the
Churches - that they receive their only experience of
worship. The Churches continue to neglect what happens
in Religious Education to their own serious loss.

(27)
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A SURVEY OF OPDTICN AMCNGST TE.I\.CHERS

IN THE ANGLICAN DIOCESE OF }TE!··TCASTLE UPOl'l" TTITE, 1980

1.

''The Newcastle Diocesan Education Committee
llabus of Reli
Instruction"
Junior Section , Page 3. 1950.

2.

John Hapgood. Letter to the Headmaster of St. Paul's C.E. School,
Newcastle upon Tyne. April 19th, 1979•

3·

Report to the Governors of Rothbury Thomlinson Middle School,
subsequent to a General Inspection by H.Ivi.I. 's, January 1980.

4•

The Roman Catholic Diocesan Education syllabus.

5•

December 14th, 1983.

6.

Brian Godsell. Letter to the Headmaster of St. Paul's C.E. School,
Newcastle upon Tyne. December 16th, 1978.

7.

Saul of Tarsus who became Paul the Apostle.

8.

The Book of Daniel,

9•

R.A. German, Principal Education Officer, C.R.E. Address to Head
Teachers, Newcastle upon Tyne. September 12th, 1983.

10.

Newcastle upon Tyne Family Unit Racial Awareness Team.
September 15th, 1983.

11.

Miss !Y!itchell, Head Teacher of st. Mary's Roman Catholic School,
Newcastle upon Tyne. September 1983.

12.

Dr. Bridges, lecture entitled the "Secret of Leadership", to the
A.C.E. Christian Educators Convention, Coventry, October 25th, 1983.

13.

Psalm 8, verses 3- 7•

14•

John c. Whitcomb. Review Article. ''The Post-Darwinian Controversies",
"Creation by Evolution", A Symposium edited by David c. \•Jatts,
(The Biblical Creation Society, Glasgow, 1983, P• 47)

15.

James R. Moore. "A Study of the Protestant Struggle to come to terms
with Darwin in Great Britain and America"
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979, pp 1,16)

16.

Mary Pamaby. ''The Train in of Teachers of Reli · ous Education",
''Religious Education 1944- 1 4•" Edited by A.G. Hedderspoon,
(London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd., 1966, p.88)

17.

Moore.

18.

ibid.

''Veritas". 1980.

Church House, Newcastle upon Tyne.

1 Corinthians 6 verse 9·

Chapter 12, verse 4•

Protestant struggle.
p.76.

ous

P•74•
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c.

19.

John

Whitcomb.

Post-Darwinian Controversies, P•47•

20.

Magazine Creation by Evolution, The Evangelical Debate Today,
(Glas€QW: The Biblical Creation Society. 1983).

21.

Noel Todd. The Role of the Church School. Newcastle Diocesan
Synod, Agenda item No. ll(ii). April 30th 1977•

22.

Peter Selby. Education in the Context of ~fission. Newcastle
Diocesan Synod, Agenda item No. ll(v). April 30th, 1977•

24.

Christopher Rowlands. What a time to tie up teachers.
Mail Education feature. January 19th, 1983.

The Daily

David Ogden. Education Policy and the Church. Newcastle
Diocesan Synod, Agenda item ll(i). April 30th, 1977, p.lO.

26.

John R. Little. Letter to parents concerning the proposed
closure of All Saints Church of England First School, October
1980, and subsequent reversal of the L.E.A. decision can be
traced through Newcastle Diocesan Board minutes 1981-1983.
Peter Lister. The Church School. A submission to the Diocesan
Education Board by the Schools Officer and Vicar of Shilbottle.
15·9·84.
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March 1980
Dear Colleague,
I am writing in the hope that you will be willing to fill in the
attached questionnaire, then return it to me in the envelope provided.
As you will see it is to do with Religious Education.
you will find it straightforward to complete.

I hope that

If you find some questions

50 Church of England Schools
in the Diocese of Northumberland, 50 Roman Catholic Schools, and 50 L.E.A.

ambiguous please say so.

I am hoping to get

Schools, all from the same region, to complete the questionnaire.
Accordingly, I have approached Canon Garrette, Canon Olsen, and L.E.A.
Advisory staff to ascertain that they have no objections to my now
approaching you.

The questionnaire is to help me obtain information for a project that
I am doing as a part-time student at Durham University Department of
Education.

The title is "Church and state in Religious Education 1940 -

1980. A critical survey of trends in England from the point of view of the
Christ ian Parent 1-1ith special reference to the 'Christ ian Schools' movement."
If you are willing to help me I hope that you will be quite forthright
in expressing your views.

Although I am obliged to be able to establish my

sources I intend to preserve their anonymity.
said what •••'

I alone will know t-rhich school

Any communication, or publication of results, will largely

be statistical with some quotations uhere they are offered, but with no means
of identifying the author.
I have tried to devise a questionnaire that you will be able to fill in

quickly and easily.
ring me at school.

However if problems do arise please do not hesitate to
Meanwhile thank you very much for any trouble that you

take on my behalf.
Best \fishes,
NOEL TODD

SU3.VEY OF

150

198oo

SCEDOI.S.

Do not answer q,uestions t!lat do not a.p;.ly. Plea.se tick your response to Qose t!lat do,eithe: .Strongly .!.g:'!te
"<!r.le

CE!1RCl! SCEDCI.S •
1.

a..z.

2.

It sbaul.d. be centred. on the tea.cl!icg of the parent Qnu:ch (Cbw:all l'a~.)

3.

It s.l:auld. "::le comt:ed. on God.' s daal.J.:Igs

4.

It sllculd. be "core" Cb:l.stiazli t7

~ & Cllu.rc.!:l Scr..ool shau.J.d d.i£i"er f'mm -:hat in

n

COIIIIIOZ1

aa. I...S •.A. schcol. •••••••• •••••••••
•••••••

tll. llW1 as ::waalad. i.e. tile bible. (3i.ble teac:.i.:!g).

to tile lDaiD d.eaominationa • (Basic Ch:l.stiazli t7)

·s;·

It sboul.d. have tll.e a!!ect of positively encoungl..ug cblld= to be Ch:ist1•-· ;.~~-...

0.

P:ospectiva parents a:d. stat! sbatUd. be lll8d.e a.wa.:e that tll.e sc:hccl
p:t'CIIDDte Chl:istia1:L belle!.

7.

1raB

!ound.ed. to

• •••••• •••. • ••• • •• • •• •• • • •• • • • • • • •• • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

In d.esigning tll.e J..E. syllabus I would. place the subject areas !llentioned. i.e. bmcketa
i.e. the following order of prlodty. 1( ), 2( ),

3( ), 4( ), 5( ), 6( ), 7( ).

(( l'e~ the bible(a) - Cll=c!l doot:i:l.e(b) - 14D:als a:d. behavicw:{c) ;'lorld. :teli8ions(d.) - ContampomJ:Y Qu:l.stiani ~e) - Rali8ious dimanaicm ill

=(£),-

a.

Ch:l.stia.n histo,.(g) - ) ) •
As a ::esult of a..:. 11'8 hope that chil.d.ren -.ill be 8!11c:ow:!l€8d. to become Qu:l.stiatUio

9o

As a. ::esul.t of

a.E. ""

10 •

.l.s a resul. t of

a.E. "" llcpe that chil.d.ren llill leave tll.is sc:hccl kllowi:ag the lDaiD

hope that ahild.ren 1l1ll be encow:apd. to become Cbu=ch !llemi:lars.

events ill the life of Jesus - tile 10 QCIIIIIIa.ll.dments - 'llle Lord.' s ~J: - b
the sia:cifica.nce of tha featival.s i.e. tile Ch:istiaA oa.lendu - b

b

Creed. -

23rd. Psallll -

3eati-tndea- Basic Cb:l.stia.n doct:::l.ne. (Cross out wbat does c.at apply).

a.z.

11.

As a :esul t of

12.

IDOmlJ. t;yo
• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• •• • • • • • • • • •• • • ••• • • • • • • •• •• •
As a. ::esult of U. ft hope that ohild.ren llill be more sympatlletio to otll.eJ: :teli8icma•

14.

.u a. result of

~t::f.a.a.

we llcpe that ahild.ren nll ha-n a olea.: und.aretaDJUng of Cb:l.atian

actiV'i t'1'•

a.z.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
we hope that tile chil.d.::en nll have

Chrls ';1m hi storr
15.

SCIII8

app::eciaticm of local

.............................·········· .........................

3y t11e time ahild.ren lea-n sc:hcol -.. hope that tll.ay 1l1ll have lea.med. a selection
of Cb:l.stian

il:i=s•

(Please list tile "'l!lp Five• !avow:i tea on tile back of tll.is shaat.

16.

Sy tlla time ahil~ leave tll.is school we hope that th8y can fi:ld. tba1J: "8¥ around.

17.

~ bible.
• ••• • • •• • •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• •
:By the ':1me ahildr>..ll leave us we also hope •• (please 00111111111t) ••

I..Ii:..L. SCBlOI.S. - (Otll.er reli8iona )
18.

I "<!r.le that o-.:bar reli8icms shlluld. be included. iD. tile Second.ar)' syllalllls.

19.

Even i ! 1 t !!leans less time !or Qu:l.stia.ni V•

20.

I "<!%'9" n tll. otller reli8ions baing included. in tile Prl!llar/ syllallua.

21.
22.

::Ven if it mea.a.s less "time !or Ch::Lst1anity.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
I "<!%'9" with other •stances !or livill&" being inclad.ed. ill J..E. e.g. :!lma.nilllll, Y.u:d.SIIIo

23.

I would also includ.e •• (please CCIIllllent) ••

•• ••••. ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

L.3..Lo SCBlOI.S. • (Organisation of R.E.)
24.

a.E. in z L.S.J.. Sc:hcol sboul.d be let"t to the cle%117•

25.

a..:.

26.

ll'a.ving an

•••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••

is 'Jest handled. by te&cners -..ho have good. rapport n tll. childnn. a:d. who are also

ca=:L tted Ch:z:L s t:La.a.s.

a.z.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

syllabus a.vt~ids duplication. and. providas for prog::essicm a:d. W.V..lopnom.t.

'Z7o

;'le use ~.a/Diocesan

28.

BaDh ola.as is t::l.metabled to spend a.t least one peCod per week on B..i.

• ••• •• ••• ••• ••

29.

1ll too easily the use or a. syllabus p:c10duces sta:ect;?!d. and. dull :t.E.

• ••••••••••••

/ L.Z •.A. /

our own sc:hcol / syllalnls. (Cross out -.llat does not apply.)

30. Apart f = assemblies, it is better to laava teachers to seize a.E. Op!'Ortuni ties as
they a.dse.(i.e. not to timetable
31.

a.E.).

·.7e ol.'l!""'li:e l.Z. 'Jy •••• (plea.se c=ent) ••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

"Jnsw:e

Disa.,.-::9e ~ t..-ongl;.-

fiisa,=e

2.

Do not anawr <l)leationa that d.o not a.ppl.y. Plaa.se tick youz respol18e to those that d.o, either- 1

['=-"

:..:<:..!.. SCEDOLS. - (Assemblies)
32.

Assembl.ias in Clmrc.b. Sahools

oez1

3

Unsure

be an introduction to Chns'Cian wrship.

AssGmblles in Cbw:o.b. Sahools can at best, only 'oe opportw:lities !or Chnstian e:z:position.
34o 11o ha.vo found tho t'ollollin8 b.elpt'lll. B.ll.C. "Contaot"(Fn. 9.05 a.o:~.) - ·~est"('llad.
11o40 a.m..) a "Semoo !or Sahools" (bra 9.05 a.m..) a T.V. !Wsow:ce Unit ma.ta:ial

33o

(:Tad. 11.40 a.m.)(Cross 011t 'Obat does not apply.)

35o

Othor helpt'llllll!l.to:c!.alo (Ploaso OOIDIIISDt) o

36. Tbo
37. Tbo

Jlymn 'cock

I

Son« 'cock,

,;o WIO

mostly is called •••

<~hole sahool a.sscmblso togo tho:

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - t:l.mso po:

'000~. ( C1.rclo oo:c:oct

!mlllbo:)

38. Tboso &asembl.ioe arc IIODIOt:l.mso
Tbo T.l.o=
39o

I

local Ch:istiaZIS

I

tM011 'oy Tbo l!bad

I

<:b.1J.d.ran

I

111QIIbo:s of sW!

I

I A. llliniste:

Hisaiona:ioo on .t.UrlQU811<. (Crooo out llh!>t dooo not apply)

1urthor CCIIIIIIIanta ••

t.E.Ao SCBDOLSo - ( Tbo :Bible)
40.

Child.l:en t'1nd biblloel

41o

'Uo mootly

~

di.t'!icalt unloos ""

WIO

a. 111od.om vorsicm.

WIOoo

42. Dospi te :esorta'Cions azp:cossod. 'oy

SOIIIO oclu.oe.ti~sts,

<:b.1J.d.ran find. '0011 p:cossnto<i

01~ 19o~~

43o
44o

na::at1VGQ intoroa~ and ~··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~tivoo !.:Dill tho OoTo 'ouild. tho OCilOspto 110000~ to ccarprilhond. tho !l0<1 Tostamcmto
'Uo hnvo paased. ·~ a. pe:cied. l1hcm SOIIIO eduoe.ti~sts ha.vo undo:ostilll!l.to<i tho
a.llil.i ty of cbild.:SD to g:nsp spi:i i=J. ooncop ta, 'o0C811.So tlloy

45.

=

llli.olod. by tho

COIIIIIIWiication problcmo tht:>t a:iso 'ootoaon adDl.ts 6l1d. cbild.l:en ••••••••• ••••••••••• •••••
1urthor CCIIIIIlcmto a.llout tho :Bible •••

tolil.Ao SC8DOLSo - ( Ch:iatiaz!. ::ducation)

46. 'l!bo:o is s. Ch:istiaA T.t.w a! odu.cati1111,
~.

vhich can 'oe prope~ azpreosod. in ·a. Cbw:o.b. Sahool.

Ch:istic prawppositions sl:lauld. for OJI:!liiiPle in!lucmco
i=i~cmts

oC soianco

I

I

sta.!i' ::sls.ti:msl::ipa 111-:!:: ::il:i.."'91l

sox oclu.caJ:icm

I

I

I

tho system o! ~ aDd.

tho to!l.chi:o o! l'.isto:.::r

tho Q%0roiso oC mtbo:ity

I

I

tho ~

1110ml boha.T.I.CIIU' • (Plonso

cross Ollt those itomo you l:Uilld DOt placo in a partica.ls.rly Clu:!.stiaA context.)

48.

Add otbor a.roaa o! sahool We that 7"11 =U.d ••

49o

Clu:!.stiaA inClwm.ces in sabool a:o 'boill;r und.ominod. by tho social situo.ticm ~t:l.~

~·

iU:tbor COI!IIIIonts •••

PWSE A.Dll
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mE ADDBESS

'!m: AGE li.ANGE: OB' TBS CRII.llREII - - - - - -

NO Oll allU. - - - - - - - -

I =U.d be 1110at gr.o tot'lll i t 7Wo 'Oiluld than :<>tum the q_uest:l.ol1!1a.ira, plus any co=ants a.ad o::l. t:l.oisms that 7Wo =7 have, ':a.
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:lE4

o.a!i

l'elepb.onel :lewca.stle 733667.
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A STATISTICAL SURVEY OF

(a)
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AGE-RANGE AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIEUTICN OF PROVISICN

(c)

AIDED STATUS

(d)

BUILDING PROGRA~IT.!ES
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The section of Christian parents who complained about a presuppositional shift in educational thinking during the period 1944 - 1984
were not only critical of teachers and educationalists, but of church leaders.
Their view was that an elite frequently floated, and subsequently promoted
ideas that were by no means representative of ordinary Christian people.
If the last chapter indicated "grass roots" disillusionment with an
educational elite, this chapter and Chapter 4 follow:: up similar allegations
about a theological elite.

''There has grown up, and that quite rapidly, a class
of Anglican administrators - with counterparts in
other churches and in the British Council of Churches who exercise enormous influence, but whose relation ship
to the General Synod, in the sEmise of being under its
effective direction, is slight.
"One of the signs of this - and it pervades the entire
church today - is a preference for pragmatism rather
than principle.
"In one sense this is merely a continuation of the long
English tradition of empiricism in political management,
of a liking for policy founded upon expediency rather
than articulated ideology."
(1)

The Christian parents would probably concur with that but then add that
their greater concern was over theological revisionism.

The

sort

demonstrated for example, by the Professor of Theology at the University of
Manchester.

"If ever there was a time when the good old belief in
an infallible Bible or in a set of unchangeable dogmas
untouched by time held good, it is certainly not now.
"Religion, like everything else under the moon,
continually changes, continually requires to be
adjusted, re-examined, reformed, interpreted anew •••

"It is manifest, for instance, that the old doctrine
of original sin cannot be perpet·.'Uated once we have
ceased to believe that the first three chapters of
Genesis give us ~~ historically reliable account of the
origin of mankind.
(2)

- 96Or the sort demonstrated by the Canon Residentiary of \iells Cathedral
1962 - 197 4·
"In general Bailey argued for the view that se:mality
should be seen as something positively good; and in
his writing on homose:mality he foreshadowed the
subsequent change in attitude to it, and in the law."

(3)

The Christ ian parents were eJmmples of the fact that the theologians
were "ahead" of the people.

Chapter 3 and 4 sought to discover how far, those with responsibilities
for Church schools, had been affected by theological shifts 1944 - 1984.

?OOHOD

Three mainline churches were chosen for study.

The Church of England,

the Methodist Church, and the Roman Catholic Church.

The Church of England had the greatest number of schools in England and
Wales.

The Roman Catholic Church had the next greatest number, and the

Methodist Church came next.

Secondly, the choice meant that Protestant ism could be seen in relation
to Roman Catholicism, and furthermore, Protestant ism could be sub-divided
into Conformity and Non-conformity.

Thirdly, each of the churches had a group of administrators concerned
with their schools, and these administrators were responsible for publications
that could be reasonably regarded as "official "•

- 97 The method of study was to find and read the publications issued by
the Department of Education and Science and schools administrators in the
three churches, and to attempt to tease out trends - in the first place
statistical trends (Chapter 3), and in the second place theological or
philosophical trends (Chapter 4).

The statistics provided plain evidence

about what the churches were doing with their schools.

The documents

concerned with ideology were more open to misinterpretation, bUt were
studied to provide a guide into what the churches were thinking about their
schools.

RESULTS
It would be a vague generalization, but not an entirely imprecise one,
to say that throughout the years 1944 - 1984 the Roman Catholic Church
pursued a policy of vigorous expansion, the Church of England conducted a
sort of ''holding" operation, and the Methodist Church allowed their
specifically denominational schools to decline in number.
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(a)

NUMBERS OF CHILDREN.

DENOMIHATICNAL TRENDS

The aggregate of denominational school places, as a percentage of the
total number of children in any one year, fell over the years

1940 - 1980.

This was not primarily because the denominational school places fell, but
because of the considerable increase in the number of children in County
schools.

As numbers of children to be accommodated rose from

1940

to

1970,,

so County school provision increased substantially, yet denominational
provision did not.

lfuen the trends within the denominational school category examined
the most noticeable feature that the numbers of children in Roman Catholic
schools increased consistently throughout the period to

1970,

whereas the

numbers of children in Church of England schools did not.

Although in
schools, and

1946/7

336,771

there v1ere

859,893

in Roman Catholic schools, by

children in Church of England schools, but
schools.

8,769,

745,165

1978,

there were

868,662

children in Roman Catholic

The numbers of children in Church of England schools VTere up by

but the

doubled

children in Church of England

ntL~bers

(408,394).

England had seen a.

of children in Roman Catholic schools had more than

That meant

1.oc;:.

over a

30

year period, the Church of

increase in their school rolls, but the Roman

Catholic schools had seen a

The following table,

t~-at

121. 235~

increase.

"Numbers of children in schools in Fngla.nd"

Table 52, tabulates trends, and the subsequent graph Table 53, is an attempt
to encapsulate trends in a visual form.

The figures for

~fethodist

schools

in the statistics obtained from the Department of Education and Science were
contained within the "other denominations" categorJ, but some indication of
the decline in Methodist provision can be perceived by considering that at

- 99the time of Methodist union in 1931, fl!ethodist schools \'Tere just over 1~::
of the total, (Counoil)schools

97 400,

Church of England

9,767,

Roman Catholic

1 ,164, Methodist 122, Jewish 12, others 282) 7 whereas by 1984, there i-lere
only 60 Methodist schools in England and iiales, of which 24 were joint with
the Anglicans.
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Table 52
Numbers of children in schools in England

•

1947 - 1980

Year

COunty schools

c.

1946/7
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

3,347' 764
3, 604,719
3,747,748
3,851,799
3,929,337
4,106,366

859,853
893,178
897,583
908,231
910,646
940,008

4, 292,249
4, 432,402
4,555,039
4, 679,765

961,499
963,837
959,485
943,574
932,988
903,753
859,761
830,239
811,433

545~682

800,512

562, 113

795,400
803,895
813,921

57511538
59811586
616,327

1959
1960. 1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

4, 792,473
4,865,443
4,948, 661
4,981,316
5,017,911
5,015,892
4,970, 282
5,041,317
5,069,414

E. schools

Ro Co schools

336,771
360,773
373,616
379,286
383,122
396,769
413,142
4269492
442,285
459,768
478,883
493,502
51111604
52811045

678,043
698,684
716,030
727,966

6, 564, 117
6, 478,170
6,349,829

924,975
912,355
892,056

756,497
743,311

1~1

6p 182,56o

1982

6,oo8, 720

1983

5, 825,615
~675, 770

363,279
840,312
814,630
799,387

727, 176
707,838
688,932
678,212

1984

124,605
123,230
125,122
126,526
132,243
132,553
133,963
134,557
137,535
139,411
142,048
143,900
144,265
144,758
144,499
144,645

Not a.vaila.ble

859,637
875,476
889,620

1977
1978
1979
1980

126,993
120,621
126,608

Not a.vaila.ble

5,396,658
5.,560,064
5, 723,711
5, 904,875
6,074,115
6, 205,135
6,505,457
6,557,416
6,610,874
6, 628,237

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

Ot."le:r

907,847
924,944
929,612
943,391
943,772
946,906
940,824

737' 629
743,752
768,535
768,313
769,532
766,660
764,769

143,565
145,051
146,540
149,424
148,856
150,935
155,310
159,814
165,166
167,002
165,223
166,672
163,430
162,681
161,353
161,461
158,641
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CQ~STRUCTION

OF THE GRAPH

''Numbers of children in County~ Church of :Eilgland~ Roman Catholic~ and
Other denominat iona.l schools~ in England~ 1947 - 1984o Table 53o

Figures were obtained from the Department of Education and Science
studied from 1940 onwardso During the 1939-45 war no figures
were published~ and the first appear in 1946/7 o Subsequently figures
appeared in different format and it was necessary to re-arrange basic
information (published in the D.E.S. yearly Handbooks)~ to extract the
numbers of children in each of the four categorieso For e::xa.mple ~ to obtain
the total number of children in English schools only~ between 1946/7 and
1962 7 it was necessary to deduct the numbers of children in Helsh schools
from the combined statist ico Records were not sufficiently detailed to
obtain figures for England only in 1966 and 1967 o
statistics~

From 1963 onwards to 1970 it was necessary to amalgamate Primary,
Middle 7 7 and Secondary statistics to achieve figures that could be compared
with pre-1963 numberso From 1970 onwards it is necessary to amalgamate
Jewish 7 {Aided and Special Agreement), r~tethodist, (Controlled and Aided),
and vtOther" t@ produce an all-embracing "Other denominations" figure that
could be compared with pre-1970 statisticso
The difficulty in arranging a visual comparison in graph form \-laS the
vast difference in range between "Other denominational" schools, (10-15,000
places) 7 and County schools {3 7030,000 to a peak of 6 7 628,000, in 1977)o
On the other band to succeed meant to offer a picture that at once placed
individual trends in a comprehensive context o The break on the vertical
axis between 950 7 000 and 3,330 7 000 allowed immediate comparison between
the four linear graphso
The horizontal axis tabulates the years 1946/7 to 1984o
In terms of children accommod.ated 7 the graph shows significant increases
in the case of the County, and the Roman Catholic schools onlyo

- 103 The statistical trends between the years 1944 - 1984 showed that,
taking into account the steep rise in overall numbers of children, the
Church of England lost ground in that they were educating a diminishing
percentage of the total numbers of children in England and Haleso

Of all

the denominations the Roman Catholics alone moved with (until the late 70s),
the upward trend in school place so

Subsequently, with the fall in the birth

rate and the resulting fall of numbers of children on school rolls, each
agency lost some groundo

Looking at the statistical trends during the years 1944 - 1984, the
evidence revealed a consistent closing of the gap between Roman Catholic and
Anglican school provision, with every sign that Roman Catholic provision
would overhaul Anglican provision, maybe even in the eight ieso

That all

this seemed somehow to have escaped the notice of some centrally placed
people was betrayed to the writer when visiting the archives of the National
Society in )'/estminstero

On enquiring the reason for the visit I was told

''We (the Church of England), are !llllCh bigger than they (the Roman Catholics),
are"o

i'ihen the statistics were finally projected into line graph form,

(Table 53) and the denominations shown in relation to one another, the facts
did not support that viewo

The clear indications were that it was only a

matter of time until the Church of England would be educating a smaller
percentage of the population than the Roman Catholicso
implications of that trend were not inconsiderableo

The political

Table 54

shows

comparative growth for schools and pupils in England and Hales during the
decade 1956 - 1966o

- 104Table 54
statistics showing comparative growth for schools and pupils
in England and Hales during the decade 1956 to 1966.

SCHOOLS. DEPARTMENTS

PtJPILS

County

101.57:,

95·85'~

Church of England

84. 7%·
109.6%

85.3f·
ll2.5%

79.3%

79·47.·

108.~~

133. 95'~

84·.57~

193·0f;,

ll5.7/
272.1;/.

93·0'f-

112. 7;;~

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Roman Catholic
other

SECON~RY

SCHOOLS

County
Church of England
Roman Catholic
other

Not only did the statistics show Roman Catholic provision quantitatively
closing the gap between it and Protestant provision, but in a number of
significant ways for parents it had already done so.

Qualitatively Roman

Catholic parents were being offered a package that included both Primary
and Senior school provision, access to those schools either by a careful
geographical spreading of provision or hard won transport concessions on
grounds of religious convict ions - (The National Society refused to fight
on those grounds) -

(4),

and above all the schools on offer were undiluted

by competing belief systems.
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(b)

AGE-RA.NGE AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTICN OF PROVISION

From

1963

through to

1970

the Department of Education and Science

a.rmual statistics were arranged so that it was possible to see the
relation ship between the number of pupils in Secondary schools a.nd the
corresponding number in a..ny one year, in Primary and Middle schools.

These

figures were presented so that it was also possible to see the relationship
between County schools, Church of England schools, Roman Catholic schools,
and "others".

This last category contained the Methodist schools.

A study of the figures

sho~red

that Roman Catholic provision 1:1as right

across the age-range, whereas the Church of England provision was con cent rated
in the Primary and Middle school sector.

More particularly 1 Roman Catholic

school provision out stripped Church of England provision at Senior level even
by

1963,

Tables

55

and the gap continued to widen throughout the period shown in
and

56.

By

1970

there were

senior (Day) schools, but there were

91 1 378
243,952

children in Church of England
in Roman Catholic senior schools.

In the case of Primary and Il!iddle schools, by
had

824,691

1970

the Church of Engla.11d

children in their schools, and the Roman Catholic Primary and

Middle schools contained

498,417

children.

Two significant extrapolations seem to arise from these figures.

Firstly,

the Roman Catholic provision was more evenly spread across the age ranges,
thereby offering a better package to those parents
alternative to the County system.

~rho

wanted a Church school

This was borne out by the study of the

schools in the Diocese of Newcastle where Roman Catholic parents had a choice
of Primary, and Middle, and Senior schools on the rates, so to speak.

- 106 Table 55

No. of Schools

No. of Pupils

PRIMARY AND
MIDDLE

SECClTDil-RY

PRIMA.HY AND
MIDDLE

SECa-TDARY

1963
County Schools
c. of E.
Homan Catholic
Others

13,940
7,184
1,772
187

4,981
235
418
257

2,948,826
742,913
430,329
22,478

2,408,884
78,936
165,900
127,062

TarAL

23,083

5,891

4,144,546

2,780,782

l2§i
County Schools
c. of E.
Roman Catholic
Others

13,940
7,038
1,781
182

4,951
230
461
252

2,997,132
749,734
434,728
22,355

2,437,718
80,822
185,285
125,922

TarAL

22,941

5,894

4,203,949

2,829,747

1965
County Schools
c. of E.
Homan Catholic
Others

13,980
6,915
1,811
179

4,896
229
485
253

3,047,400
759,993
442,920
22,788

2,416,892
80,597
195,859
125,706

TarAL

22,885

5,863

4,273,101

2,819,054

1966
C01.mty School::::
c. of E.
Roman Catholic
Others

14,033
6,782
1,831
176

4,826
223
498
251

3,119 '760
771,961
452,338
22,313

2,407,095
80,544
20.3,250
125,804

TffilAL

22,822

5, 798

4,366,372

2,815,793

The above figures are for Sngland and \·lales
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5f.

No. of Schools
PRU!A.HY AllD
HIDDL7::

SECONDA.RY

Ho. of Pupils
1

i

PRIMA.RY AND
fUDDLE

SECCNDARY

!267.
3,220,213
786,349
465,490
23,207

2,412, 92,5
82,399

1,873
171

4,739
217
526
247

22,8.31

5 ,7~)9

~~ i ·~-95' 259

:~ ,C32,651

4,586
219
5:29
242

3,344,242
799,f>46
478' 751
23,743

2,460,325
.36,121

others

14,336
6,522
1,909
165

TOTAL

22,932

5,576

4,'5t:6,582

2,895,387

4,481
215
53?
240

3,462, 210
313,097
489;522
24,042

2,513,386
89,318
235,399

others

llJ-,581
6,373
1,942
159

TOTAL

23,055

5,468

4,788,871

2,954,131

4;401
212
535
237

3,565,781
824,691
493 .~.17
23-q'"',,0)

2,583,702
91,378
2431952

others

141682
6,228
1,992
158

TOTAL

23,060

5,385

4, 912,87 4

3,045,974

County Schools

c.

of E.

Roman Catholic
Others

TOTAL

14,14-3
6,644

213 ,G87

123,580

1968
County Scools

c.

of E.

Rome.n Catholic

224, 1·~9
12l1., 792

!,26.9.,
County Schools

c.

of E.

Roman Catholic

126~028

15?7q
County Schools

c.

of

·s.

Roman Catholic

126, 91!2

The above figures c>.re for 0-lGl::mcl. and JEJ,1es

10~-

But the Church of England parents had no Senior schools alternative throughout
the Diocese.

The Roman Catholic schools in 1980 were Bedlington High (550),

st .. Aidan's High, Hallsend (473), TheSa.credHeart Comprehensive School,
Newcastle (1,189), st. Cut.hbert's Comprehensive, Net-rcastle upon Tyne (1,280)
and st. Mary's Comprehensive, also in Newcastle, but geographically located
to serve another constituency (1,400).

Secondly, it follows that the care taken to provide schools for senior
children meant that they came under the influence of the parent church in
their crucial adolescent years.

The writer, as an inner-city Headteacher

1970 - 1985 knew that parental apprehensions were not primarily at what
would happen to their children at Infant and Junior schools, but what
influences would they come under at the Comprehensive Senior Schools.

The

Roman Catholic parents largely knew the answer to that question.

For those parents who considered that independent education was too
expensive, or too elitist, or too academic, and their children would not be
able to surmount the hurdle of an entrance eJCamination, frequently it was the
Roman Catholic parent who had the alternative that vms tailored to their
outlook.

In effect a child from a Roman Catholic home enjoyed the benefit

of a Primary Education vthere parental beliefs vrere upheld.

Subsequently

they passed on if they wished to a Senior School where a similar arrangement
sheltered them from some of the curriculum and behaviour problems besetting;
those schools where there was a greater degree of ideological a.."'ld ethical
strife.

In NeHcastle upon ·ryne in the seventies the ?.oman Catholic Senior

Schools were not vlithout their problems, but it 1-ras also the case that they
were receiving applications from Protestant parents vrho

~·rere

impressed by

the uniforms, the degree of unity and discipline I·Iithin the schools, and the
academic a."'ld sporting results.

Some of those parents Here of strong evangelical

convictions, but nevertheless took the vie1·1 that the Roman Catholic Senior
Schools Here nearer to their aspirations than the State Comprehensives.
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(c)

AIDED STATUS
Table 57 shotored the figures for Voluntary School Building projects

broken

do~m

into Aided and Controlled status..

The striking factor is the

way that every Roman Catholic project was for full denominational, (Aided)
status.
from

not a single Controlled status project appreared in the 20 years

1945

to

1965.

Since the essential difference bett.veen Aided and Controlled status
concerned the nature of the religious teaching in the school, it is interesting
to note the determination with which the Roman Catholic sector pursued the
isolationist

patht-~ay

of undiluted Roman Catholic teaching for ever--J one of

their schools, whereas the Anglican sector accepted a more int-egrationist policy
of having an Agreed Syllabus of Religious Education in many of their
(Controlled) schools.

Since the Agreed Syllabus meant a s-,tllabus

for

Religious Education that had the backing of the different denominations
represented in any community, it was reasonable to assume that it was easier
to obtain consent for the establishment of a Controlled rather than an Aided
school.

It says something for the deteminat ion of the Roman Catholic

sector that they achieved the harder of the tt-ro alternatives in every instance.

Table

58 shows hovr the Church of England, "other denominations", and

Roman Catholics, reacted to the opportunities provided in the 1944 for
obtaining Aided status.

No other church acted with the same single-minded

devotion to a clearly perceived and openly stated objective, as did the
Roman Catholicso

- llOTable 57
Voluntary School Building Projects.

CHURCH OF

ENGUU~D

1945 - 1965

RO·!AN CATHOLIC

arHER

New Places
Aided

68,770

260,443

ll ,005

Controlled

37,935

-

8,880

Special Agreement

10,370

48,640

810

Aided

45,960

181,380

10,565

Controlled

27,635

-

7,795

7,830

46,630

other Accommodation
Brought into Use

Special Agreement

810
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Determining status of Voluntary Schools
· Subsequent to 1944 Ed. Act.
(Page 45 of 1950 H.M.s.o. Education Report)
'~t the end of the year there were 9,9078 voluntary schools in England,
of these 1 7145 had been granted Aided status and 1,199 had become Controlled.
The Aat allows Managers or Governors of Vo+untary schools to apply for Aided
status a.t any time up to 6 months after they are notified by the L.E.A. of
the Minister's approval of the development plan for the area.. In 53 areas
(14 counties and 39 county boroughs) when this time limit had expired by
31st December 1950, the posit ion was as follows. 11

Applications
for Aided
status

Granted

Under
consideration

2,008

874

525

348

1

Roman Catholic

376

367

250

116

1

Other
Denomina.t ions

61

19

11

8

2,445

1,260

786

472

1950
Church of
England

TOTAL

Number
of Vol.
schools

Applications
refused
or invalid

2

In addition 29 traditionally assisted grammar schools had.become Aided, 45
Controlled, and 44 had not had their status determined.

For the remaining 76 areas (36 counties and 40 county boroughs) in which
approval of the development plans had nvt been notified to the managers or
governors before 1st of July, the posit~on on 21st December 1950 was,

Controlled status
Applications
Church of
England

~1ade

1,076

1,002

5

34

34

259

1,110

1,036

5,548

544

165

Roman Catholic

969

195

89

Other
Denominations

176

7

6,633

746

TOTAL

Orders

In these areas 40 traditionally assisted grammar schools had become Aided
and 83 Controlled. Of the remaining 75, 18 had applied for Aided status and one
for Controlled status. 11

Notice the single minded purpose to have only Aided noma.n Catholic schools.
There are no applications for Controlled status from the Roman Catholics.

- 112By the end of the 1970s demands for accountability had led to increasing
representation on the Governing Boards of schools.

The intention of the

Conservative Government was that parents might have a greater influence over
the education of their children.

By the early 1980s concern was being

expressed that the intention was not being fulfilled as bad been envisaged.
The evidence seemed to be that those parents who were ideologically and in
some instances politically motivated gained access to Governing Bodies, and
as well as being unrepresentative of the less activist majority of parents,
their influence was by no means conservative and traditional but rather the
reverse.

As a result schools in some instances became not more accountable

so much as less stable than before.

(5)

Those in the Roman Catholic sector could hardly have envisaged the
benefits that

~iould

accrue to their policy of seeking only Aided status.

Whilst State schools and Controlled schools in the Church sector struggled
with Governing bodies 111at in many instances had doubled in size, and in
many instances became more divided and less capable of concerted act ion than
ever before, the Aided schools of the Roman Catholics drevi practically all
their increased representation from their own constituency.

The policy of

seeking a legal situation where it was right and accepted that all the
children who sought admittance to a Roman Catholic school agreed to receive
undiluted Catholic teaching, excluded from the Governing Body "catchment area"
strongly critical parent

representatives by default.

Thus Roman Catholic

schools escaped the increasingly fraught and often unresolved discussions
that consumed time and energy in the state sector.

The schools of the Church of England did not escape in the same liay.
In the case of the Controlled schools, and to some extent in the case of Aided

schools, increased representation on the Governing body meant increasing

- 113discord since parents could by no means be guaranteed to be in s;ympathy with
the Christian foundation of the school.

One Aided school in the Diocese of

Newcastle went through four sets of "final" interviews to select a
Headteacher.

A major difficulty was that Governors could not agree on

what constitued a Christian school, or even a Christian teacher.
(1984/5).

(d)

CHURCH SCHOOL BUILDTITG
Clear evidence of the vigorous policy pursued by the Roman Catholic

church authorities, in contrast to that in the Protestant sector, vl'as
available from a study of the building statistics of the 1944 - 1984 era.

Table 57 has already drawn attention to the Roman Catholic policy of
pursuing an unrelenting policy for Aided status.

Hhen the figures are totalled

up it becomes clear that not only were the Catholics going for the harder
option, but, in addition, their projects far outnumbered Church of England
projects.

Department of Education and Science statistics shovTed that between 1961
and 1969 the Church of England applied for, and received, £27,000 1 000 for
school building.
£689,000,000.

The Roman Catholic Church applied for, and received,
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Expenditure on grants a.nd loans under Sect ion 102-105

Roman Catholic Schools
Year
1955
1956

Church of England Schools

Loans
Advised

Maintenance

Ma int enan ce

202,564
841,561
1,262,161 I
445,236
Building is in progress
in 70 Roman Catholic
schools.
(23,140 places)
682,801
1,577,532

472,601

1959
1960
1961

1,442,467
1,444,677
1,827,009

1962

4,412,410
6,912,762

1963

8,181,345

1964
1965
1966

8,088,245

1967
1968

7,540,953
9,780,031

1969

10,297,045

6,944,991
6,434,156

633,818

97,120

611,745
145,570
Building is in progress
in 26 Church of England
schools.
(8,000 places)

I

1957
1958

Loans
Advised

685,101

279' 285
304,007

794,832
742,684
798,381

356,795
186,073

1,368,499
2,248,193

199,336
214,610

1,328' 269
2,060,349

2,938,947
3,556,836
3,112,830

297,803
291,831

1,801,725
1,626,643

3,639,433
5,867,808

328' 262
631,787

1,846,574
1,673,817

4,894,668

495,119
396,570

849,919
1,046,400
1,299,523
1,360,327
1,732,022

I
j

4,511,132

244,037

The fact that from 1955 to 1969 Roman Catholic expenditure on schools
annually exceeded the Church of England figure, said a lot about the
commitment of the leaders of the Church to a policy of expansion, a.nd since
Government grants had to be matched by a percentage contributed to some extent
by giving from the parishes, it said a lot about the commitment of Roman
Catholic parents and friends of the schools system.
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chapter.

there should be such a discrepancy forms the subject of the next
Suffice it to say that continuing right on into the 1970s, the

Roman Catholic Church continued to build, to enlarge, and to reconstitute
their educational plant, whilst the Church of England topped the table
annually from 1973 - 1978 for discontinued schools.

Table 60.

SUMMARY

A summary of the statistics 1944 onward revealed that although
denominational school places became a steadily decreasing percentage of the
total in any one year, due to the rise in the birthrate, of the three Church of England, Methodist, and Roman Catholic - the latter alone increased
its provision significantly.

Moreover it did so in a way that attracted

parental support, by offering in many more instances than the other two
churches, an accessible package of all-through-the-age-range provision.
Hhere the schools were at a distance from Roman Catholic parents, then the
educational lobby in Parliament fought for, and obtained, transport
concessions that made it possible for Roman Catholic children to travel to
Roman Catholic schools.

(4)•

The statistics salute the well co-ordinated campaign of the Roman
Catholics, 1944 - 1984.
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Table 60
BUILDING
NEW SCHOOLS

1973

Prim

Sec

County

354
42
22

136
11
8

C. of Eo

Ii.o

c.

CHANGE OF CHARo

2

Other

DISCONTINUED

Sec

Prim

Sec

Prim

Sec

93

217
15

302
21

3?

2.9

382
171
39

156
84
3

170
23
2

Prim

. 221

1
1
3

Jewish
Methodist

ENLARGEMENTS

23

4
8

1

1974
County
Co of Eo
ao Co

176
17
10

86
6
7

62
33
12

84
7
23

212
93
15

145
11
23

72
68
3

7

2
1

88
5
,..

J

Jewish
Methodist
Other

1975
County
C. of Eo

a. c•..
Methodist

134
5
12
1

71
6
10

53
30
14

109
44
14

152
13
24

60

24
3

109
3
12

1
1

Other

8
22

3

4

9

1976
County

c.

of E.

a.

c.

145
9
10

95
6
36

57
17
18

113
5
19

132
75
77

175
16
37

85

48
11

122
10
55

Jewish

10

8

4

1

Other

1977
County
Co of E.
a.

c.

91
6
4

42

5
10

59
16
10

67
5
9

118

48
7

76
7
23

97
53
11

59
3
5

Jewish

1

Other

3

7

5

1.978
County
C. of Eo
ao Co

76
10
3

17
10

Jewish

30
11
3
1

26
2

6

41
13
6

62
11
17

Co of Eo and RoCo

29
3
11

5

Methodist
Other

95
44
7

-

1
1

2

1

2

0

2
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CHURCH SCHOOL STATISTICAL

1.

Edward Norman.

Extract from

T~TDS

SUntory~oyota

lE:cture.

The Times.

24·2.84.
2.

Richard Hanson.
25·2.84.

3·

Sherwin Bailey. ''The Mystery of Love and Marriage"
''Homose:mality and the Hestern Christian Tradition"
Obituary. The Times. 25.2.84.

4•

The School Transport Bill No.2. Introduction to the H.nnual Report
of the National Society by the General Secretary. 1979·

5•

"Governors pla.n faces the axe". Comment in The Times 19.10.84. on
the changing attitude of the Education Secretary, Sir Keith Joseph.

11

Sv1eet illusion of the good old faith".

The Times.

1952.
1955,

C!i!U'TER 4

CHURCH SCHOOL

L&~DERSHIP

(a)

ROMA.N CATHOLIC ORTHODOXY

(b)

ANGLICAN REVISIONISM

(c)

ImHODI ST "FELLOH TRAVELLERS"
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IDEOLOGY

If the statistics reveal a well co-ordinated campaign on the part of
the Roman Catholics, do they reveal a shift in the thinking of the Anglican
and Methodist churches?

The answer would appear to be yes since many (although not all) of the
external variables like the social conditions of the period, Here common
to all three churches.

Despite external and internal pressures, the Roman

Catholic Church stayed on course, whereas there was observable statist icaJ.
evidence of a change of course in the Protestant sector.

This section seeks to explore the thinking behind the statistics.
'rlas there an elite bureaucracy formulating policy on schools in each of the
three churches?

If so, how had those influential people lost touch in the

Protestant sector with the Christ ian parents who were commencing their o:-m.
schools?

~fuy was there. no such movement amongst the Roman Catholic parents?

';lhy v1ere Headteachers of Roman Catholic Senior schools receiving applications
for places from Protestant parents more and more
year period under study?

(1)

to~iards

the end of the 40
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RCl•lA.H CATHOLIC SCHOOLS.

IDEOLOGY

The Roman Catholic hierarchy was restored in England and Wales in 1850.
At the first lfiestminster Synod in 1852, the bishops declared:
'~he first necessity ••• is a sufficient prov~s~on of
education adequate to the 'Nal'lt s of our poor. It must
become universal. No congregation should be allo\'red
to remain without its schools ••• Indeed, wherever
there may seem to be an ·opening for a new mission, we
should prefer the erection of a school, so arranged
to serve temporarily as a chapel, to that of a
church without one."
(2)

The policy of the Roman Catholic Church quickly became that wherever
possible, a Roman Catholic child should be taught in. a Roman Catholic school,
and by a Roman Catholic teacher.

"Catholics have always maintained that the Catholic
child, from a Catholic home should be taught by
Catholic teachers. It is the influence of the teacher
which produces true harmony between the home and the
school."
(3)

It was the implement at ion of this policy which necessitated that Roman
Catholic schools should always be, subsequent to the 1944 Education Act,
Aided schools.
''Basically, the Catholic view was that only the fully
denominational Aided schools could provide a truly
Christian education. The Controlled schools were
vitiated by their having to work •,fit!~in the contraints
of the Agreed Syllabus.
(4)

The Roman Catholic objection to the Controlled schools created by the

1944 Education Act was not that the appointment of teachers would be handed
over to the local authority.

- 120 "Our Catholic authorities have repeatedly offered to
hand over the appointment of teachers (subject to
safeguards as to their Catholic character and fitness
to give religious instruction). It is the second
condition that we cannot accept 7 that religious
instruct ion on three days a week be according to the
"Agreed Syllabus" - though Catholic schools could
receive 1005~ financial aid tomorrow if they would
accept Agreed Syllabus t eachingo"
(5)
"The orJ.gms of this Catholic hostility to the Agreed
Syllabus can be found around the middle of the
nineteenth century o o o the development of the
monitorial system in the early part of the nineteenth
century led Catholics to adopt a less open (ecumenical)
approacho Both Bell and Lancaster, Anglican and
Nonconformist respectively 7 advocated the use of the
Scriptures as a reading book, but Catholics had strong
object ions to the use of non-catholic versions of the
Bible and also insisted that the text should not be
read without official notes explaining Catholic
doctrine a
"It was in the second half of the century ••• that
Catholics developed their more exclusive policy about
the establishment of schoolso Firstly 7 it was very
much in keeping with the Ultramontane mentality •••
which feared the spread of secular governments throughout
West ern Europe •• o because of their policy of imposing
state control on the schools. This was one of the many
errors condemmed in the famous Syllabus of Errors in
1864o Pius L"t sa\v the Papal states eroded by the forces
of the Risorgimento and the capture of Rome it self in
1870 7 bringing the First Vatican Council to a premature
endo
"The restoration was in it self the second factor leading
to the new schools policy. Thirdly, the size of the
Catholic population increased dramatically -vrith the
massive influx of Irish immigrant So Large concentrations
of Catholics could more than fill what schools this
essentially poor com~ity was able to provide.
Interdenominational co-operation no longer seemed necessary.
Fourthly, before 1870 7 the vast majority of elementary
education >vas provided either by the Anglican National
Society 7 or by the :nonconformist Brit ish and Foreign
Schools Society. Both of these were unacceptable to
Catholics because of their use of the Scriptures, and
their doctrinal affiliations.
''The story from 1870 to 1944 is one of increasing
provision of Catholic schools with a corresponding
decline in other forms of denominational provision.
''The Nonconformists \-lere generally content Nith the Board
Schools and the Council schools run by the Local Education
Authorities after the 1902 Education Act.
"Anglicans continued to run their own schools, but their
numbers gradually declined."
( 6)
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Over the period 1944 - 19G4 Eoman Catholics Here challenged from 11ith:i.l1
and Nithout for their isole.tionist, denomination2.l 1 schools policy.

'-'ie"s v;h=tt

was perceived by some as >'l'eakness, perceived by other e.s their stren;sl:h':
Certainly those \"ho formulated schools policy heard from 'ilithin their cn·rr.t

ranks the sort of thinkinc that 1-ra.s expressed in the other churches.
for cha.nge was expressed.
suppositional shifts.

·?he call

Fleas Nere made for pedagoe;ical e.ncl even pre-

The bureaucratic elite paid polite attention, but Nere

not sufficiently impressed by the arguments to alter course.
voices clamoured for change from out side the elite, never,

s:'he secnlarising

apparentl~r

within it.
"The last ten years have been ones of stormy s-tru.ggle
to i1nprove the teaching of religion.
"There -vras a time when nearly everyone admitted something Nas wrong, anrl that things had to be livened up.
''The thesis of this book is that a gTeat deal of progTess
has been made, but it is not entirely in the direction
that has been expected."
(7)
''This conflict with Catholicism comes not so much from
a difference over the success of 1ihat is eoing on as
from irreconcilable differences about ••hat should go on.
"The Christian teacher's practical dilemma te.kes the
form; Shall the primary purpose of Christian education
be to hand on a religion, or to create a ne!'l' vrorld'?"

(8)
"Religious Education is a field thc1.t must be reborn from
a meeting of good educational theory, and sound
theological study.
"The Church for the first time in its history is Ll'l the
painful process of developinc an ecumenical theoloey.
The vmrd ecumenical does not refer merely to Prot es'ta.nt
and Catholic co-operation but to the encounter of
Christianity with all forms of religion and non-religion.
This context involves not a widening of perspective but
a change in the meaning of Christianity itself."
(Moran, Pag.J 19)
"Give us public schools that develop active interests
in human -vrelfare, passion for the basic rights of man,
faith in the capacity of man for unselfishness, - give
us public schools like these, and social religion will
look upon them as doing God 1 s will even though they
do not name his name, but only that of his children." (9)
"One need not ~' cynical to say that in the Catholic
Church the one irresistable pressure for change Hill
probably be a financial one.

fro:n

- 122 "As many parochial schools close, it is hoped that
Catholic communities will not lose their ::::"trong
commitment to education. The energy has to be
redirected to ne'li' forms. r.fu.ny Catholic schools
and/or churches could be turned into community centres
of education. It will take many years to establish
the Church's credibility in its claim to be interested
in the education of the whole community."
(:Moran, Page 167)

Almost by '1-laY of reply, it is possible to turn to "Cornerstone",
Guidelines for Religious Education, 1978, commissioned by and published vtith
the authority of The Bishop's Conference of England and ';/ales, and written
by the National Adviser for Religious Education.

"Catholics argue a great deal among themselves and
in papers about religious education. These arguments
are painful to those 'l'l'ho love their faith and are
used to presenting a united front to the -vrorld."

(10)
"Catechesis, is an ancient word in the Church. It
can be broadly defined as a dialogue between
believers. Those who receive catechesis have at least
a spark of faith in them, its purpose is to help them
tot'l'ards a greater maturity of faith, especially in the
way of understanding. Catechesis is not the same as
instruction."
(nichols, Page 15)
"On the whole, when we speak of religious education
we have in mind a formal scholastic setting such as
a school or an adult education class. :fhen we speak
of catechesis on the >ihole we mean what goes on in
the context of the Church community; for example in
preparation for first Communion or adult Baptism."
(Nichols, Page 19)

"Education. An ed.ucat ed man is one who has an adequate
grasp of the worlds of Science and Art, or personal
relationships, philosophy, religion. Secondly, it
develops reason. Thirdly, it develops autonomy.
(nichols, Page 17)
''This idea of education is not without nobility. Nor
is it beyond criticism. It is founded on certain
ideas of human excellence - closely tied to the ideas
of the modern liberal \"lest, and in its anxiDty to
emphasize reason and freedom, it leaves little room
for the development of convict ions and belief •"
(Nichols, Page 17)

- 123 '~he kind of religious education which derives from
this idea is usually called 'education in religion'.
Its aim is to give children an understanding of the
world of religion from the inside 7 with sympathetic
insight o But it does not attempt to influence their
religious commitmento
(Nichols 7 Page 17)

''i{e have some doubts about the idea of entering into
religious experience sympathetically but without
commitment o"
(Nichols 7 Page 18)
"It is probable 7 as Newman argued 7 that moral
commitment is not a consequence, but an integral
part of religious understanding and assent.
(Nichols 7 Page 18)
"We come to understand our faith by living ito"
(Nichols, Page 18)
'";le believe that true education is perfectly possible
within a tradition of faitho To put the matter in a
nutshell 7 indoctrination is wrongo But indoctrination
does not consist in teaching beliefso It consists in
the manner in t-~hich 7 and the purpose for ~·rhich, it is
doneo The use of the word indoctrin<hte meaning we can
only teach publicly accepted scientific facts as true,
but not subjective beliefs, convict ions, and values,
this idea we cannot accept o"
(Nichols 7 Pages 19-20)
"From 1870 the State began to play an ever increasing
part in formal educationo It retained the evangelical
and catechetical purposes of the schools in a rather
watered down form through the Agreed Syllabuses which
removed distinctly denominational aims. The Anglican
and the Free Schools accepted this and reduced their
investment in schools. The Catholic community, true
to its theology of the Church 7 made no concessions.
In fact our commitment to the schools increased."
(Nichols, Page 23)
''1-le alone continue to use schools as agencies of
evangelisat ion and cat echesis while the educational
ideal generally has drawn away from these things."
(Nichols, Page 23)
'~his creates tens ion between our schools as parts of
the Church and as parts of the National systemo
Especially it creates confusion about the purpose of
religious education lessons in Church schools. Is it
different from other lessons? Is it education is it
something else? \ie believe that it is educationo
11Catechesis and education are not
incompatibleo
Catechesis can take an eduGat ion:~-1 form \'lhich respects
freedom, ar..d encourages growth, and personal development.

"Plainly, unbelief and apathy, an apparent absence of
faitll; is the major problem of religious education today.

- 124 So Catholic schools cannot hold off from the question
of evangel isat ion."
"lve see rightly the early stages of primary education
as an extension of the home. Therefore it can continue
the work of direct evangelisat ion in the sense of
introducing truths adapted to their mentality."
(Nichols~ Page 24)
''Religious education in County schools has recently
gone through profound changes and its future seems
uncertaino Educational approaches have triumphed
over evangelical oneso
"Some people believe that man has now 'come of age'
and that his control over the future of the race is,
in principle at least 7 unlimitedo It is an outlook
which presents difficulties for Christians.
Dependency upon God, and a denial of human selfsufficiency are important elements in our faitho
lie are saved by grace which comes from out side
ourselveso Many theologians have ••• tried to come
to terms with this conflict. There has been a
retreat from the supernatural, a concentration on
the light that theology can throw on the secular
future of mankind. The work of Teilhard de Chardin
and liberation theology both show traces of this
tendency."
(Nichols~ Page 48)
''Revelation is a living and developing tradition
whilst acknowledging the privileged position of
scripture. A more recent account of revelation
stresses its subjective aspect. It is an account
of revel at ion common in the \'II'i t ings of
'catechet ical theologians" 7 Gabriel Horan for
instance. This view of revelation fits well,
perhaps too well 7 \·nth contemporary educational
theo:cy. It leads to the curriculum in Hhich the
emphasis will be upon experience and off doctrinal
knowledge. It supports the idea of nLife-themes". It
is a view which is often labelled humanist ico"
(Nichols 7 Page 66)
''The scriptures are formative as well as informative.
\·Ihen the Ethiopian put the quest ion 'How can I
understand unless some man sho;.r me?' Philip did
not reply with biblical archaeology or Hebrew
roots. He explained the good ne\iS of Jesus to him.
The problems involved in the use of the Bible are
problems of method ru1d presentation rather than
problems of principle."
(Nichols~ Page 137)
''Doctrinal understanding promotes tolerance. \'ihat
prevents growth, what ferments conflict 7 what feeds
hatred, is blind and une:-:amined belief."
(Nichols, Page S6)

- 125 "Samet imes there is conflict. A school which is labelled
progressive is at odds vrith a local Church dominated by
traditional attitudes. Sometimes the opposite happens.
Conflicts should be replaced by co-operation."
(Nichols, Page 130)

Some care was taken to allovl contending sect ions of opinion i·Tith Roman
Catholicism to speak for themselves.

The fact that the decision-makers

were on the side of catechesis, religious convictions and belief and
commitment, the use of schools as agencies of evangelisation, the supernatural,
exposition of the Bible and the teaching of doctrine, but critical of Agreed
Syllabuses, some modern educational theory and practices and equally some
modern trends in Religious education, - plus some modern theologians and their
theories, - was of particular significance >-Then it came to examining similar
documents from the two Protestant churches.

Before turning to the Anglican and Methodist churches, the Headteacher
of a Roman Catholic school attGmpted to summarise the years 1944- 1984 as he
saw them.
"In the forties and fifties religious teaching in
Catholic schools changed very little, it v1as
traditional, doctrinaire with emphasis on the duties
of a practising Catholic. In primary schools there
was a graduated scheme which closely follov1ed the
Catechism, progressing in the early years through
the articles of the Creed, the Commandments and
later through the Sacraments. This doctrinal teaching
•vas accompanied by much scriptural and devotional
teaching, follO\iing the life of Jesus and the Saints,
with the learning of set prayers. There \'laS little
room for initiative and enterprise in the teaching,
but teachers largely adhered to the prescribed syllabus,
and the teaching varied very little from school to
school.

"Church music was from the Hestminster Hymnal, with
hymns in latin and English, despite the difficulties
with the \'lOrds. It Has a rare event to encounter a
new hymn.

- 126 ''The changes in religious edue:1.tion stemmed mainly fro'il
tt-ro factors, the implementation of the Vatican Council
of the Church in the late fifties and the differences
in primary teaching method 7 with the decline of the
purely pedagogical approach.
"In schools quite often the range of attitudes about
'l'rhy and how the life of a ·':!atholic is developed in
school, depends on the relative age and experience of
the teacher. Since the incept ion of the vernacular
use at Mass 7 the public worship of Catholics has changed
ooo more involvement and co-operation 7 children no
longer mere spectators but composing prayers and hymns.
"In some schools Hass is celebrated in the classrooms.
In the sixties and early seventies netv schemes 'l'rere
tried. They \vere indicative of the new approaches to
Catholic religious teaching. In the infant years there
were strong analogies between famil:i.~s of the children
and the family of God. Thus started a greater
consciousness of the Father 7 and the Holy Spirit.
Catholic teaching became more Trinitarian. The teaching
given 'l'ffi.S not to be abstract or philosophical but a
relating to Christ. The study of the Bible and the
liturgy should go hand in hand. No place for doctrinal
formulas in the infant and junior years - instead the
aim was at a living faith 7 a full commitment to Christ.
The Veritas scheme is now being widely used. It is a
fuller exposition of the earlier schemes. The teaching
is taken more broadly and more slowly, so that the life
experience of the child is fully encompassed. The main
d{fficulty for teachers is the gap bet~reen teaching and
home life, between what the children are experiencing
at school and at home.
(11)

There is evidence of change here.

But not the pre-suppositional shift

complained about by some Christian parents in the Protestant sector.

A

change in style or presentation 7 is not the same thing as a change in
direct ion or content.
years

1944 - 1984,

The evidence would point to the fact that during the

in the Roman Catholic schools 7 orthodoxy remained firmly

in the driving seat, and orthodoxy satisfied, in general, Catholic parents.

"Catholics had only scorn for the teaching of Agreed
Syllabuses. It was indefinite \'lhereas Catholic teaching
\-Jas definite."
(12)

- 127 -

'')mat is there to prevent the Agreed Syllabuses
from gradually developing into the synthetic compounds
of elements of both Christ ian and non-christ ian, or
even into the purely academic study of comparative
religion, if the undenominational tide cuts out for
itself the channel already desired for it by many
both inside and outside the teaching 1-rorld?
''The Catholic Church is the only 'denomination' in
England that stands united in thought and act ion,
clergy and lait;;r together, on behalf of its schools
and all that is bound up \·lith them. The Church of
England suffers from divided counsels and ill-defined
membership; Nonconformity, once in the van of
educational liberty, has thrown in its lot with the
State and 1-1ith the Agreed Syllabuses that tune in so
well with its modern religious temper, leaving the
championship of independence in religious education
to the Catholics."
(13)

That was -..rritten in 1944, and 1-I'Ould be seen by many as a prophecy
that 1-va.s fulfilled, particularly the first paragraph quoted from Evenett.

He did not predict, that as a result of his first paragraph, discontent
wouJ.d manifest itself amongst Protestant parents, and a section of them
seeking new independence, would start acting like, (his vie•·T of)
nonconformists again.

However that would seem to be the case by 19&4.

sect ion of (mainly) Nonconformist parents were back,

11

A

in the van of

educational liberty 11 •

Summary
In a church with its own schools, frequently leading to its ov-m colleges
of higher education and theological colleges, and thence back into its

O\-m

institutions, it Has possible to pursue an isolationist policy that minimised
contact \"tith conflicting ideologies.

Nevertheless during the period 19.44 -

1984 teacher training - and to some extent theology at university level -

- 128 meant the transfer of current th:inking :into Catholicism, but by the
publication of responses of the "Yes,

~'

11

type, and by the exercise of

conservative hierarchical authority deciding policy, the schools remained
basically unaffected by the Catholics committed to a more progressive and
liberal theological stance.

During the year 1944 - 1984 Gabriel Nora.n and others had their say,
but not their 'flay.

No si§flii'icwt rift appeared between Homan Catholic parents and those
charged t.;ith making decisions about schools and school policy.

Certainly

not :in the way that it occurred :in the Protestant sector.

The years 1944 - 1984 t·rere ones of 'tlnobt·rusive grOi·Tth and consolidE.tion. 11

(14)

- 129-

(b)

CHURCH OF

il~GUUfD

SCHOOLS IDEOLOGY

If the Roman Catholic Church pursued an isolationist policy, the Church
of :England by contrast pursued an integrationist policyo

By 1984 that policy

had produced a backlash amongst some Christian parents and teachers 1·1ho felt
that too many concessions had been made to an increasingly agnostic and
humanistic societyo

It was difficult to discern the extent of the backlash, because
national officials did little to draw it out and co-ordinate ito

Indeed,

they showed every sign of being quite of sympathy with it, regarding it as
reactionary and traditionalist and therefore something of the past rather than
something for the future o

The feelings of many ordinary, orthodox Christians Here given prominence
by authors like Harry Blamires and Edward Norman but they spoke as outsiders,
spectators, and critics of Anglican leadership and by no means representatives
of hierarchical opiniono

They wrote not as figures of the establishment, but

as. representatives of a largely unheeded body of opinion far removed from
the centres of potter in the 1970so

This section of Chapter 4 focusses on one aspect of the life of the
Church of :England 1944 - 1984, and illustrates the vridening gap between
leadership at the centre, and a section of Christian parents, and some
Christian teachers, on the circumferenceo

Dro Ed\·tard Norman, Dean of Peterhouse, Cambridge, castig2.ted the
Church of England in particular, for absorbing the ideals and practices of
the state and governmento

"Four i·rrong roads to God, democracy, collectivism,

secularism - and bu.reaucracyo 11

1984o

- 130-

''J3ureaucracies have grom1 through their Oiill internal
expansion, in a classic r1odel of existing staff
promoting the case for the gro1rrth of their ot·m activity.
Although Bishops head the leading boards of the General
Synod, and are the central figures on the committees
-vrhich menage other sections of the bureaucracy, their
real powers are small.

"It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that for the last
10 years the agenda of the church has been set, and the
atmosphere in t'lhich it has undertaken its tasks contrived 1
by a small body of permanent officials in the central
agencies of the ecclesiastical bureaucracy. tt
(15)

A central agency dealing t-rith schools in the Church of England 1944 -

1984, 11as The National Society.

Originally founded by Joshua '.-iilson in 1811, the aim •·ms:

"The

education of the poor in the principles of the Church of Engle>.nd. 11
The liTat ional Religion should be made the foundation
of the National Education and should be the first
and chief thing taug.ht to the poor according to the
excellent liturgy and Catechism printed by our
Church. 11
(16)
11

This section att(':)r:1pts to plot the course of schools policy in the Church
of England, in particular to study trends in the National Society from 1944
omvardso

Its increasingly close links ;-lith the General Synod Board of

Education meant that to discover what the permanent officials at the
Hat ional Society ;-rere saying, t-Tas to hear ,.rhat the permanent officials at
the Board of Education were thinking.

By 1977 both bodies were housed in

the same premises (Church House, ~-iestminster) and they had the same General
Secretary.

From Augustine in 597 A.D., teaching converts and training Lcligenous
ministers, through to schools set up in cathedrals, through to schools at
Oxford in 1150, Cambridge 1200,

~Hnchester

1382, Eton 1440 7 the Christ ion

- 131 Church had a long and honourable record for ed.ucat ional. provision in :Bngla.nd
and ;Iales.

HiErtorically hoNever, controversy has surro1.Ulded the reasons

for engaging in education.

A Mandate of the Privy Co1.Ulcil of 1553 provides

evidence that :

''the Edt-mrdia.n Co1.Ulcil hoped to assiErt the cause of
1.Uliformity by the compulsory use of a catechism in
schools.
''Elizabeth pursued the same policy, Ertressing the
requirement of the episcopal licence for a teacher.
Her aim was to increase religious 1.Ulity, and so any
Roman Catholics and uncompromising or extreme
Puritans were not allowed to teach. The Church and
State were regarded as aspects of the same society,
the Church being the nation on its "religious side."

(17)
This interlocking of Church and state, evidenced in
the terminology- "Church of England", is that
admixture of religion and politics, of things
temporal and eternal, of thinguspiritual and secular,
that has proved such an intractable problem.
Commencing vlith an almoErt monopoly position, the Church
of England has gradually found that posit ion eroded.
I:Iany factors f!.Ud historical events have contributed.
For example:
''The Commonwealth and the ideas Hhich lay behind it
,.rere instrumental in breaking the Church's
stranglehold an education. This is borne out in the
events af't er the R.e st oration 1..rhen a number of
dissenting academies gre'v Erteadily in spite of the
opposition of the Church. 11
(ibid, Page 6)

It was the evolution over the years of tuo main strands of opinion about
the relationship of Church and State that led to the formation of the Hational
Society.

T>·ro friends who devised a scheme designed to teach the maximum

number of children 1-1ith an inadequate supply of teachers came to typify the
polarisation of conflicting opinion.

After initiating the monitorial system

the Anglican Bell increasingly supported denominational teaching, Hhereas the
Quaker, Lancaster became the spokesman for dissenters and nonconformists.
In 1808 the Royal LancaErterian Society Has formed, and as a repercussion the

opposition formed the Hat ional Society three years later.

By 1883 there H?..s

- 132 continuing rivalry t·rith 1,140 7 655 children in the more successful :i:.Yat ional
Society, and 47 7 287 children in Dissenters' schools.
''Voluntaryism, which became a significant force in the
1840s \'las based on the argument that educed ion Has
necessarily religious (or else it was useless), and
because the state should not interfere in religion,
education i-18.S not a proper sphere of activity for the
state. Thus 1..;hen it later became clear (especially
under the Revised Code) that the voluntary system
could not cope with the demand for education, many
supporters of the Brit ish and Foreign Schools Society
(originally the Royal Lancasterian Society), went their
differing ways, many of them abandoning the voluntaryist
ideal and supporting the state secular system rather
than continuing to support a system 1.-1hich favoured the
.Anglicans, a.nd 1.-1as inadequate in any case. The Roman
Catholics stuck tenaciously to their simple position
"Catholic schools for Catholic children". At no time,
in spite of fierce financial problems, did the
official Roman Catholic policy change."
(ibid, Page 22)

Thus the National Society stood in the mainstream of the Church-state
ideal, backed it seems so oft en throughout the 19th century by High Churchmen,
Tractarians, and Tories.

Alternatively ti:te Royal Lancasterian Society

of 1808 became, in 1814 the British and Foreign Schools Society, backed by
Non-conformist groups like Quakers and Nethodist s, in the Anglican Church by
Evangelicals and Broad Churchmen, and in Parliament by the ;·Ihigs.

The origins of the :Hat ional Society are particularly important in
trying to trace the attitude of the Church of England to education.

There

never seems to have been the internal unanimity evidenced by the Roman
Catholics.

In the initial years of the 19th century opposing opinion within

the Church of mgland resolved it self into competing societies.

dith the

passing years, the failure of the British and Foreign Schools Society as a
successful alternative to the National Society, means that those whose
sympathies nevertheless lay in that direction, drifted into the one Anglican
Society promoting schools, and vreakened it from t"lithin.

- 133 Certainly the arguments that once 'tiere the current attitude of those
in the British and Foreign Schools Society 't-lere to be heard in 1980 within
the National Society.

iD

On the other hand secularism had apparently (if not

fact), achieved greate:rt penetration of the centre, i.e. the ''Broad 11

Church, so that a new sympathy appeared bet't-teen High Churchmen and
Evangelicals who were thrown together by the lack of orthodo::x;y (neither
biblical or traditional church).
"It is intere:rting that the ••• passion ••• for
discrediting authority ( i-thich has invaded the
Christian from the secular 't·rorld), should now •••
be drawing together parties that previously have
been at loggerheads. In England, a mo:rt notable
instance ••• is the way ••• the liberal assault
upon authority has drai·m together those "Evangelical"
and "Catholic" elements ••• Hho have in the pa:rt
confronted one another. They have found a common
foe, and realized ••• that their allegiance to the
"massive objectivities" of :Bible and Church give
them a deep nru.tual under:rtanding in the face of
attack from subjectivi:rts and relativists •••"

(16)

The National Society

The Nat iomtl Society published an Annual Report, vrhich "t-Tas made
available, as a Voluntary Society, to its members.
"It remains a fact ••• that i f all the C. of E.
Aided Schools and a third of the Controlled Schools
were members of the Society, there would only be a
deficit half the size of that in 1982."
(Annual Report for l)l82)

It might be concluded from th:1.t extract, that not only l·ms the

:i:~at

ional

Society poorly supported by its "grass roots" constituency, (schools), but
that the thinking of its chief officers 1·10uld be peripheral, and since the
Societ~r

had no executive function, - inconsequential.

Society had considerable influence.

en

the contrary, the

- 134 In 1978 the Hational Society paid for the publication
by Prof. ':I .R. Niblett's Horking Party, of the green
paper on Higher Education - enabled Diocese,n Directors
of ~ducat ion to meet ti·lice for residential conferences
- paid the expenses of the important \iorking Party
investigating Personal Relationships in education acted as administrator for nearly 100 Trusts circulated every Bishop, Dean, Archdeacon, Canon and all
p2.rish clergy t·rith Education Sunday material and
organized the neiv Ecumenical Steering Group that now
produces the material, and promised to help with materials
and money for the planning of a stand at the Mind, Body
and Spirit Exhibition in Olympia, early in 1979•
(Annual Report 1978)
1

"Clive Jones Davies, our Schools Officer, is alrea.dy
out much shoe-leather in traversing '.-laterloo
Bridge to the Department of Education and Science
offices where he is i·rell knoi-m in discussions and
negotiations on the Education Bill 1978 at present
before the House of Commons."
(ibid.)
~tearing

It remains to enquire what 'line' the :National Society pursued during
the years leading up to, and after the 1944 Education Act?

:-Jhere did it stand

in the debate between those vrho gave, ''Their allegiance to the massive
objectivities of Bible and

Church'~,

and the "SUbjectivi·stsandrelativists"?

. (18)

In 1942 Archbishop Lang reported:
''The last year has been one of special importance in the
field of Religious Educa.t ion. In the first place the
open challenge to all Christ ian standards by the Hazi
power in Germany, and now the widespread convict ion that
it is only on Christ ian foundations that hopes of a
better vtorld can securely be built, and yet on the other
hand the evident ignorance of the Christ ian Faith in all
classes in our land, have led to an increasing desire that
the teaching of that Faith in all our schools should be
made more effective."
(Opening address of Hat ional Society Report , 1942)

In 1944 Dr.

~filliam

Temple took up the theme of propagating Christianity

as a basis for reconstructing society after the vrar.

- 135 "The proposals embodied in the ne~·T Education Bill
involve a complete re-casting of our national system.
• • • In the Bill Church Schools \·There Managers could
meet half the cost of alterations, improvements, and
external repairs will continue substa.nt ially as at
present, (Aided). Church Schools ~-1here Managers are
unable to find half the cost of repairs and impl'()vements
Ifill continue as "Controlled Schools", the proportion of
r.~agers being reversed and reserved teachers being
appointed to give R.E."
(Presidential Address to the National Society .~ual
Report, 1944) •

In

1945, Dr. Fisher commented:
"There are no fixed frontiers beti·Teen education and
evangelism."
(National Society Annual Report, 1945)
''The National Society can and should be the spearhead
of evangelism \·Tithin The Church. 11
"The majority of the Agreed Syllabuses recently
published give promise of producing really valuable
schemes of \fOrk. They recoe,nise that 'doctrinal
teaching' and 1 denominational' teaching are not
S'J!lOnymous terms. ~·H1ile the latter - involvi.11.g
the teaching of religious formularies distinctive
of a particular denomination is not permitted in 2.
County School, the former is not forbidden. The Creed,
The L<:>rd 1 s Prayer, and the Ten Commandments are the
common heritage. 11
(National Society Report for 1947. Introductory Address)
"If the schools of this country are to be Christ ian
Schools in tuhich the Christian faith is taueht and
practised as 1-1as the intention of the 1944 Educ2.tion Act 1
then Church Schools rrru.st shm·T the 1-my."
(Introduction to i~ual Report of National Society, 1950)

It is in 1951 and 1952 that clear signs appear that the Christ ianisine
intentions behind the 1944 Education Act v-rere meeting difficulties.

The

Annual Reports discuss the difficulties arising from taking children on to
Anglican Church premises for festivals and the pressure from non-practising
parents against children being instructed into a denominational rite.

- 136 "The 1944 Education Act placed religious education on
the ~atute book. Can it be said as a result of this
Act, and of the agreed religious settlement vl'hich it
expressed, young people are more deeply rooted in the
Chri~ian T:ta,y of life?"
"It rnu~ be said that there is a limit to Hhat can be
achieved in school •••"
(national Society Annual Report. Introduction 1956)

Looking back to 1956 it is easy to see hoi-1' the traditional monopoly
of the home, the school, and the traditional culture, upon the minds of
children vas being displaced by a poHerful, visual media educator, and that
the technological revolution was placing channels of information in the hands
of everyone, and by-passing tra?-itional authorities, leaving them in the role
of observer in more senses than one.

The National Society in the 1956

Report just quoted, merely draws attention to Nhat appeared to be relatively
ineffective 1944 Act measures.

It is interesting to note the influence of permanent officials.

Social

and theological conditions i"lere similar, but the note of unease Has not
evident -v1hen the Anglo Catholic Canon G.D. Leonard 1-ras Secreta.IJ'•

The tide

of secularism seemed to be stayed before the confident statements made during
late fifties and early sixties.
"stamped on every coin of the realm is the abbreviated
title "Def Fid". Latin (Defensor Fidei.) "Defender is
an ancient office and title both in Church and state."
(Introduction to National Society Report, 1957)
"The child is to be insrtructed in the truths of the Faith,
in the practice of prayer, and the moral demands of the
Divine La>'l'• The stress is more upon practice and
discipline than upon imparting informa,t ion."
(Introduction to National Society Report, 1958)
''Religion is the response to the Revealed Truth."
(Dr. Ramsay, Lord Archbishop of York. Annual Heport 1959)

- 137 "The Cro;-.rther report~ uhich contained many good things
and tihich acknot·tledged the need for education in t'lisdom,
nevertheless reflected the ';init e Paper on Education 1943
and confused religion and morals. It attempted to
justify religious and moral education by its usefulness
in producing good citizens. 11
(Introduction to National Society .Annual Report, 1960)
By 1967 the note of m1ease had surfaced again in Amlua.l Reports.

"It is the pre~sure for the entire remo-val of Christianity
as a living faith from English education \ihich needs to be
evaluated. The argument for this begins Hith the assert ion
that England is a secular society o"
(Page 13. National Society Report for 1967)

The problems discussed in the reports of the Eat ional Society, Here by
1967 beginning to resolve into a recoe,.'1ition that society t·.ras increasingly
agnostic despite the best inte..'lltions of the 1944 :;:;ducat ion
result opinion 't·12..s dividing as to the correct response.
position seemed to be one of no compro:nise.

~l.ct,

and as a

The Anglo-Gdholic

others ;·tere increasingly uneasy

at pursuing a marriaee of Church and State either because they clicl not thi"nk
it legitimate in the first place, (British and. F'oreif]l Schools Societ-y
sympathisers), or because they sau clear evidence for divorce on the grounds
of desert ion &

To see the considerable shift in the posit ion of the Society be·been 1870
and 1970, in 1870 the Annual Report stated:
'1Tot a farthing of its funcls is available for seculCJ,r
schools, nor the promotion of mere Bible reading
schools t·rhere no catechism or formula is allo~·red to be
taught o The Eat ional Society is et:1pha.t ically a Church
Society - and the promotion of education in Church
principles is the special object of this existence.
It r.mst ever regard a merely secular school as a source
of great moral danger. 11
(Page 10. Annual Report)

By 1970 that policy of isolationism had altered considerably.

- 138 '~he National Society sponsored a seminar on R.E. in
a multi-racial area. Representatives of the main
faiths attended. o o o It is good, that H.M. Inspectorate
should have confidence in the Society's ;.rill to foster
it."
(Hew enterprise in R.E.) (National Society Report for 1971)
000

It was in 1972 that internal trends within the National Society >·rere
given a

vis~ble

and outward expression.

A new and supplementary Charter
reason given for the change was

viaS

requested, devised and granted.

The

''to enable us more easily to meet the

demands of our day", and the significant alteration was in the title of the
Society.

This became not 7 ''The National Society for the ed.ucat ion of the

poor in the principles of the Church of England", but

7

"The National Society

(Church of England) for promoting Religious Education".

Presumably the officers of the Society felt that they needed more room
for manoeuvre in an increasingly complex situation far removed from the
society of 1811.

Certainly many of the schools were no longer operating

amongst "the poor" o

Equally certain 7 \'las the fact that promoting Religious

Education gave plenty of room for manoeuvre.
trdhat on earth is this new religious education?"
(Senior Inspector for Primary schools. Response to
National Society survey, 1973)

How was it possible to promote what was not clearly defined?

In 1978 Dro S.E. Kelly in a study, "The Schools of the Established Church
of England, 1944 onward,'"' wrote:

- 139 "In the absence of both national direct ion and diocesan
authority the pattern of Anglican voluntary aided and
controlled school provision which has developed in
England since 1944 owes more to parochial decision than
to diocesan policy and administration. The extent of
the provision has markedly declined since 1944 and the
conditions exist for further decline."
(19)

The thesis of Dr. Kelly was that the decline was primarily organisational,
("Absence of national direct ion and Diocesanauthority"), - indecision
(''There is no unanimity of opinion within the membership of the Church of
England about the purpose of the Anglican voluntary aided school" Page 311),
- and no enthusiasm for the dual system from local government, (''The burden
of the minutiae of administration concerned 'ltTith the aided schools is unduly
heavy".

Page 316).

Others >iere mclined to go further.

':i .J .c. Churchill in his study,

"The Church of England and her Schools lE:00-1977", offered four main reasons
for the decline in Church of fugland school provision.

Firstly, that the

Church of England was never in a position to cater for the v;hole population
and was mcreasingly left behind by the population gro>·rth.

Secondly, that

the deep divisions about the role of Church Schools was so often left unexplored
in an effort to avoid conflict and the result ine; imprecision led in its turn
to indecision.

Thirdly, the period saw a marked decline in power and support

for the Church.
"From a posit ion
has declined, to
and in political
overtaken by the

of virtually unassailable strength it
a political force of little sienificance,
terms, some would claim, has been
Roman Catholic community."
(Page 254)

Fourthly, there had been a development in concept and function of local
and central government that led to a further relegation of The Church of
England.
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1979 1 after a change in Government from Labour to Conservative

"~:lith

the necessity of re-drafting the Education Bill 1 the .Annual Report of the
rrational Society, (by nOi-1 written by the General Secretary and not a bishop
serving as current Chairman) , read:
tt;le are attempting to preserve the vital elements of
the 1944 settlement, but allowing for changed social
conditions by being as flexible as vie can, as
evidenced by our \villingness to support neH clauses
on the composition of Governing Bodies."
tti'[e must make clear that we share in a maintained
system, asking for no priveleges for Church of
England Schools over and above the negotiated
position of 1944 and maintaining a philosophy of
sharing in general provision of education rather
than in any narrow denominationalism which Ne
>vould claim as our ovm. 11
"He have voiced, for example, perturbation over the
clauses on School Transport Bill No. 2, but \ve do
so because our concerns are to do with rural
education, schools on the edges of cities, and the
maintainance of promises given to parents at the time of
school closures, rather than simply pointing up the
problems of our O\ID schools m a mood of self-interest."
"':Je are, "No longer acting on the familiar
triumphalist pattern of yesteryear. 11
"Curriculum - Religious Education -threatened by the
inevitable pulls of those who share in a pluralistic
society, by lack of teachers and in-service training,
(and) by a certain failure of nerve on the part of
Christians."
1'\-/e have working parties and committees and 1-1e are
grateful for all those who v1ork for the Society ••• but
I do not believe 1-1e have identified 1-1here 1·/e can act in
the spirit of our founder, with innovation and
initiative, in the field of Christian Education."
(Annual Report 1979)

'fi,~e are not merely a Society for the support or
protection of Church Schools - our Charter speaks of
promotion of Religious Education. Promotion may
support, it may also from time to time demand an
astringency of comment as well as courage to stimulate
change."
(Annual Report, 1962)

- 141 "For 172 years the National Society has, like a fixed
star in the sky, helped all who navigate the choppy
educational seas. This year the Society has been
\"larned tvfice over. First as the storms get ~~orse, the
light of the star may not be bright enough to be not iced; and
second, that we must be careful not to burn up our
resources ••• and plunge into obscurity ••• as so many
educational societies have done over the years."
(It >'laS), "Suggested that the Society's outreach ••• was
not successful in projecting a coherent image of 1"hat
the Society is and does."
"Our commitment to the Church's involvement in the
maintained sector of education, and our developing plans
for helping Religious Education in schools and pa.rish
education, \"till over the next year or so require us to
speak out on issues, with a voice that is not heavily
self-interested in tone, but constructively crit ica.l
and positive. For some reason a feii dioces;>...n staff
members seem to misinterpret our questioning and
st iinulat ing role and think it indicative of lack of
commitment .to Church Schools ••• "
''rhe challenge of any valid form of pCJ.rtnerhsip may,
in the :ne:rl decade 7 mean that 1·1e i'<'ill have to let go
some attitudes and long-held and cherished :not ions if
He are to play any viable role in the maintained
system."
(Annual Heport, 1902)

The "few diocesan staff members", plus school governors cu1d t egchers
could be forgiven for havil1g apprehensions about the thinking co:ning from
the National Society.

Heferring back to the Roman Catholic situation, the

theological stance did sound nearer to Gabriel Moran than that of Kevin
lJichols.

•~hose

For those

Bible and Church",

•~as

allegiance vms to ''the massive objectivities of

there not the fear that ''the permanent officials"

in the "central agencies of the (Church of England) ecclesiastical
bureaucracy" - those

11

'1vho exercise enormous influence", by "setting the

agenda, and contriving the atmosphere" (Horman) - :'las there not the suspicion
that they \V"ere on the side of the subjectivists and relativists?

Certainly there had been a considerable shift from stated objectives
of 1875·

- 142"It must seem that 1·1e value (:a.E.) for the purpose of
attaching the rising generation to our party, for
making them Churchmen rather than Nonconformists,'
Conservatives rather than Liberals. 'de assure all
- that it is on no such account we cling tenaciously
to religious education. It is because Jesus Christ
has brought life and immortality to light, that in
Him is peace and joy, and every blessing, vrhilst out
of Him is contention, selfishness and every evil, it
is because we have before our eyes the solemn account
we must give one day before His Throne, and because
we fear that we dare not face that dread tribunal,
if, through fault of ours any of these souls that He
died to redeem have been shut out from hearing of His
mercy and being saved by His power."
(20)

It is tempting to wonder how many Christian parents

Hould have considered

the establishment of new Christian schools in the eighties, i f the Church
of England Schools of England and Hales bad stayed on that course?

That

some have done was borne out by the fact that at some of the conferences
called to inaugurate new Christ ian schools there "1-tere parents present ;.Tho
indicated that many Church schools were immensely popular, and there ;·ras no
need for another competing Christian foundation in their area.

Other pCl,rents

expressed disappointment \·lith the local Church of England school.

Their

varied responses were matched by the varied views of those •·rho worked within
the schools.

This sect ion reveals how uncertainty at the centre (the National Society)
\-laS

matched towards the end of the forty year period 1940 - 1980 by

uncertainty in the canst ituencies, (the schools of the Church of England).

In

1973, in an effort to determine the response of teachers

of England schools to Schools Council \forking Paper 44,

in Church

"Religious

~duc.-:~.t

ion

in Primary Schools", the Hat ional Society carried out a survey of opinion
acorss the country.

Testimony was invited from a vride geogTaphical area,

(CUmberland, Lancashire, Somerset, J.'TevTcastle upon Tyne, Ipsv;ich,

~·1anchester,

London, Cheltenham, BirminGham, Surrey) from a cross-section of Church of

- 143 England schools, (village primary schools, to Church of Sa.gland primary
schools in urban areas), and from a cross-section of people conceFDed with
Religious Education in the Primary Sector (mainly teachers, but added to
them Diocesan Directors, an L.E.A. Staff Inspector for R.E., a Principal
of a Church of England College of Educa.t ion and someone concerned full-time
\-tith the product ion of Religious Education prograrmnes on the media).
gathered documents, sometimes a personal response, and sometimes the
collated opinion of a Church School staff, make interesting reading.
"~'~orking Paper 44 highlights, to my mind, one of
the greatest difficulties of the R.E. scene 7 the
disparity of vie>·spdint amongst. the practitioners
themselves."
(Dio~esan Director of Education)

"T.-Je must learn to see all encounters of teacher
and child as "religious" because they are potentially
disclosure situations ••• we he.ve yet to learn the.t
injecting into such encounters "stuff" about God or
Jesus does not necessarily make it an R.E.
situation. 11
(Diocesan Director of Education)
"Sections l - ll (s.c.:LP. 44) need no comment 7
except to dra>'i attention to the fact the.t the
304 schools were chosen because they vrere considered
to be ''notable" for the high quality of R.E. Taken
in conjunction 1-rith the comments on teachers and rrork
observed, this is quite some statement A If this is
tile best, then the others must be a horror story."
(Diocesan Director of Education)
''Personally 7 I feel that any statements from the Church
about R.E. should be supported \'lith theological reasons."
(Religious Education programmes for schools on the media)
''Paper 44 opens up the way for much more e:x:plorat ion.
It \-lOn 't hurt 7 however, if a few of the miners come avray
from the coal-face and in the blinding light of secular
sunshine learn to see the mine for the coal."
(Diocesan Director of Education).
"I deplore changes vrhich are made for the sake of change 7
so often the case in education. I deplore too the
attitude prevalent in religion today of adapt at ion to
suit the individual or to suit modern fe.ds. I was ahrays
taught to adapt myself to the eternal truths of the Church."
(c.E. Primary School Headmaster)

The

- 144":Despite the <'lritings of Piaget? Bruner a.nd others,
tradition dies hard regarding religious education.
On the one hand - because of modern philosophies
children are being trained to think for themselves
and to act accordingly 7 whilst on the other they
are taught what is good for them. The aim of schools
should be to lay a foundation of experience and
relationships on which can be built a religion for
both today and tomorrow. 11
(Infant School, Headmistress)
"I am insistent in my aided "C. of E." establishment
that R.E. is not "watered do•m"o
(Primary Headmaster)
"I agree there is a danger, in morning assembly 7 of
identifying interesting variations? freshness,
novelty, "1ith "success". But what is "success"?"
(Primary Headteacher)
"I was unhappy at the way so much comment was tied
to the work of Piaget and Goldman. It seems to me
that many youngsters possess thoughtful and
intuitive appreciation of matters religious which
cuts across much of the psychologists' assessment."
(Primary Headteacher)
"The aim up to the early sixties was to use a syllabus
to present the Christian faith to children. This aim
was easy to understand, even for teachers Hith no
special theological training."
(Primary Headteacher)
'rlhat is meant by learning about religion 7 rather then
directly, or indirectly preparing children to accept
the Christ ian Faith?"
(~1..E. media Director of prog.cammes for schools)
11

"The ":forking paper suggests or quotes in various places 1 It is umtise to raise the subject of God' - 3ible
teachine; appears to be >-ro,steful a;'1.d inappropriate Nith
younger children - moral training is in no sense
Religious ~ducation - one can see some truth in all this
but it d.oes not leave us 1vith very much. 11
(Primary Headt eacher)
"Unfortunately 7 there are fe1-1 of us-_ 1·1ho could trust
leaving all the traditione.l 11..E. content to the secondary
syllabus. The integration of studies, the shorte.f;e of
R.E. specialists, the lovT regard for the subject - all
combine to make primal"'J teachers scepticc.l. Incidentally,
implementing 1nevi 1 R.E. is not at all the same e,s
introducing 'ne;1 1 maths or primary science 7 the teacher's
01·111 theologice~l beliefs have a profound effect on their
teaching. 11
(Primary Headt ea,cher)

- 145 'l'he most disturbing and controversial parts of this
Report lie in pages 65-6<:; and it would appear thn.t c:.
further retreat is proposed. A very great deal of
the Report is first class and encouraging, the
recommenda.tions are regretfully far from inspiring.
I 1vonder what Christ v1ould say? - the 1vriters should
pray for courage •"
(Primary Headteacher)
11

''Primary teachers are not historians, geographers,
linguists, musicians, artists, mathematicians,
classicists, writers nor trained social 1·10rkers. Yet
they tackle these aspects to good effect. Training
teachers in theology is not the need.

"It is significant that teachers following a special
course in initial training in R.E. are in general no
more effective in R.E. teaching than those Hho have
specialised in say, mathematics."
''The dilemma arises in that the great art of man is
language and all 1·1e do in primary schools is toHa.rds
its development - and yet ~-~e fall into the trap of
verbal misunderstanding.
''I·Jho are these experts (3c)? .,[here are they to be
found? Are the 1vriters unm·rare of the plethora of
discussion •·rhich have done little to dispel uncertainty
and be\iildennent? \·Jhat on earth is this new religious
education?
(Senior Inspector for Primary Schools)

In the Annual Report of the Church of England General Synod Board of
Education

197 3, mention liaS made of the commentary prepared by the Board

and the Hat ional Society on ~·iorking Paper 36, (Religious Education in Senior
Schools), and
"In general terms, the document approved the broad
arguments of the dorking Paper ••• \vhat is
educationally SOU11d in County Schools cannot
become unsound else•·rhere ••• the approach to R.E.
t-rhich is commended for County Schools is also
likely to be the most suitable approach in Church
. Schoo 1 s. "
( 21 )

The Roman Catholic

hierarchy in

endorsement of Harking Paper 36.

1973 expressed no such confident

;·ihilst they and their officers distanced

themselves from increasing secularisation, the officers in the Church of

- 146 England National Society sent clear signals to Christ ian parents a.nd
Christ ian teachers in their constituency making it plain that i f they v1ere
apprehensive about trends in state Religious Education, it

\'laS

no good turning

to the Church of England heirarchy for solace.

Indeed those who were :influential, and influenced by the Relgious Education
thinking in the State sector, Nere those v1ho were appo:inted to influential
posit ions in the Hat ional Society.

The follo>i:ing react ion to Schools Council

1'/ork:ing Paper 44 (''Religious Education in Primary Schools") uould not have
resulted :in

pl~eferrment

t'lithin the Roman Catholic Schools system in the 1970s,

but the Diocesan Secretary who iofl'Ot e it t·rithin the Church of ill gland was
promoted to General Secretary of the National Society.
"Schools Council ':Iorking Paper 44 opens up the i·tay
for more exploration. It vTOl1 1 t hurt houever if a
fevl of the m:il1ers come auay from the coal-face and
in the bl:illding light of secular sunsh:ine lec>.rn to
see the mine for the coal. 11
( 22)

The General Secretary in his turn sough.t out, understandably, those t:Tho
were in sympathy t-Tith his viet'l'S•

The officer from the National Society .-Tho

toured the cotmti"J to meet Governors and teachers in Church of JJ.gl?.nd ,Schools
irl 1983 made this plain :ill his meet:illg at Gosforth

his audience for berne so acquiescent and silent

(29.9.83) Md then chided

o

.:\.s I go around the country I f:illd almost no-one

11

v1ant s to ansvrer the quest ion \·That a.re Church

Schools for."

(23)

Since the Protestant Church leaders seemed to be in sympathy Hith secular
th:ink:illg in E.IE.

(24), the centre.l officials might have reflected on the fe.ct

that the constituencies in the provmces tvere merely reflect ine the
conditioning that they had received from the centre.

- 147 It >·las possible to detect a certain resignation amongst teachers akin
to the ''unease 11 and "embarrassment" found in the Schools Council Survey
question, ''i·Jhat are the aims of religious education in the Primary School?"
directed by Clifford Jones in a Leeds University Institute of Edue<?.t ion
SUrvey 1969 (25)•

·.;Jhat were those orthodox Christian teachers 'ilho he"d been

labelled previously simplistic, pietist, dogmatic, "retarded" (26) to do?
Hhat they thought uas "Hrong 11 , and i f they v1ere silent:
"SUch teachers are obviously in need of help."

(27)

The lack of confidence in the Protestant sector uas not shom1 to the
same degree by those Roman Catholic teachers t·rho took part in the 1980 survey
of opinion in the Diocese of NevTcastle upon Tyne.

'.-Jere they more sure because

they uere more secure?

The appearance of the Fat ional Society discussion document "A Future in
Partnership" seemed to some teachers and parents in Church of mgland Schools
the open evidence that proved the private fears of a decade.

The document

openly admitted that during the years 1944 - 1984 there had been:
"A progressive slide into (to1·.rards) totally secular
patterns of thought."
(28)

It called for a greater degree of centralisation in the Church of Englcmd
Schools system -mostly in the name of rationalising resources -and
castigated Governors of schools vrho ignored advice from the ce.11.tre.

(29)

Since for many orthodox Christian Governors, teachers and parents it >-tas the
centre that had proved suspect, the un•.-Jillingness to accept advice i·ms likely
to be as much theological as it v.ras economic or diplomatic.

- 148 Suggestions in the document that Church of England School Governors
might consider sharing their premises \-lith "other Religions" thus
producing:

"Community schools which could be interpreted as
a fellowship of religious faiths."
(30)
served to confirm apprehensions that the central authorities had lost touch
\'lith a laity that was merely continuing to believe vlhat had been considered
acceptable and orthodox in 1944•
"A Future in Partnership" subscribes to the secular
notion that peace and reconciliation can be achieved
without making jesus Christ, Lord." Ephesians 2, 14.

(31)

Or in the case of another issue, an Aided Church of England School
Chairman of Governors wrote in response to national Society, and local
Diocesan Board advice:

"You will not be surprised that my react ion to this
decision is one of sadness and concern for our church,
that we should once again follo\-1, cap-in-hand, the
current trend in society, straying from the path of
scripture.
seem to be very good at reflecting the current
climate."
(32)
•r.:[e

A Christian parent wrote:
"I am on the l~ational Society R.E. development committee
and have been encouraging the Church of England money to
be used for the teaching of Christianity, but I feel a
lot of resistance to this. At present thA;y see themselves
promoting the whole range of il..E. and are therefore
spending money on R.E. centres supporting the teaching of
Islam, Hinduism, Judaism, Humanism etc.
"I am concerned that discussions sho\"1 that they see church
schools more in terms of servine the community t1ith Nhat
the community vJants, within a school of a Christien ethos,
than presenting the community with a Christian education.

- 149 "There are many other issues v;hich arise and shoH that
the church is really gJ.vmg up its specifically Christ ie.n
contribution to R.E. and education as a Hhole."

(33)
"In conversation with the General Secretary of the Union
of Huslim Orga.nisat ions and the President of the r.roslem
Educational Trust, it is quite clear that their concern
••• is to see the 1944 Educa:t ion ,~ct and the provision
of compulsory R.E. strengthened and extended to enable
committed Moslem teachers to teach Islam to Moslem
children 7 \'lithout \ieakening the general R .E. provision.
Their concern is not that there is too much relit;i.on
in schools but too little. They cannot understand why
Christians in this country have allowed religious
education to become so weak due to secular pressure."

(34)

Two final quotations illustrated the disarray and confusion Hithin
k\.nglicanism in 1984.
"It may be asked why one cannot send our children to
existing church schools. The o.nsvrer is that
denominational schools are not in themselves an
answer to our problem. As the Editor of the English
Churchman points out (23.10.84), it is all too sadly
true that many Church of England Schools and teacher
training colleges are not rw1 on Christian foundations.
By that we mean they do not have as their authority
the \'lord of God, and therefore they are often staffed
by men and women iiho know little of Christ ian truth
theoretically or experimentally."
(<:~:uotat ion from Christ ian Parent)
"This is a Church of England School. I do not know
about Miss - - beliefs. She cares for the individual
children in her class. I would myself feel that is
sufficient indication of her acceptability in a Church
School. <·Je do not get involved in dogma!"
(Head of Primary School. November 1983)

- 150 Summary
Throughout the years 1944 - 1984 the balance of advice emanat :ing from
authoritative sources :in the Roman Catholic sector to those who administered
and staffed their schools was traditional and orthodox and undeviat:ing.

On the contrary, :in the Church of England the balance 1·1as :increas:ingly

tilted towards a more progressive, unorthodox and uncerta:in policy.

The autonomy enjoyed by the Church of England School Governors and staff
meant that they received advice, but frequently chose not to follotv it,
result :ing :in a very great variation of school policies within the Anglican
tradition.

The National Society showed some evidence of being one of the central
bureaucracies, ''that set the agenda, and contrived an atmosphere", vlhich
as the Dean of Peterhouse compla:ined, 11as frequently unrepresentative of
opinion with:in the constituency over which it was supposed to preside.
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(c)

HETHODIST SCHOOLS

ilie of the l'Jonconforrnist denominations 1vith a substa.ntial histO!"J of
school provision in England and 1iales tvas Hethodism.

As a denomination its membership declined during the years 1944- 1984.

''There are novl more I;Juslims tha..."l Methodist s. 11
1984.
(35)

The deca:ying and disused Chapels scattered around the conntry areas Here
a silent testimony to what had been a great movement of consider.8,ble
historical significance.

The -vrriter, brought up in the Methodism of the

Northu1nbrian, Gwnbrian and Scott ish borders recalled the pe.cked Sc..turday
night "Rallies" of the irronediate pre-war, and 1939-45 Har years.

Hemories

of success give way to memories of heated discussions about the liberal
theology the 'Lay Preachers-turned-Ordinands• brought back ;·lith them from
'I'heolosical College.

In the 1950s nnresolved differences led to dispersals.

Some of the most active members left to join Independent Zvongelice,l
churches, Hissions, Brethren assemblies, Pentecostal movements 1
cases the evanGelical 'lting of the Church of iligland.

2->1d.

in some

As they sa·d it, they

were remaining consistent to the beliefs of original Hethodism, <ll1d John
;Jesley in particular.

Those 'ITho were dismayed by the nev; tea,ching em.?...nating

from the theological colleges vtere divided about Nhether to stay wei fight
to preserve orthodoxy, or to go, concluding that a 'J.f;heological elite" had
so infiltrated the denominational teaching centres that theological
adventurism was inevitable.

Those who embraced the ne1·1 theological insights

were convinced that their new confidence would not be misplaced.
disagreements and external presr:>ures threatened not only
years passed, survival.

gro<~th,

Internal
but as the

- 152 "Like most other organized religions today, ;,;ethodism
is on the decline. The congregations t-tho bear the
main burden of the 30 million it costs to run the
church each year (an average of £66 per head) are
shrinking and elderly. Of 450 7 000 practising
f':!ethodist s, no fewer than one third are pensioners. 11

(36)

Turning to the subject of Methodist Schools, r:rethodism provided a
miniature -vrhich paralleled the larger .Anglican picture so closely that
combined schools were one natural consequence of a

sL~ilar

train of events

and a coming together of official views.

Commencing as a fiercely evangelistic movement, Day Schools were
established as a means of maintaining momentum.

They i'l'ere initially

confessional and denominational, became over a period less so, and declined
in strength until amalgamations \·tith other denominational schools •·rere
regarded as expedient, and in the light of altered doctrinal emphasis, even
desirable.

In 1742,

"John ;Jesley bought land in Newcastle upon Tyne on ..rhich
to found an orphanage. The project never fully matured
as an orphanage but it did become a place of worship, a
school for orphans, \··lesley's northern home and a centre
for study for his preachers. Pupils 7 about sixty 7 t·rere
taught the four ''R "s and the rules of the school are of
some interest.
1.

Ho child to be admitted until six years old.

2.

All pupils to attend morning service at 5.00 am.

3o
4•

There NOUld be no holidays.

5·

Ho speaking alloHed in school except to teachers.

6.

P...ny child missing t-vro days in one t·reek
cause or permission is excluded."

School hours to be 6 am - 12.00 and 1.00 pm to 5.00 pm.

(37)

vrithout

- 153 In the firm official reference to primary schools there Has a

Resolution before Conference of 1833 which makes clear that any schools,
should be conmructed on strictly ~-Iesleyan principles
and placed under an efficient and spiritual control."
(Ibid)
11

By 1837 an educational report to Conference clarified the aims of
l:Iethodim Schools by mating:

'fi.fhat t-Ie search for is, not merely schools, but
Church schools, t·Thich symematically visited by the
Preachers may prove doors of ent ranee into the
Church of God, not merely education, but a.."l educ.:'l..t ion
<·Thich may begin in an infant school 7 and end in he.;wen;
and which t'lill thus sub serve the high ends of i-:Iethodism,
':lhich are to fill the <iOrld vrith saints, and para,dise
with glorified spirits."
(Ibid)

:By 1841 a plan had been :J,ppl'Oved for the conduct of .D3.y Schools.

Pe.rt s

of it underline very clearly the confessional and denominational cr.:2.racter
of schools belongine; to a denomination experiencing (;TOvTth.

Religious Inmruct ion ru1d Iiorship
us-uch Schools sh..'lll be of a distinct ivel;)r religious
character; and, as practica,l means to re2,lize this
important purpose the follo~-1ing elementary arre..ngement s
are deemed indispensable;

1.

TH3 BIBLE, in the Authorized Version only, shall be
the basis of all relie.,oi.ous inmructioni ancl a ceryta.in
port ion of every d::;,y, at least half -an-hour, shc..ll be
set apart for the devotional reading of the Holy
Scriptures, vTith explanations by the Teacher, ?hnister,
or duly appointed Visitor, or for Catechetical
instruction.

2.

The authorized \-J:CSLBYAN CATECHISHS shall be used in
all our schools.

3•

CHJ.ISTIAJ.1T PSALHODY
in which the :·Iesley2ll Hymn-Book
or other I:Iymn-Book, published or approved by the
!,Jesleyan Education Committee, shall be used, - shall
form a part of daily exercises.

4•

The school duties of each day shall begin and end t-tith
FHATill.

- 154Government of schools
"Each Day-School shall be under the immediate care and
direction of a Local Committee, annually appointed, 1-rhich
shall include the ':iesleyan l:iinisters of the Circuit, for
the time being; the Officers of the School, such as
Treasurer, Secretaries and Visitors; and a suitable
number of the friends of education, con.l'lected uith our
Body, either as members of our Society, or at least as
t-rorshippers in our chapels. 11
Support
''The pecuniary support of each School shc.ll be provided
for by the Local Committee, from vreekly payments of the
Scholars, from Local Subscript ions and Collect ions, and
from other available sources."
Teachers
"Every teacher employed in the Schools, or trained for
them, shall be of a decidedly religious character, and
in coru1ect ion t-Tith the :-resleyan-i;Iethodist Society.
"Every such teacher shall be recommended by the
Superintendent Hillister of the Circuit in >'lhich he or
she resides; and previously to his or her actual
nomination to a School by the General Committee of
Education, shall have been examined and approved by
them, or by persons deputed to examine on their behalf."

It is not necessary to continue to illustrate the confessional and
denominational character of Hethodist Schools in the years Hhen they Here being
established.

By 1873 the peak figure >.as reached of 912 schools.

A survey of some of the issues of just over 100 years ago might thrm'l'
some light on 1-rhy !':Iethodist Schools declined after 1873·

Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, the 1870 Education Act instituted
a system of Board Schools so that the gaps left by Church school provision
could be 11plugged 11 by State provision.

- 155 This in turn led to a return of the debate about State aid to Church
schools - whether Church schools should remain indep61dent of State aid, and
therefore free from interference, or alternatively should Christians
infiltrate the Sta-te system in an effort to preserve Christendom (ie the
Christian state).

In 1847 I-lethodism had accepted state aid, but on certain conditions:
11
the inculcation of religious truth, as taught in the
Holy Scriptures, is ess~~tial to the moral ends
contemplated by education properly so called. This,
in our opinion, the State is 'bound to require, as the
condition of its public and pecuniary aid to schools.

"First, no attempt is to be made to take education of
the youth of this country out of the hvnds of the
religious bodies v;ho have entered, or may hereafter
enter, on that task.
"Second, no attempt is to be made on the pc>.rt of the
Government to render educe,t ion merely secular. Cn
the contrary, the relig-ious instruction, the essential
and indispensable element of educe.t ion, is recognised
as such, and is accordingly insisted on as a condition
of Government assistance.
"Third, no attempt is to be made to confotmd the
distinct ions 1-1hich appear amongst the various forms of
Christianity in their cotmtry. The Holy Scriptures,
in the Authorised Version, are required to be in de.ily
use in all schools claiming Government assistance;
beyond this indispensable condition, all religious
instruct ion is left to the discretion of the lo02.l
Committees by 'I.Jhom the schools are managed."
(The insistence on the sole use of the _,";.uthorised
version of the Bible Nas an unsuccessful attempt to
prevent gove1nment aid to R.C. schools.)
(Ibid)

Subsequent to the 1870 Ed.tleot.t ion Act i-Iethodist s beC?.me openly dividecl.•
"There \·Jere those uho looked. back to Scott and Bunting
and said. \ie must go on building our ot-m schools. ·There
uas a growing minority party led b;y the ~-tev. J. Arthur,
prepared to give up all denominational schools in order
to help provide a better system of state education.
There uas a third. viet·r, expressed by ::lev. !Jr. Jas. ~hcg,
the second Principal of "Jestminst er College, Hho souQ"lt

156 compromise, namely, that education
by both si:e,te and Church schools.
Dr. Rigg prevailed in theory for a
his death, iviethodist schools began
(Ibid)

should be provided
'l'he vie-vrs of
time, but before
to decline."

"In 1889 the Methodist Education Committee presented
its 50th Report and expressed regret that the number
of schools was declining."
(Ibid)
"They lamented the fact that their self sacrifice was
not as great as it had been thirty years before."

Since it is part of the argument of this study, that decline is
attributable, amongst other things, to theological uncerte,inty, and dirmmition
of zealous concern for the "root 11 doctrines out of Hhich the denomination
originally sprang, this admission by a denominational body was corroborative
evidence.

"In 1891 ••• Methodism committed itself to three
principles.
1.

Christian, but unsectaria:n schools should be
available for, and placed within reasonable
distance of, every family.
Control should be vested in an elective body
acting over a district of sufficient area.

2.

Increased grc:mt s of public money to
denominational schools should be conditional
upon representative, public management.

3o

The needs of the country Hould be met if the
Bible and accompanying religious instruct ion
suitable to the children's capacity, ~rrere
taueht in the day schools. 11

11Hethodist managers knet'l' not'l' officially that l'tlethodism
was not fully committed to its O\-ID denomine.,tional
schools, but to Christian unsectarian schools tmder
public management. In the closing years of the l)th
century ~Iethodist schools cent inued to decline. 11

"In the 20th century the decline bece.,me more rapid,
and this was undoubtedly hastened by the Balfour
Education Act 1902 to which r.rethodism a..nd all other
Nonconformists \·Tere bitterly opposed. The Act
contravened the first principle of Methodist
educe,t ional policy by le,rgely subsidising Church
schools 'llithout public control. The fmglican ;md

- 157 R.C. schools stood to gain enormously from the taxes
levied by the State and by the rates levied by the
County Councils vlhich superseded the School Boards.
''Rome upon the rates" became the slogan of the Passive
Eesistance r:!ovement led by Dr. Clifford. i'·Ia.ny
noncomformists suffered imprisonment for non-payment
of rates, including the revered i:Iethodist minister,
Rev. Thomas Champness."
(p. lG, ibid)
the eve of Iviethodist union in 1931 the nation2.l
statistics for elementary day schools are revealing.

On

Council schools

9,400

Church of England

9,767

Roman Catholic

l ,Hi4

Nethodist

122

Je<-rish

12

Others

282

Thus 7 church schools far out-numbered state schools,
but Hethodist schools were just over 1~:: of the total.
(Pa.ge 17, ibid)

r:

In a sense the 3ducat ion Act of 1944 fulfilled one of the J.:ethodist ·
aspirations of a Christien, non-sectarian school, u.nder public control,
for every child, but the "high expect at ions" (Page 18, ibid) ca.n be
interpreted as a measure of the 'day that
about an incre<.1.sine;l;y secular State.

~he

I~ethodism H<.~.s

e.ltoe;ether too optimistic

policy of a Christian, non-sectari1:1..n

school, under public control, presupposed a Christian public.

The policy of

allo1-ring a local r:Iethodist school to die or become a County School
presupposed that the Christ ian element '\'lould be present in the ne1-1 school.
"Nevertheless f-1ethodism responded favourably to the 1944
Education Act and the process of closing schools in
favour of State schools was accelerated, and \'l'here
schools 1-rere retained they tended to become Controlled
and not Aided schools.
''The resolving of so many sectarian differences - vrith
the high expect at ions of a Christ ian emphasis in the
State schools, carried the count!'"'J for nearly t\-JO
decades."
(ibid)

- 158 By 1961 after some alarm had resulted from surveys into the :rtate
of Relie,"ious Education, those who 1-wished to see Nethodism contract out of
the provision of Primary Day Schools 'l'lere being challenged by others -rrho
were seeing the increasing significance of a Church School i..'l an increasingly
secular sceneo

"In 1970 Conference approved a Commission Heport,
vlhich :rtated:
"Some members would like to see r·.rethodism contract
out of the provision of Primary Day Schools seeing
the dual sy:rtem as an historical accident."
(ibid)
"In 1971 Conference approved a ne;-; policy in Primary
educat iono \fuile retaining its schools, it Nas
resolved that 1-1herever possible joint _mglice.nMethodist schools should replace existing separate
schools.
(ibid)

"It must be conceded that the secularisat ion of
education still advances, and in some (state)
schools, the religious basis I·Wuld be hard to
detect. In the face of this, many I·.Iethodists feel
that, in co-operation ':lith other churches, their
schools must be m<;~.intained 1 and find their
justification in the excellence of the education
provided. This is more than a matter of educational
standards; it concerns the whole ethos of the school
as a caring community, in which the teacher kno1-.!s
that his most important subject is not the
curriculum, but is sitting in front of him. It
comes near to the ideal of John ;Iesley, tha,t is, a
Christ ian family living to the glory of God and for
the service of ma.no 11
(ibid)

The carefully compiled history by Greener concludes by pointing out
that I.Jethodism lacked the resources to continue to be a sub:rtc:mt ial partner

in Frinary Educed ion:
''But what they. did 1-1as 11ell done, and the record needs
to be remembered. That record includes pioneeri..'lg
Parent Teacher Associations, cont ribut inz substantial
collect ions of money to the education of the poor,
adding a Hhole sect ion to the Christ ian philosophy and
practice of education, and being, pa,rticularly in the
mid 19th century, the sponsors of schools that '.'Jere,
according to Dr. Arnold, (Report liJ5G), models of
their kindo 11
(ibid)

- 159 It vras never the intention of the study to denigrate the a.chievements

of the past.

The intention was primarily to point out that the confident

statements of the founding fathers, vlere no longer to be heard echoi.Dg dmm
the corridors of Prot esta.r.t ism.

They

~-rere

not vague but precise in defining

Nhat their schools were for, e.nd happy to spell out 'L'Ihat they meant by
educational excellence, and schools having a distinctively relie;ious
character.

Teachers t-rere given clear objectives:

"The inculcation of religious truth, as taught in
Holy Scriptures etc." 1847
(38)

There was confidence, and optimism, and grot·rth.

But then theological

and philosophical uncertainties began to undermine commitment and unity.
Internal wrangling and dissent affected the sacrifica.l giving necessary
for the success of all denominational schools projects, a.nd decline set in.

During the period 1944 - 1984 there tvere no schools of the f:iethodist
foundation remaining in ',Tales.

1944

155 schools

1954

103 schools

·-rhe figures for :s-tlgland t-rere as follotvs:

1964

90 of which 4 •·rere joint vrith the Anglicans

1974

65 of 'lrhich 10 1·rere joint with the Anglicans

1984

60 of tihich 24 v1ere joint t·rith the .P...nglica.ns
''You will see from the figures above that there is a
marked trend towards the establishment of joint schools.
At present, there are some 11 1 000 children attending
the schools, the number being eqnally divided bett-reen
Methodist and Joint Schools. In a number of cases the
joint schools have been created in substitution for
existing schools, for e;<ample, the first .:'!.. ided joint
school t·tas in Brinscall, and replaced 5 small schools,
3 Anglican and 2 Hethodist.
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''Becc:mse of fa~. l:ing rolls vre knov; that the likelihood
exists that we shall lose in the next t1-JO or three
years, three or four of our exist:LYJ.g schools. But
vre are also encouraeed that ,,,e Hill be substituting CJ,
number of our older buildings vTith nevi schools 1
something vre have been able to achieve 1vith about one
third of our school buildings. \Jhile all the joint
Aided schools are in neu buildings we do not have a.ny
central fund to finance these and their f1.mding has
been from local sources t-rith occa,sionally t;rant a,id.
from a charitable trust •"
(39)

Summary

Clearly the originators of the l,Jational Society and Hethodist .3chools
intended their schools to be confessional.

In both cases unequivocal

statements of Christ ian doctrine Here intended to be taught to successive
generations of c}lilclrelt as "the trtlthn.
t'Tere replaced by 1.mcertainty.

In both cases ec:n'ly certainties

Uncerte,inty :plc:.;yecl its part in the clecliEe

of Prot esta.nt school provision 1 not lea,st by a f2.ll in revenue from
and less committed metnbership.

2.

si:laller

Uncerte.inty resulted in a disposition to heed

and sometimes ernbrc.ce rival doctrines that the fo1.md.ine; fe,thers Hould he,ve
reGcJ-rded as

uron~.

For those Hho take the vieH tl1-<.'l.t history is

one of proe;ressive :ne.,turc,t io:::1,

the ori[;':LYJ.ators of Christian schools ;·rere merely beinc consiste!l.t to ·(:heir
view of reality, as it appeared to them a-G the time.

no•·rever his study he1s

already indicated that there are those still Christ ian parents Hho do not
hold that vim·1 of history.
evolutionary steps.

History is not for them e. series of up·ilctrd

Instee..d. their vie\'1 is that although there Hill be

2..n

increase in knm·Tledge a.YJ.d teclmological complexity, basic truth about the
nature of man - and the dest :i.ne..t ion of mankind have been revealed once and
for all - and the task of successive generations ua.s to cling to tha.t, und to
propa€,-ate it -not least to their children.

To these parents any school sy-stem

Hhich 1vas agnostic about an extra-terrest ial dimension vras already a distort ion
of reality.

- 161 As the >rriter began to obtain and study the information coming :il1 about
the schools be:il1g established by Clwist ian parents e,t the end of the 1944 -

1984 period, it vms not surpris:il1g to discover that their curriculum
documents bore a remarkable resemblance to the documents issued by those
\'lho founded the original Protestant Christ ian schools of the eighteenth and
nineteenth century in England and Aales.

Tlnse who took the vie1-r that Protestantism was obliged to make concessions
to an increasingly scientific, technologica,l and agnostic age, have to bear
the evidence of this chapter in mind Nhen blaming external pressures.

·rhose

external pressures were the same climate in vrhich Roman Catholic leadership
operated.

The significant variable t-ras internal not external.

It Na.s

convictions, rather than conditions.

In the publication, "Joint 1\.nglican and Hethodist 3chools 11 , a nruted

Protestantism plotted the t-ray ahead:

"Although until fairly recently, prov~s1on ••• hcl.s
taken the form almost exclusively of denominational
church schools, many Christie..ns are noH more at·rare
of the ultimate hope that just as one day there
vrill no longer be a, 'dorld Council of Churches but
one Church, so 1-rill a day come Nhen there are not
different species of Church Schools ••• but simply
Church Schools."
(40)

For the Christian parents of this study the immediate question arises,
would those schools be loyal to ''the faith once for all delivered to the
saints?"

The Bible does indicate that it NOUld become an increasinely

contentious issue.

( 41)

The last chapter turns to methods
contribute to that struggle.

adoptee~

by some Christian parents to
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CHAPTER 5

PARmTAL REVOLT
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This last chapter tums to the activities of those Christian parents
who were revolting against the diminution in provision and dilution in
content of Christian perspectives in education, as they perceived them,

1944 - 1984.

In general they fell into four categories:

a)

PARA DENC!!lllATI<llAL PRESSURE GROOPS

Those who wished Christian education to be restored to the position
designed for it by the 1944 Education Act.

b)

WITHDRAWAL FRC!! S<ME LESS<llS IN SCHOOL

Those who felt that the changes in society made (a) unrealistic and
who were therefore monitoring what was happening in the local school and
exercising their rights to withdraw their children from some activities and
some lessons.

c)

HOME TUITIQT

Those who were withdrawing their children altogether from the education
service and teaching them at home.

d)

CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS

Those who were abandoning local school provision and inaugurating
alternative Christian schools.

In this section come three para-denominational

organisations not mentioned in (a) :

- 165C.P.T.L.

Christian Parent Teacher League;

(1)

A.C.E.

Accelerated Christian Education; (2)

C.S.I.

Christian Schools International.

and

=

W
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PARA=DENOlVlmATIONAL GROUPS

Literature from the follotring six organisations indicates their diversity
and yet their commOl!l conoem to re=a.ffil'ill Christian perspectives in educationo

1)

Order of Christ ian Unit:t~

58

Hanover Gardens 9 London~ SEll

5TN

"Christians from all denominationsp united by belief
in J esu.s Christ as God and Saviour and together
upholding His commandments~ particularly in family
life = education = and medical ethicso"
ITS AilVIS
KWe aim to promote and defend the teaching of
Christ icmity in school so
wrhe teaching of Christianity in :Britain°s county
schools is in danger due to tridesprea.d neglect of
Religious Edncat ion and the tridening scope of the
subject to include material trhich is not religious
{eogo political philosophies)o
oo:Religious Education must be strengthened and the
oentrality of Christianity re-affirmed so that
children have the opportunity to understand the
life and teaching of Christo 99
(:Brochure 1984)
CHRI&rlAN TRUTH

m

SCHOOL

91To safeguard the family the OCU is concerned to
promote the teaching of Christianity in all schoolso
To allotr children to stu.~ trba.t Christ taught enables
them to learn loving 9 disciplined and orderly living
= giving strength to our ailing societyo
According
to the la.tr :British children still ha.ve the right
to be taught Christianity trithin the subject of
religious education and seventy five per cent of parents
t:Jant their chilchen to have religious eduoationo
{Woman °s Otm Survey 1977) o In pra.ct ice 9 their wish
has been frustrated and diluted due to the widespread
neglect of religious ed.uoat ion in schools and the
tridening of its scope to inolude political philosophieso
The Christian faith was the foundation of education in
:Britian~ let it become once more a central ~spect of
schoolingo "Let the children come to me~ do not hinder
them 11 for to such belongs the Kingdom of Godu {Mark 1()~
14-15) vtiJ'he fear of the Lord is the begi.mling of
kno't1ledge 99 (Proverbs 1 o7) o"

- 167II)

The Responsible Society
For Research and Education in Matters Affecting the Family and Youth.
Manor Cottage, Wicken, Milton Keynes, Bucks, MK19 6:EIJ.
Tel: Wicken (0908-57) 234·
"People who believe tha.t freedom and tolerance in sexual
matters must be tempered by responsibility and restraint
have found it difficult to make their voices heard.
Certain highly vocal minorities ba.ve so far secured almost
a. monopoly of influence through enterta.:illment, the media.
and, indeed, even in many public bodies operating in the
field of •welfare• and health and social problems. The
logic of the a.tt itude of those vocal pressure groups is
a.lrea.~ tending to damage the fa.brio of ordered and
responsible personal relationships which ha.s been the
basis of our society and to which the overwhelming
majority of ordinary families still seek to adhere."

III) Biblical Creation Society, 51 Cloa.n Crescent, Bishopriggs, Gla.sgow,G64 2HN
AIM OF BCS
"Olr a.im is to demonstrate the importance of the Biblical
teaching on Creation, and its incompatibility with the
general theory of organio evolution, particularly to
Christians in tull-t~e education; and to do this by
means of producing and distributing a. regular journal,
booklists, and free pamphlets. Olr purpose is to
encourage informed discussion of the origins of man and
the world from a. Biblical perspective.
Brochure 1984·

IV)

The Association of Christian Teachers

(A.C.T.)

The Association of Christian Teachers exists:
a.) To show tha.t there is something special about being
a Christian in ed:u.oa.tion. The public at large,
professional educators and the churches, all need to
know this.
b) To service and support individual Christian
teachers so that they can be consistent, oonfident
and adequately equipped in their work.
c) To be a. Christian voice in educational debates.
It is part icula.rly important tba.t Christian teachers
should be heard nat iona.lly and locally in a society
often described as multicultural or •multifa.ith'.
Christians too can be discriminated a.ga.inst."

- 168 "ACT runs courses, seminars, working groups, conferences,
and publishes magazine journals and information on all
aspects of education, looked at from a. :Biblical Christian
point of view."
A.C.T., stapleford House Education Centre, Wesley Place,
stapleford, Nottingham MG9 8PD.

V)

C.A.R..E.

Former1y 'Festival of Ligb.t'

"CARE Campaigns is the non-cha.rita.ble parliamentary wing
of a movement known as CARE. The ob.a.ritable side of the
work is CARE TRUST. CARE TRUST is committed to encouraging
and promoting :Biblical and Christian action research
and education in order to su.pport the integrity of the
family, the centrality of marriage and the sanctity of
human life from conception."
ACTIC!l
AS A PARnlT
i) With the sob.ool. Under Sect ion 8 of the 1980
Eduoat ion Act, schools are required to provide
information about their RE provision.
Your ob.ild 's head-teaob.er is answerable to you about
this. Find out what is going on and express your
feelings if RE is not given the status, time and resources
it should be or if staff are lJl?.qu.alified or e:xaminat ion
opportunities not available.
Object to teaob.ing about the occult, astrology, communism
and any over-emphasis on world religions that leads to
severe neglect of Christianity.
ii) With your ob.ild. Talk about your child's R.E. lessons
and be rea~ to help clear up any confusions that may
arise.
Help them to hold firm to the truth if they are subjected
to liberal orit icism of the :Sible - know the arguments
they are facing and be able to answer them yourself (get
help yourself- you're likely to need it).
-

AS A CHURCH
Pray for RE teaob.ers in ohurob., and form small groups of
parents who pray together regularly for heads and RE
teaob.ers in specific sob.ools. SUpport the Association
of Christ ian Teaob.ers.

-

AS A MEMBER OF SOCIErY
Your local Authority bas the responsibility for drawing up
an agreed RE syllabus and in seeing that it is taught.
Write for a copy of the syllabus, and express your views
to the local Authority.

- 169If yaur local school does not teach RE, then write to
the local Authority, or to the Secretary of State for
Education and Science. He bas the ultimate
responsibility for seeing tba.t schools comply with the
Act.
-

AS A CHRISTIAN
Pray that Robert Dunn, Secretary of State for Education
will be able to be true to the statement he ma.de last
September. 'The Government bas no intention of changing
the legal requirement of the 1944 Education Act •••
while ma.ld.ng due allowance in those schools with
substantial numbers of other faiths, I expect the ba.sis
of both RE and mor.ning Assembly to be Christ ian'."
CARE TRUST, 2la. Down street, London WlY 7DN.

VI)

Children's Literature
'!'he Librarians' Christian Fellowship is setting up a.
working pa.rty to consider possible Christian approaches
to problem a.rea.s in children's literature and to
produce a policy statement for the guidance of Christians
involved in children's librarian ship.
''!'he LCF invites conment from Christ ian parents, teachers
and others who are concerned about the state of
contemporary writing for children.
"The working pa.rty will be looking a.t how to identify
the problems (e.g. sex, violence, occult, attitude to
church) and how to respond to the problem a.rea.s seen by
others (e.g. racism, sexism). It will consider why these
topics, a.s frequently handled, a.re offensive to Christians.
It will look at negative reactions {Which books a.re bad
and what do we do about them in practice?) and positive
react ions (What sort of books do we want? How do we
promote them?).
"The Fellowship would greatly appreciate contributions
from the Christian public. All contributions to the
co-ordinator, Mrs. N.A. Waller."
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WITHDRMiAL FROM LESSONS

There

seem~d

to be no accurate figures available to indicate the numbers

of children being withdrawn from specific activities, but the fact that
Christian parents of orthodox beliefs were availing themselves of a concession
originally intended for sects like the Jehovah's Witnesses, was an indication
of growing disenchantment with some trends, like for e:zample that towards
aon-canfessional Religious Education.
RELIGICXJS TEACHING

"Sir, Ma.y I, as an RE teacher, wholeheartedly endorse
the Rev Dr. A.C.J. Phillips's observations (September 12)
on the value of a. non-confessional approach to the
teaching of religion in schools. I fear, however, that
without a. change in the law such an enterprise is doomed
to fail, since it is precisely those parents with
predominantly fUndamentalist beliefs who a.t present
withdraw their children from RE lessons.
"Further, it is highly probable tba.t, should Dr. Phillips's
recommendations be implemented, many more parents would
exercise this perogative."
From Mr Ian Harris.
{4)
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HOME-TUITION
l3y

25.3.85 according to THE TIMES •The Children in a Class of their

Own •

(5) an estimated 7,000 to 8,000 children were being taugb:t by their parents.

It was possible to establish from EmCATION OI'HERWISE,
(an organisation "whose principal aim is to provide
a ~pport and information network for families
whose children are being educated out of school)"
that some of these parents were Christians,;
"Objecting to schools on religious or moral grounds."

(6)

Some of these parents attended the conferences arranged for Christian
parents and it was interesting to discover that they were finding teaching
their own children a.t home a considerable undertaking.

They welcomed others

of similar views who would help share the 'bllrden, but it was not unknown
for parents to diverge after a period of co-operation finding it impossible
to work through their percept ions together.

An indioa.t ion that there was a. growth in the number of parents teaching

their children at home was the fact that the organisa.t ion known as
Accelerated Christian Education (A.C.E.) (which was primarily concerned with
supplying aids to parents who were setting up schools) branched out in 1984
into the provision of materials for home-tuition (M.A.C.E. ).

These were designed to provide parents with what they needed to teach
their children a.t home thereby relieving those parents (who were happy with
the materials) of many hours of planning and preparation.
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contained a brief' doctrinal statement and a

9

These

perf'ormance agreement' which

had to be signed by a parent or mpervisor before materials were provided.

Therea.f'ter testing materials, evaluations, and prescript ions were passed
to the superviser, with curriCillum materials and required text books for
each academic year.

In addition there was guidance and training for the

Sllperviser (compulsory) and counselling for the student.

There were parents, a.s

a.lrea~

own curriculum and materials.
what they were doing and

w~,

(7)

indicated, who chose to devise their

Some of them had highly developed views of'
and were prominent writers and speakers

making a. considerable contribution to the dialogue on what constituted
Christian Education.

(8)
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CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
Over the period of the studJ' 1979 - 1985, the author became aware of

some 14 schools that bad been commenced during the seventies and early
eighties.

Whilst obtaining information by post and from contacts at

conferences, four of them were visited, (Kent 28.8.80; Lancashire 2.5.80;
Glamorgan 8.5.81; and Cheshire 3.10.81).

The progress of each school was

tracked subsequently over a four year period.

It was also possible to visit

a school that bad commenced but temporarily terminated (Cleveland), and to
be present at meetings designed to commence a new Christian School which bas
yet to commence (Tyne and Wear 3.6.85)•

The results of the visits were dossiers of transcribed interviews,
samples of literature for parents, curriculum documents, details of school
philosophy and organisation and sets of photographs.

Since in the case of

one school in particular, there was the fea.r that publicity might adversely
affect an experimental project still in its infant stages, and since a number
of parents expressed fears that they were so out of keeping with the times
that they would be portrayed unsympathet ica.lly, the sources of much of the
following information remains anonymous.

So.f'fice it to say that some of the

schools deserved a research project of their own, and what follows although
not :imla.ocurate, is certainly inadequate.

Primarily, the intention of this

studJ' wa.s to look at some of the conditions that gave rise to a movement
like the Christ ian Schools movement.

This last cha.pt er is at ill in essence,

an attempt to convey the contextual spectacles through which this group of
Christian parents regarded events 1944 - 1984.
stu~ing

Helpful clues were gained by

what they were reacting against in Chapters 1 - 4•

Chapter 5 is an

attempt to extend those clues by tuming from what they were against to what
they were for.

Chapter

5 continues to paint the picture of the Christian

parents rather than attempting to be a definitive

stu~

of Christian Schools.
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WHY SECEDER

REALISTS AND RADICALS

There seemed to be two main reasons.
who saw themselves as realists.
and Science might well try

Firstly there were those parents

The Under Secretary of State for Education

~ re-inforce legislation in an effort to return

Christianity to its place of prominence :in the Cllrri011lum 1 (9) but a largely
uncomitted teaching profession would not handle it adequately (10) 1 and
moreover even if they did it would not be orthodox Christianity as revealed
:in the Bible.

'
Secondly there were those parents who wanted not so much a return to 1944
as a radical review of what constituted Christ ian Education and a. new vision
of the way a.hea.d.
''!'his conviction flows from the Christian confession
that 1Jesu.s is Lord•, that he claims our whole lives
••• :including our thinking in an academic context.
We a.re to serve Christ with our minds. This
requirement coheres with the way :in which the Creator
has structured man and the world. Man has been made
a •religious• creature, an :inescapably committed
creature. His commitments shape all his 011ltural
activities including his theoris:ing and scholarship.
Furthermore the whole cosmos, nature c:.nd history,
have been structured by God :in a. way which is not
neutral towards Him. Rather it is revelational of
Him, His wisdom, purposes, gra.ce and judgements.
It points to Him and so can only be fully and truly
understood in terms of His revelation to us in Christ.
"However this Christ ian vision imnedia.t ely en count era
the opposition of wllat Professor Herman Dooyeweerd ha.s
called •the dogma. of the autonomy of theoretical
thought •. This dogma is the view that all serious
academia disciplines are (or ought to be) free from all
meta.peysical or religious commitments. The introduction
of the latter would be the introduction of bias and
prejudice and would mean a loss of objectivity. Then
come the horror stories about Roman Catholic (Galileo),
Soviet and Nazi interference with the 'freedom of science'.
The message is that each discipline ought to work with
its own canons of scholarship, its own concepts and
methodology, and firmly resist any •outside• pressures.
(According to this view scholarship and education are part
of the •public' world while all religious beliefs are
•private• and should be kept private. · Religious toleration
here means tba.t religious beliefs can be tolerated only while
they remain private and only to that extent., You are •free'
to leave you.r religious beliefs at home&)
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this Secular Humanist definition of religion as a.
peraonal-priva.t e matter and the corresponding dogma of
the autonomy (law-to-itself) of scholarship and of the
public-secular world.

"However i f it is acknowledged that the ontological and
anthropological presuppositions of modern scholarship
are in conflict with the Christ ian faith then Christians
have a choice. Either they can abandon scholarship as
godless and destructive of faith. Or they can recognise
that they should not abandon scholarship to unbelief but
cla:im it as right :tUlly sttbject to Christ. To do this
means the serious hard work of developing alternative
Christian ontological and anthropological principles
as a metapeysical framework for science and scholarship.
"However the task has only just begun for most
Christians have either been committed to the Humanist
ideal of neutral scholarship or have lacked the
equipment to work positively at an alternative."

(11)

The realists were inclined to sece® because social conditions had
altered so I!IIlch that returning Christ ian teaching to its place of dominance
in the State system was out of the question.

The radicals wanted to promote a thorough going Christian alternative.
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DliTIATll1G CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
In some instances Christian parents went ahead with an application to

the local authority to withdraw their child for home-tuition.

This

"de-registering" met with different responses from different Hea.dtea.chers and
Local Authority officers, but armed with legislation tha.t favoured parents,

the necessary recognition was obtained and the home was visited subsequently
by inspectors who pronounced themselves satisfied that Sections 37 and 76 of
the 1944 Education Act were being fulfilled.

(These sections po:inted out

that both the L.E.A. and the parents ha.d a. legal obliga.t ion to ensure a. proper
eduoa.t ion for their children.)

Where parents decided to work :in conjunction with others, some agreed
basis was necessary.
church.

More than one school was the offshoot of a. successful

The conmon membership formed the united core necessary to get the

enterprise going.

In addition to local initiatives, parents became aware of issues in

eduoa.t ion through three pa.ra.-denomina.t iona.l organisa.t ions that were not
mentioned under (a.) (because they belong more properly to Section (d)).

The Christian Parent Teacher Lea.gu.e published its Newsletter No. 1. in
November 1966, and thereafter wielded influence particularly amongst parents
who attended conservative evangelical churches adopting a. Reformed theological
position.

In the first issue the intentions of the C.P.T.L. were set out:

1)

To link Christian parents and others interested in Christian
ed.ucat ion;
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To stimulate thought and d.iscc.ssion on the implication
of biblical doctrine in the home and school;

3)

To investigate the legal situation regarding the
founding and running of independent schools;

4)

To work to create a Christian public opinion for
parent-controlled Reformed day schools;

5)

To open a school in London to be run accord:ing to
biblical precepts, by Christian teachers;

6)

To encourage the creation of a Reformed schoolsystem throughout England, as found :in other countries.

The C.P.T.L. was :in essence home grown and :indigenous to Brita:in.
Subsequently the arguments and schools developed by C.P.T.L. sympathisers
were rooted :in the British cc.ltural scene.

As (6) indicates however, they

were the national representatives of an international theological outlook that
owed a lot to philosophical extrapolations articulated from Calv'!:nistic
theology in Holland (12), and seen most comprehensively expressed educationally
in the Christian Schools International (commenced :in 1919) in the U.S.A.
"Christian Schools International. A service organisation
that 1mites, helps, strengthens and gives leadership to
its 390 member Christian Schools throughout North America,
plus many other schools worldwide.,
"C.S.I. provides Christian cu.rriculum materials. Christian
Home and School magaz:ine. Dnployment Benefit plans.
Representation at all govermnent levels. Help in beginning
a school. Film libraries. Testing Service. Research
Studies. Handbooks. Workshops. Consu.ltant s. School
Evaluation."
(13)

A third para-denom:inational organisation that appeared on the British
educational scene has already been mentioned as provid:ing materials for
home tuition.

Accelerated Christian Education (A.C.E.) was commenced :in the

U.s.A. by Dr. Donald Howard in 1964.

His concerns and vision are spelt out

in his book

The Decline of the West 1970's, The

"Rebirth of Our Nation.

- 178Christian Educational Reform 1980•s." As the title indicates his initial
motivation was not so much the outworking of a theological position as concern
for the drift from Christian perceptions and standards in the western
democracies.

Arriving in Britain in the late seventies A.C .E. provided an

educational package with promise of rapid progress by the individn.al child,
that parents welcomed nat least because it saved them an imnense amount of
labour.

Everything was provided so that a group of parents without a. single

professional teacher amongst them could inangura.te a school and operate
successfully the system devised by Dr. Howard.

The Annual Conferences ron

by A.c.E. were nat home-grown in that speakers and organisational method
were transported from America, but they became popular meeting points for
British Christian parents thinkir;c; of ooamenoing their own schools, and by
1984, some 26 schools were operating the A.C.E. system.
A.c.E. figures.

(British Office of

Locations not diw.lged as a matter of policy.)

In 1979 at the commencement of this study there was only one pilot

A.c.E. school operating in Britain.

=
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PLANNING

An imnlensa amount of energy aent into commencing a. Christian School 9 and
the following docwnents a.re

e~les

tha.t indicate not only a. concemed 9 but

a. ca.pa.ble group of pa.rent so
"We ~ere

2t years

in prepa.ra.t iono"
(Glamorgan 1)

~e

ha.d lr!eekly meetings with subsequent publica.t ion of
pa.pers on psychology~ philosopey of educa.tion 9 the
nature of man 9 a. feasibility stud;y on a. Primary school 7
a. review of sta.te educa.tion 9 Catholic edn.ca.tion 9
Refomed Church schools on the continent~ and tha
education of Hebrew childreno

"The clmrch set up a. oommissiono The members ha.d to
study a.ll the a.ppropria.te a.rea.s necessary for producing
our om text bookso We ha.d ea.sily 20 subject
committ eeso w (Church membership 120)
~ie ha.va aritten a. French 9 History 7 Geogra,pey course
up to ooo levelow
( Glamorgan 2)

Vv\fe rejected the Dooyeweerdian position because it
split up Church and Schoolo (Incidentally for those
Refomed Christians who emphasize that children do
not belong to the sta.te 7 la.y the further question of
the role of the Cb:urcho )
9

fl'l!'he Church is prior to the family 9 although the family
is important o"
(Glamorgan 3)
(In contrast to this view) vtThe Free Reformed principle
is tha.t the authority of the Church should be limited
to what Christ savrs the Church should do 9 ioeo for
eJmJDPle 9 minister The Word.o God bas delegated the
education of children to parents 9 not the Churcho On
a. point of principle the Church does not ha.ve the
a.uthority to engage in general edu.ca.t ion o "
(Cleveland 1)
(In contrast to this a.ga.in) ''The Pastor is Headmaster
of the school because we do not want the tea.ehers to
get control of the school and ta.ke it a.wavr from being
an arm of the churcho 99
(Lancashire 1)
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reasons for establishing a. Christian school proved, quite frequently, to be
a. constitution, or pamphlet, or catechist type of question and answer
pu.blicat ion.

For eD.mPle:

"Qilestion 1. Are the f'lmctions of the church limited?
Answer. Yes, they a.re limited to those tunations and
activities which Christ, the Hea.d of the Church, ba.s
appointed to the church to be carried out under the
jurisdiction of the elders etc.
"Qilest ion 2. What is the church • s responsibility
regarding the stuczy of general revela.t ion?
Answer. It is the responsibility of the teaching
office to instruct ••• the parent how to be a. Ohristian
parent, the teacher how to be a. Christian teacher, the
scientist how to be a. Christian scientist, etc.
"Qilestion 3. What then, is the relationship between the
Church and the Christ ian school?
Answer. It is the duty of the Pastor to instruct the
people of God a.s to the duty of parents to bring up their
children in Christian nurture ••• The elders of the church,
will not, in their capacity a.s church elders a.t least ,
assume control of a. Christ ian school • • • etc •• "
(Newsletter of the C.P.T•L• December 1981)

Papers were produced to indicate the difference between a. State school
and a. Christian school a.s perceived by some parents.

Aims of a. state School
''We will compare two sets of aims. Each of these if applied
syst ema.t ically could govem the content of educa.t ion in a.
school. The first is from the 1976 Government Green Paper
and reads a.s follows:
i)

to help children develop lively, enquiring minds;
giving them the ability to question and to argue
rationally, and to apply themselves to tasks;

ii)

to instil respect for moral values, for other
people and. for oneself, and tolerance of other
ra.oes, religions and ways of life;

iii)

to help children understand the world in which we
live, and the interdependence of nations;

iv)

to help children to use language effectively and
imaginatively in reading, writing and speaking;

v)

to help children to appreciate how the nation

- 181 earns and maintains its standard of living and
properly to esteem the essential role of industry
and commerce in this process;
vi)

to provide a basis of mathematics, scientific
and technical knowledge, enabling boys and girls
to learn the essential skills needed in a fast
changing world of work;

vii)

to teach children about human achievement and
aspirations in the arts and sciences, in religion,
and in the search for a more just social order;

viii) to encourage and foster the development of the
children whose social or environmental disadvantages
cripple their capacity to learn, if necessary by
making additional resources available to them ..
The second is an outline set of aims for a Christian school.
The school's aim is to enable the parents either directly or
by delegation to teach their children
a)

that God 1 s written word, rightly interpreted, is the
only revelation in the light of which all knowledge
can be truly (i .. e. in the sense that God intends)
understood;

b)

that all things were created by God for His Glory
and bear the stamp of His workmanship;

c)

that God's nature is reflected in the laws by which
He orders and sustains His creation;

d)

that they have been created by God 9 in His image;

e)

that God has given man a ta.sk to do both alone and
corporately;

f)

that as a. result of Adamo s fall~ all men are sinners
and the Creation is under God's curse;

g)

that all men being sinnerS'p need God's saving grace
for their personal redempt iono

If you e:mmine these statements carefully you will see that the
second set contains within it all of those proposed by the
Green Paper - reading and writing for instance are included
in (e) ~ and a lot more beside so :But what is probably more
notable is that the first set of aims have been secularised.
As with Thomas Aquinas' realm of nature, God has been lef't
out. He is banished to the realm of grace where, it is hoped,
He may be quietly forgotten.
(Slack, Roger., Towards a :Biblical Perspective for Education
1982o Associa.t ion of Christ ian Teachers)

=
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Another eJ:amPle of how Christian parents attempted to reach decisions
is shown in the following observa.t ions offered by a. Christ ian t ea.cher
vithin the Sta.t e system to Christ ian parents preparing to opera.t e outside
of it.
"NOTES W THE A.C.E. MATERIALS
l)

The programme is of a. linear nature a.s suspected.
While this type of programne does prodnce initial
results it is not maintained.
(H.M.I. Report on Primary Education - 1979) ..

2)

The A.C.E. Mathematics programme does not prepare
Primary Children for the majority of Secondary
School Mathema.t ice syllabi which a.re of a. Modem
Ma.thema.t ics Nature, The Fletcher Ma.thema.t ics SchEmE!
for Infant and Prinaar,y School is cheaper and superior.

3) The llllglish Programme, when it is de-America.nised,
could be sa.t isfa.ctory but the Reading Programme
leaves much to be desired. The S.R.A. Reading Scheme
(Programme Reading Course) is cheaper and superior.

4)

We are a.lso concerned a.t the la.ck of width and
enrichment in the curriculum a.s a. whole, together
with the narrow a.pproa.ch to the Humanities and
Science curriculum.

5) We would a.lso like to suggest tha.t a. Christian
Curriculum depends on Christ ian Teachers, and not
on neutral materials. It was a.lso felt tha.t certain
Christian 'slogans• in the mathematics ma.teria.l iB
particular, rather tend to cheapen the christian
Message, or a.t the least, seem a.rtificia.l.
NOTES W THE VARIOOS SCHOOL ARRANGEMENTS THAT SEEM TO :SE
AVAILABLE
The A.C.E. School.

Plan A.

1)

This would be priva.t e and fee paying.

2)

The A.C.E. curriculum has grave defects.

3) No other materials can be used to supplement it
(A.C.E. Contract )•

4)

The A.C.E. School depends on the AoC.Eo curriculum
solely.

5) The A.C.E. curriculum is comparatively costly ..
6)

SUitable buildings are required and the Department of
Education and Science and Loca.l Authority rules for the
local area. complied with. (See letter from D.E.S. Mr .. XXXX:X bas a copy).
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Local Church Private Schoolo

Plan B

1)

This could bs private and fee payingo

2)

SUitable buildings could be acquiredo

3) Ths CUrrioolum could be devised by your om local
staff (some ma.teria.ls enclosed)o .Any local school 9
like a local Clmroh needs its own autonomy in order
that its om special needs are catered foro
Altematively 9 there are enough teachers in AoOoGo
to produce AoOoGo Cllrrica.lum gc.idelineso We could
end up ~ith a better and more suitable curriculum
than AoCoEo at less cost o
(Assemblies of God = AoOoGo)

4)

Department of Edncation and Science and Local Education
Authority rules would still have to be complied witho

5)

Teac:J.ers~

Ancillary Helpers 9 etco would have to be
rocruited and paido

state Systemo

Plan C

It is possible to enter the state System of Education with a
Chu.rch Schoolo (See relevant paragraphs of the 1944 Education
Acto Copies in most Public Libraries a)
The Cburch of England 9 Catholics and Methodists are already
involvedo
Notes on this systemg
1)

The Church bas to produce evidence that there is a need
for the School and that it could be filledo

2)

The children from the denomination get preference but
the School must not be exclusive o

3) The best time to make an application is when a new
school is to be built o

4)

Some LoEoA 1 s may allow you to buy into the systemo
The same proof is requiredo

5) The Church pa.ys for the building and its upkeepo

The
state pays for the materials and staff o (The problem
is that school buildings are expensive a)

6)

The Church selects the staffo

Additional Information
1)

The acquisition of suitable buildings for Plan B should
be fairly easy and fairly cheapo Many LoEoAo 1 B a.re having
to close schools because of fall:ing roll so Consequently 9
they have school build:ings probably of a smaller size
to sello
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2)

A Church will ba.ve to solve for it self the problem
of a. Church School (Plan A and B) discriminating
by ''who can afford it" being the criteria of
entry.

3) There is a shortage of jobs in the teaching profession.
Consequently, it should be possible to a.ttra.ct
Christian Teachers, perhaps a.t a reduced ra.te of pay
because of the very nature of the School. This will
not be possible in Plan c.
FINAL 013SERVATIWS
a)

Plan C is the ideal but one Church alone could not
hope to see it through although a. number of Churches
within a large City possibly could.

b)

Plan B - Possibly the best in the circumstances and
certainly better than Plan A."

Advice on the legal aspect of comnencing a. school or home tuition group
a.ppea.red in magazines for Christ ian parent a along the lines of the following
article from the C.P.T.L. Newsletter, January 1978.
CHRISTIAN EIUCATICN

m BRITAIN

- THE LEGAL BACKGRaJND.

"!'here is a. common misunderstanding among many Christians that
"school attendance" is a. legal requirement in Britain. This
is not the case. The Education Act 1944 makes "education"
compulsory. Each child must "receive efficient full-time
education Sllita.ble to his age, ability and aptitude"
(Education Act 1944)• This education may be provided for
"either by full-time attendance at school or otherwise"
(Section 36). To quote the Central Office of Information
"Parents a.re free to bring up their children as they wish,
provided that they do not infringe various statutes aimed
at preventing cruelt.y and exposure to moral and physical
danger and that they keep the law regarding their education".
The Local Education Authority remains responsible however
to enSilre that the requirements of the Education Act are
sa.t isfied and will therefore want to satisfy them eel ves that
this is so. This will normally mean that the Authority will
require the following:
a)

that a. qualified t ea.cher is named as tutor;

b)

that a. scheme of work including mention of books,
educational materials, curriculum and time-table
details as well as educa.t ional aims and
objectives be Sllbmitted annually; and
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that the child or children will have opportunity
for contact with others of their own age group
for "sooial lea.ming"• Although the Authority's
Officers have no right to "inspect" the educational
environment the Authority will usually· require that
the appropriate Educational Adviser pays periodic
visits to the house.

"Most Christians in sympathy with the CPTL will have a
preference for a parent-controlled Christian day school·
if this can be achieved. There is no legal obstacle
to this at present, "religious societies of all kinds
may own property, conduct schools, and propagate their
beliefs in speech and writing" (Central Office of
Informa.t ion). ()lee a school is providing full-time
education for five or more pupils of compulsory school
age, it must register with the Department of Education
and Science as an independent school under Part III of
.the Education Act 1944· The only relevant regulations
binding on independent schools are "the Pupil t s
Registration Regulations 1956" and "the Independent
Schools Registration Regulations 1957" both available
from the D.E.S. Elizabeth House, Yord Road, SEl 7PH.
The former is concerned with the keeping and inspect ion
of adequate admission and attendance registers, a.nd
making returns to the Local Authority of pupils in its
area absent for not less than two weeks. The latter
includes the return to be made for the purposes of
registration under Section 70 of the Education Act 1974.
"()l receipt of the completed form, the school is placed
provisionally on the register of independent schools and
a member of H.M. Inspectorate will arrange to visit to
offer advice about requirements for final registration.
The D.E.S. will also expect to be satisfied that efficient
and suitable instruction is provided at the school having
regard to the ages a.nd sex of the pupils in attendance.
"The other aspect of the establishment of a school is of
course the •nuts-and-bolts• one concerning buildings etc.
The initial step is to obtain planning permission under
the TOwn and Country Planning Act 1971. It is unlikely
that ma.ny groups will require a new building at first,
so if existing buildings are to be used, then permission
under the Act for change of use must be sought. (The
issue is not so clear with home tuition, for many planning
authorities would not consider this a material change of
use). Nevertheless, with such a school, i f the numbers
were small and there was no traffic hazard, it may well
be that the authorities would not wish to be involved at
that stage. It must be emphasized that planning law has
some •grey• areas which will be interpreted differently
from one place to another and early consultation is
advised.
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will require approval under the :Building Regulations
1976, even if they do not require plamling pe:nnission.
This is simply a. matter of complying with certain
statutory requirements dealing with the buildings
themselves.
"The local district council will have informa.t ion on
both these isSiles, and applications are made to them.
It is also necessary to oonsu.lt the district council
(uSila.lly the Environmental Health Department) concerning
compliance with the Public Health Act 1961.
''Unless food is being prepared and consumed on the
premises, the only wa.y this is likely to affect the
school is in the provision of adequate sanitary
fa.cilit ies. The act does not stipulate numbers, but
local a.uthorit ies will have reconmended standards.
"All school buildings must have a. Fire Cert ifioa.te,
under the Fire Precautions Act 1971. This is issued
by the local Fire Brigade, Fire Prevent ion Department ,
when they a.re satisfied with Sllch th:ings as means of
escape, and fire fighting equipment.
"There a.re also very wide-ranging responsibilities placed
on both employers and employees under the Health and
Safety at Work Act 197 4, in the fields which the name
of the Act implies. This would apply of course to any
teachers actually employed. For private schools, it
appears that this Act is enforced by the Local Factories
Inspector. He also administers the Factories Act, which
would deal with any potent ia.lly dangerous equipment in
the school (such as lathes, etc.).
"It mey seem like a jungle, but there is not as much in
many of these pieces of legisla.t ion as at first meets the
eye. The local council official may seem to be ''the
enemy" but in fact he is merely charged with administering
the legislation and most will respond to a polite and
pra.ct ioal approach."
W.R. Mohon, M.G. Matthews. C.P.T.L. January 1978•

SUbsequently, a. ruling by Mr. Justice Woolf in 1985 (the Queen's bench
division), bad considerable significance for those parents >'lho wished to
commence a. Christian School, and found themselves at odds with D.E.S.
:inspectors over curriculum content.

- 187 "Edllcation provided by a. school catering for the special
tradition and characteristics of a. minority sect within
the community would be SD.ita.ble within the meaning of
Sections 71 and 76 of the Education Act 1944 if it
primarily equipped a. child for life within the cormnmity
of which he wa.s a. member rather than the way of life in
the country a.s a. whole a.s long a.s it did not foreclose
the child' s opt ion in la.t er years to adopt some other
form of life if he wished to do soo"

(15)
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AIMS AND CURRICULUM

These varied from school to school except for those schools on the
A.C.E. system where meticulous plazming and resulting syllabus and work
schedules reSill.ted in uniformity between schools and lett little room for
deviation by the teaching and monitorial staff.

Whilst continuing to be

centred around biblical perspectives however, other schools la.y on a. spectrum
between the two extremes of fastidious observation of set procedures, and
freedom 'tto teach a.s the Spirit lea.ds"•
"\ie have no set syllabuses. We meet a.t 7.30 am
every morning for one hour of prayer and bible
stuczy. Between 9 - 10 am we have a devotional
hour with the children. We teach in the morning
and work manually in the afternoon. We work
towards the Common Ent ranee e:x:am, and some of our
children have passed the 11+ to Granma.r Schools.
On the other hand we have got to wash our minds
of the world's ideas of brightness. Who would
have invited Jesus the carpenter's son out to
d:imler? We have had a great twelve years teaching
a.s we felt led."

The following is a checklist of criteria. that some Christian parents
would use to determine the nature of a. school curriculum.
'~IMS

AND CRITERIA OF A CHRiffiliAN SCHOOL CURRICUWM

Suggested a.ims for the curriculum of a. parent
controlled Christian school a.re that the pupils
might:
1)

know and serve God in covenant obedience;

2)

understand the universe God has created and
oonsider critically bwnan thought and activity;

3)

live constructively in contemporary society
especially in the divinely ordained social
unit s of family, church and state.

Accordingly the following a.re quest ions which should
be asked of the curriculum:
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a.)

Is it consistent with the Scriptural relevation?

b)

Does it manifest the wisdom and power of God in
His crea.t ion and provident ia.l ordering of the
universe?

c)

Does it provide a. balanced view of the nature 1
value and dignity of man?

d)

Does it give an understanding of man v s role a.s
steward of God 9 s creation?

e)

Does it show the effects of man vs rebellion
against God?

f)

Does it a.cqu.a.int the pupils with contemporary
culture a.nd help them to assess it crit ica.lly?

g)

Does it encourage an enquiring 9 empirical
approach to nature?

h)

Does it a.void an unhealthy eleva.t ion of man v s
intellect over his other faculties?

i)

Does it provide basic skills for everyday life?

j)

Does it help towards vocational training?

k)

Does it promote the maximum use of individual
talents?

1)

Does it enhance family life and prepare the pupils
for possible future roles as marriage partners
and parents?

m)

Does it increase appreciation of the special
covenant rela.t ionship between God and His people?

n)

Does it encourage active participation in the life
and work of the church?

o) Does it equip for Christ ian citizenship?"
(CoPoToLo Newslettero September 1979)

As an example of organisation the following chart was published by
CoSoio (Christian Schools Interna.tiona.l) 9 to a.idpa.rents in their thinking
a.bout roles and limits of responsibility in running a. school o
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I CHURCH I
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I
I

I
I
I
I
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Organisa.t ion
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I
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PUPILS

I

I

Office
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I
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ffi'ATISTICAL GROWTH
It is, in a. sense, wholly in keeping with the argument tba.t the parental

revolt was a. 'grass roots• movement, tba.t the resulting growth was so diverse ..
There was no one central organisa.t ion orchestrating events.

Thus gathering

informa.t ion, and part icu.la.rly gathering informa.t ion a.bout numbers of children
involved was impossible.

Largely the method employed wa.s to visit schools,

since telephone calls were regarded with suspicion and failed to produce
facts and figures.
school.

Frequently one school visit led on by hearsay to another

Pavring a. visit to a. school only resulted in disca.ssing the

situation on the daiY of the visit.

As reported elsewhere children were

sometimes added and sometimes withdrawn from school rolls a.t short notice.

Many schools bore the evidence of being enterprises in their infancy.
Not a.ll the schools were visited.

It wa.s interesting to observe tha.t the

greatest statistical growth by the end of 1984 had taken place :in those
schools on the A.C .E. system.

The financial cost was considerable but the

physical and intellectual demands of producing a. home-grown currica.lum
were not, and moreover the A.C.E. package could be operated with a. minimum
of professionals thereby maximising the use of •unskilled' labour,
part icula.rly unemployed church members.

The schools where the currica.lum

wa.s designed and produced by the initiating parents experienced the slowest
growth.
"Christian School Movement in this country ha.s as yet so
little support from the Lord's people (about 30 people
attended the Conference). Among those who do support it
there is need for more consensus a.s to its aims. Flowing
from this lack of agreement there is the failure to be
future orientated. Surely the reason why a.s Christian
parents, we should be willing to sacrifice so la:rgely
for the sake of having Christian schools, is that we want
our children, with us, to see the vision of the allconquering Christ a.s He wrests the culture of mankind a.wa.y
from Sa.ta.n and brings it to its conSUIIIIla.t ion when the new
heavens and the new earth on which righteousness shall
dwell a.t last appears. The encouragements were many •

- 192 "Five years ago su.ch a conference would not have been
possible. Certainly we see ourselves as first
generation Christ ia.ns pioneering a work against many
difficult iea. Perhaps next year there will be more
Christian schools and more people drawn to conference.
"Perhaps the CPTL will soon be able to organise it a
own conference which will Sllpplement this one and help
to draw closer together the ties in :England, Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland."
(17)

By contrast the A.C.E. schools in Britain had grown from one in 1980

to 26 schools in 1984•
"From Cornwall to Glasgow."
"In size from 6 to over 100 children. 11
''Mostly in the London area."
"We have a policy of not issuing lists of A.c .E. schools
af'ter the critical H.M.I. •s report on one school in
Coventry. We felt they were unusually fastidious and
fear that political pressure could be brought to bear on
our schools, particularly if there was a change of
Govemment • 11

Some of the other schools also experienced speedy growth.

Christian

School (North West) Ltd., a non-profit making charity was featured in the
Times Educational Supplement 25.11.83.

(18)

"strict rules for pupils - and stricter ones for
staff - and yet parents and teachers are queuing
for places."

It almost appeared (as in any successful business enterprise), that
where an individual entrepreneur had got his package and marketing right,
the reSillts were better than when a co-operative struggled to be democratically
representative of all the views of a highly disparate conglomerate of local
parents.

More people were doing more thinking in the latter, but the

result a were not so spectacular in terms of statistical growth.

Curiously

the parents struggling to organise a local Christian school were almost

- 193 precisely in line with the currently popular secular aspiration for
Community Schools, except for the faCt that the Christian parents
were not representative of all the aspects of the local OOIIIII'Wlity.

Btlt then there

was also doubt about whether the Community Schools were representative of
all aspects of the local oonmunity.
"Is the Community School really going to be allowed
to determine values at local level? Or is it another
method of permitting an elite to transnit their
values? I mean for example, do we really believe
that the Moorside Community School really sprang
up from the :indigenous population of the area
anymore than we believe that st. Paul's school
sprang up from the indigenous population of the
area?

"It IJtrikes me that schools are always a means of
social engineering either explicitly or tacitly
stated. The queiJtion is who is do:ing the engineer:ing,
and what are the goals :in view?"

(19)
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PROBLEMS OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS
The following section sketches in problems tba.t have arisen over the

arts in the curriculum, problems with premises 9 the problem of staffing
and staff qualifica.t ions and perba.ps the great est hurdle of a.ll, the q11e at ion
of finance.

The Arts in the Curriculum
Although there proved to be unanimity about a. "core" of the Christian
Schools curriculum - the further it widened to include the expressive Arts
the more difficulties arose..

This wa.s graphically illustrated in one school

where:
''Twelve Christians withdrew their children when we
said that we were going to a.sk The Holy Spirit 7 The Lord - what music we would play to the children,
and what visual a.rt they would see""
(Kent 2)

At a. conference on "Christian Schools" run by the Associa.t ion of
Christian Teachers (A .. C.T .. ) a.t their sta.pleford House Education Centre, March

1981, two incidents mentioned:
"graphically illustrated some of the acutest problems
in Christian education, viz. the horror of visiting
American teachers to find children lea.ming
Shakespeare, and a. visit to the ballet , which would
also be unacceptable across the Atlantic .. "
{20)
''Why is the second COII!11andment (Exo 20; 4-6) never
mentioned in a. discussion of the legitimate expression
of the visual a.rt s 7 as Christians a.re seriously
divided over whether it forbids any artistic
representation of God, including Jesus .. "
(Page 4p ibid)

- 195"stuart w. Williams says (Shaping the School Curriculum:
a. Biblical View, Terre Haute, Indiana., Signal publishing
cor.), - that in choosing lit era.ture for use by students
swearing need not necessarily be a. demerit, page 86, but
swearing is always a. demerit, although not necessarily
so serious a.s to preclude the use of a. certain literary
work in a. Christian school curriculum."
(page 4, ibid)
"At this school we do have to face pressure from parents
of differing theological outlooks. Not every one agrees
with our choice of plays for drama.t i.e product ions for
(Cheshire 1 )

Enough ha.s been sa.id to indicate that even where there was a. considerable
degree of 'Wlanimity regarding the philosophical/theological basis for the
school, nevertheless there still lay a.rea.s of disagreement within the choice
of actual curriculum content.

Most of this arose subsequent to the setting

up of the school and resulted largely from the fact that the Head was
obliged to get on with the detailed running of the school, and :in doing so,
some parents found things happening that they did not 1 ike I

The parents

bad verff clear general aims and ideas, but quite understandably never had to
translate these into fine detail.

Therein lay the difficulty, s:ppa.rent ly

between those of differing views, - but to some extent, between the
practised professional and the unskilled layman.

Very few of the parents,

even where they were qualified t ea.chers, were experienced teachers.

In

contrast to the general complaint that professional teachers in State schools
would not take proper notice of parents, some of the teachers in the Christian
Schools looked too insecure to operate successfully.

The organisation that suggested teaching roles most nearly akin to that
known by teachers in State schools of England and Wales 1984 was Christ ian
Schools International (CSI).

(21)

=
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'Vflrof'essional staff
The actual administration and the daily instru.ction of
the school are carried out by the school~ s professional
staff' o They a.re the experts in a.ll educat iona.l and
related ma.tterso
1)

The administrator is particularly the leader in all
educational ma.tterso He or she holds top
responsibility for every phase of the school vs work
and should be consulted in all matters pertaining
to the school o He or she must supervise the classrooms and coordination of the teaching program 9
pupil beha.viourp permanent pupil records 9 playground
activities? and so ono The administrator is also the
schoolVs "front man" to the publico Solid Chrifrtia.n
school convict ion p professional competence 9 and
personableness are assent ia.l qualities for one in a.
position so responsibleo

2)

The Christian school teacher holds a posit ion of
greatest importanceo SUch a. teacher mum be
intelligently and earnestly devoted to the principles
on which the Christ ian school is built v and must
possess the proper academic and personal qua.lifioa.t ions.
With these qualifioa.t ions the teacher exercises a. good
measure of professional sovereignty in the classroom 1
and a.ll decisions by school authorities regarding the
tea.cheros domain and work should be arrived a.t with
understanding of this measure of' sovereignty.

'~uxilia.ry

Organizations

A Christian school can derive much benefit from organizations
like a Parent='l'eacher Associa.t ion or Fellowship (P. T .A. (F)) 1
a Home=School organizationv or an Auxiliary a Parents other
than School Society or Association members ma.y join such
auxiliary organizations because such organizations stem from
the Christ ian parents rather than from the Society or
Associa.t ion a.s sucho
wAmong benefits to be derived from a. parent-teacher or
Awdilia.ry group a.reg closer parent=teaoher-pupil ties;
discu.ssion of special home=sohool problems 9 such as pupil
behaviour and pupil health; getting spcia.l equipment or
supplies? such a.s visual aid materials or library books or
reoreat ional equipment ; the sponsoring of special events for
children? and so ono The benefits gained from an auxiliary
are largely financial on
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The thrashing out of a. philosophical basis, result :ing :in published
constitutions, and educa.tiona.l goals, largely determined curriculum content,
and the practical choice of subject matter and text books for example.
There remained the problem of premises, and since these ha.d to conform to
acceptable educational standards, recent Health and Safety regulations, and
be open to inspection, finding sa.ita.ble premises proved difficult, and the
task was not ma.de easier by L.E.A.•s who whilst granting permission for
"de-registration", nevertheless la.id obstacles in the way.
"We were eventually told tha.t no L.E.A. property would
every be ma.de ava.ila.ble to us."
(Reqa.est for use of school playing field fa.cilit ies.)
(Cheshire 2)

Ea.ch enterprise visited by the writer bad a. sa.ga. to relate, concerning
the acquisition of premises, and in some ca.ses, the continuing problem posed
a. threat to the cont inua.t ion of the school.
"We ha.ve not solved the problem of adequately heating
these premises in the winter.
"01 the other band - "We decided to centralise education
on the church premises, so we took the step of turning
the existing church building into a school, and building
a. new church adjoining. With a. church of 120 members,
and no outside grant, the church members raised the
finance, (£280,000 was spent, £180,000 on the cost of
materials for the church), and the members did the
oonst ruction work.
"It illustrates the conviction of the people."
( Glamorgan 3)
In a. third instance buildings were sought beside the existing school

so that it could expand.
"We did not ask for money. God indicated that we were
not to do that. We were not to go to "Egypt" for
assistance. One child gave me l/3d. Others gave a.
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payment. He was very polite and thanked us without
indicating surprise. Our first substantial gift was
£2,000. Qlr Estate Agent ~old us that it had arrived.
As a non-christian he was very interested to see what
would happen next. Similarly the owner of the house
stopped the sale to anyone else to see whether God
would send us the money. We broke bread together and
signed for the house. Then everything went wrong.
Planning permission was refused. A Council official
told us that we would never have a school there. We
eventually got planning permission after the fourth
application. Now God bas also given us the Council
Offices that the official was sitting in.
''When at the auction, one property after another was
knocked down to the Christian "cormrunity" we sang
the doxology - in the crowded salerooms.
WI'he children believed with us for
marched around the buildings seven
the aunmer holidays. They will be
return to find that they have been
(Kent 3)

the buildings. \ie
times just before
thrilled when they
given to us." (1980)

staffing vacancies
If buildings have provided problems, staffing has been quite evidently
even more diffict1lt.

None of the schools visited was paying the teachers

what they might have earned, and were paying, in professional jargon, less
than Burnham.
"Salary is non-existent"

We do it out of love."
(Kent 4)

''Why should teachers nat undertake financial Cllt s and
accept conditions under which many Christian pastors,
for example, work?"
(Lancashire 2)

"We pay the Headmaster £6,000 per a.nnum (50 children),
and try to manage with one full-time professional, and
assistance from part-time qualified mothers, or mothers
who are nat qualified, but have special skills.
''We are looldng for more staff, but it is not eaf!Y to
find teachers who are in sympatey with us, and then if
they are, will:ing to take what we can offer in terms of
remunera.t ion. "
(Cheshire 3)
(£6,000 represented 2/3rds the normal salary .. )

- 199 Certainly the evidence around the country was that Christian teachers
bad not come forward to teach in the proposed Christian schools.

Many of

the earnest Christians staffing them were not qualified teachers, or if
qualified, part-time, and not the ma.:in wage-earner :in the home.
''The parents have such decided views I am not sure that
Part icula.rly s:ince they do not
always agree amongst themselves."
(London)
I could please them.

(Advertisement )
"THE TYNEDALE DmEPENDENT PRIMARY SCHOOL

Applica.t ions a.re invited for the post of TEACHER.
Ca.ndidat es must fill the following requirements:
a.)

Is in agreement with the Reformed Faith a.s detailed
in the historic confessions of Faith, e.g. the
Westm:inster Confession.

b)

Is a. woman, with some tea.ch:ing experience, having
suitable qua.lifica.t ions to teach children of between
5 a.nd 8.

c)

Would be willing to 9pera.te in the framework of a.
Parent-controlled Christian Day-School.

d)

Is finnly convinced of the need of Christian
education :in -this country.

e)

Would be willing to move to the inmedia.te vicinity
of the School."
(22)

Not all schools found staffing a problem.

Where the school was opera.t ing

successfully as a business enterprise, the situation was quite the reverse of
the small struggling schools.
"Cklly about 10 to 20 per cent of parents choose the
school for its Christian character. Most come because
we get good e:xam results and we insist on good behaviour.
''While the explicit Christian commitment of the schools
must be an attraction to the believing teacher just as
many more must find the strictly ordered environment a
haven after years of trying to interpret the state School's
response to the world-wide revolt against authoritarianism.

~
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"He did not even advertise for sta.ff a.t XXXXXX and
got 300 a.pplica.t ions once the news of his coming got
out.
"XXXXX a.lso finds he is getting more applications from
t ea.chers who see their subjects disappearing under
mult i-disciplina.ry approaches or simply because they
a.re modem or cla.ssica.l linguists."
(23)

The yea.rs 1944 - 1984

did result in many teachers finding their schools

increasingly uncongenial, and a. number of them did regard the Christ ian
schools a.s a. haven from a. hostile world.

Ql the other band some found the

expecta.t ions of Christ ian parents and in some ca.ses Christ ian Hea.d Teachers
more than they could cope with and there wa.s a. withdrawal rate from
Christian schools a.lso.
necessarily.

The Christian schools were not easier to tea.ch in

Teachers could discover that they ha.d merely exchanged a. sense

of isolation in a. Sta.te school for a heavier workload in a. Christian school
for eJCa111Ple.

Some of the workloads were very hea.vy.

A qualified Christian teacher who worked in two Christian schools

wrote:
''We had sta.ff meetings a.f'ter a. full day a.t school.
They went on a.nd on. I could not stand it."

(24)

Finance
The problem of resources seemed to be a. burden cheerfully borne, but
no less hea.vy for that.
"It takes £16,000 per annum to keep going. Raising
that from 15 families of ordinary means is not easy.
We have 50 children.. There a.re some months when we
come very near to closing. So fa.r The Lord ha.s
provided but the uncertainty is wearing. ~le would like
to get the parents to covenant the nucleus we need but
with rechmda.ncies a.nd other uncertainties we a.re not
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(Cheshire 4)
"One of our problems is that the church contains older
people, and those without children, - who question
the amount of time and money spent on the school."
(Lancashire 3)
"At the moment it looks as though we ma.y get some
assistance from e:xperienced teachers who a.re willing
to take early retirement, and living on their smaller
pension, work in our Christ ian school."
(Cheshire 5)

Few of the schools visited costed out the total expenditure and
attempted to cover this by parental fees.

Presumably had they done so some

parents would have felt obliged to withdraw children.

Probably a.s a react ion

to this parental contributions were kept to a. minimum, or :in some cases no
figure was stated.

()]. the other hand, even these parents were involved in

making equipment, or in some cases in fund rais:ing exercises like
'ITear-Cra.ft" stalls and "Open Day" sa.les of work.
throughout the

stu~

A distinct impression

was that money was a worry a.nd there were signs of

earnest and dedicated teachers, parents and ancillary helpers of different
sort s, who looked very tired.
'ITo commence an A.c .E. school we inform parents that
they will probably need £2,500 - £3,000 to set up.
It costs £600 to come on to the A.C.E. programme and
then there are the curriculum materials on top of
that."
(25)

One school - not on the A.c .E. system - actually closed for two weeks
because of lack of finance.
"A LETl'ER FROM THE GOVERNORS

Dear Friends,
In January it became clear that XXXXXX school was seriously
stretched beyond its limits. The parents urged us to try
to continue because of the great value they set upon
Christian education and because of the benefits their
children have received from the school.

- 20201 February loth, XXXX:XX School closed a.s it wa.s then
constituted, with the future very uncertain. Those who
wished to continue were invited to three meetings
organized in the following three weeks. These were
well a.tt ended and we praise God for 20 families in one
place with the enthusiasm and det ermina.t ion to ma.ke
School work and glorify God.
Followmg the first meeting it still seemed highly
unlikely that we would be a.ble to reopen in the short
term, but as ha.s so often happened in the pa.st when we
ma.ke major decisions m times of orisis prayerfully
before the Lord, He provides a. token of His grace. The
week a.f'ter the governor's decision to continue with
XXXXX.XX School following pledged support from the
parents, a. gif't of 0 1 400 wa.s received from xxxxxx. XXXX:X
School reopened on February 27th a.f'ter a. closure of only
2 weeks with an interim arrangement to la.st until July.
A major concern which caused the governors to ta.ke the

drastic decision to close wa.s tha.t in January, for the
second month, we ha.d been unable to pa.y the teacher's
salaries in full, some teachers not a.t a.ll."
(Cheshire 6)

The Christians mvolved in 1984 revealed a. determination and other
worldliness quite out of keeping with the expected job secu.rity and sa.la.ries
regarded a.s the norm in the teaching profession a.s a whole.
unions, strikes and ''work to rule campaigns" were unknown.

Complaints to
Clearly some

teachers preferred an environment they found congenial to job security and
a higher income.

Clearly there wa.s also a degree of job satisfaction and

even excitement in pioneering an alternative schools system.

But involvement

in a new Christian school could be very exhausting.
A dream come truei

11

"Ever since our Christian school began six years a.go we've
ha.d a dream - a. dream we trust tha.t wa.s from God - to have
our own purpose-built school building. For years we have
struggled with sharing premises with other users which
inevitably brought restriction and at time disorder. :Now
we are to purchase (for 05,000) a. building tha.t is tailor
made for us - small enough to heat and ca.re for and big
enough to fit us a.ll in. The former Church Nursery School
stands on a. hillside overlooking xxxxxx:xxx. We hope tha.t
it will be like a. light set upon a. hill and like a. house
built upon a. rock. We pra.y tha.t it will further the work
of God in the lives of children.
"In God dreams do come trueS 11

(Cheshire 7)
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0' Levels

In the senior class the approach will be assent ia.lly the

same as a.t present except for streaming in English
Language and Ma.ths. All the staff involved in this group
a.re conscious however that they still have some "rray to go
in developing a.nd strengthening a. curriculum that will be
consistent with our Christian principles and values. The
challenge for the future is part icula.rly apparent in this
senior class. Already schemes are being draw up
concerning how XXXXX School will look in 1986 when pupils face
public e:x:amina.tions. This must include the addition of
further :f'u.ll-t ime members of staff a.nd the acquiring of
more space where a. resources centre, science laboratory
and extra. classrooms can be accommodated. What seems
a. long way off must be planned in this coming year if it
is to succeed.
The above plans will require something like £22,000 for
1982/83. We need therefore to continue to widen our
parental base through the addition of children from new
families a.nd to encourage interest a.nd support from the
outside by sharing our vision.
Daunting ambitions? Yes, and surely a.ll that is purely
hwna.n will fail: but what is of God will succeed."
(Cheshire 8)

To conclude this section on finance despite all the problems, and
recognizing the major obstacles in the way, parents were continuing to
initiate Christian schools in England and Wales in 1985.

Of those known

to be in existence in 1980 three had closed but more had opened as indica.t ed
in this chapter.

However there wa.s by no means the spectacular growth of

Christian schools seen in America..
~SA.:

Christian Schools

The 'Economist • recently ga.ve nearly a. pa.ge to a. report
on the growing numbers of Christian schools in America.,
which have mu.lt iplied from several hundreds in the
1960s to 13,000 this year.
"Of 5•7 million children in private education in the USA,
over 4 million have Christian teachers.
"There a.re now classrooms to cover all shades of religious
belief. Fundamentalist Christ ia.ns report that they open
three new schools every day to meet the demands of lm
children. Enrolment in other Protestant schools is up,
with 25,000 new students since 1980. The relative losers
are the Roman Catholics: their dominance has declined
from 90% to below 6(Jfj,.
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"Parents cite many motives for their choicev from money
to moralityo Christian schools frequently charge less
than other private schoolsv attracting some with a.
firmer belief in thrift than in religiono
"Many parents v however v are simply looking for a.
Christian education for their child.renv an education
that they feel bas been denied them in the tax-supported
schools since the Supreme Court 9 s ban on school prayer
:in 1962o They want the moral and religious instruct ion
that publicly=financed schools cannot now provide without
bumping up against the constitutiono

0ne enterprising fundamentalist offers ma.ilcoO:rder
education in aocordance with the Scriptureso Accelerated
Christian Education Inco (ACE) replaces teachers with
workbooks that can take a child from learning to read
all the way to high-school graduationo The package
includes lessons on poetic rhythm in the Psalms and
evolution=free biologyo Last year some 200 7 000 students
used ACE and the scheme brought in more than
23 million dollars in revenueo"
(26)
99

Possible conditions that produced a situation that was not directly
comparable to that in the UoSoAo were the existence of the dual system
which resulted in keeping major religious denominations within the state
systemv the fact tba.t the :British state school system never completely banned
religion from schools as occurred in the UoSoAov and the fact that a
conservative teaching profession in :Britain never abandoned traditional
goals and methods in quite the same way that the Americans appeared to do 7
when they went in for some of their educa.t ional experiment so

Having sa.id

that v conditions are changing in :Britain v and the introduction of a. voucher
system could provide new Christian schools with a. source of income that
would remove a ma.jor obstacle to their growtho

A further obstacle to their growth 7 their public image 7 is dealt with
:in the next. sectiono
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VII) CRITICISM OF CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS

Most of the schools visited produced literature to deal with the
object ions to Christ ian schools 9 part icula.rly the object ions coming from
wi.th:in evangelical Christ ian circle so

These are worth summarising a

Mona.st iciam
In the discussions about forming a. school 9 many parents ha.d clearly
expressed the fear that their children would not be capable of coping with
the vworldV if they were too withdraw. from ito

The replies were va.riouso
1That os Egypt brothero The facts are that generally 9
clear Christians are psychologically tough and learn
to a.djusto The mission stations around the world
bear testimony to the number of missionaries who have
been to entirely Christian institutionso Children coming
into society from our school would be resolute 9 a.nd
strong 9 because they would not have muddled presuppositions weakening their impacto 99
9

(27)
"Children should not be confronted by the offensiveness
of society by being immersed in it in a. State school
for eDmple 9 they should be equipped to handle the
problems a.t an intellectual levelo
"Human nature is present in every schoolso Children
are not allowed to run a.wa.y from the implications of
our na.tureso We face ourselves and seek to come to
terms with reality = that is the personal foibles of
huma.nityo By failing to deal with human sin 9 State
schools are frequently not dealing with reality a"
(Gla.morgan 4)
·
VWe a.re still very isolated amongst evangelical Christia.nso
They feel that their children should be witnesses in
LoEoAo schoolso We are serving parents who want their
children to be trained a.s witnesseso After a.ll 9 adults
go to Bible schools before they engage in witnesso"
(Kent 5)
9

"We do mi:x:o All our children have playmates from arotmd
their homeso \~e make a. point of having games fi.xl;ures
with other school so 99
(Cheshire 9)
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"There are lots of Christian parents who discover too
late that their children are overwhelmed by the
Comprehensives."
"Some see our schools as a retreat, a withdrawal, they
say that we should not over protect. In the normal
school children are being taught what the world th:inks
the world is really like instead of what the Christian
thinks the world is :Peally like.
''We are teaching the children to be an outsider.
Critical of the world's ideas.
"We want to be a blessing to the community so sometimes
we sing out side in the garden.
"We want to have an outreachd to the elderly, and have
a vision for help:ing the boys from the local :Borstal."
(Kent 6)
"We would not let our children loose in an epidemic or
a brothel, but too of'ten we are indifferent to the
dangerous effect a of ideas • • • ideas are some of the
most powerful things on earth."

(28)
''The whole of our education system is being relentlessly
secularised. Our children are being educated out of
Christianity."

(29)

Need for Specialist Teachers
Most of the schools were deal:illg with the Primary range init ia.lly but
finding that parents were requesting alternative schooling at senior level.
A number of schools were retaining children therefore at 11+.
was up to '0 1 level.

One school

In another instance the siiaff admitted that parents

took children away when they reached the age where they needed specialist
tuition for external examinations.
"Actually we ca.n provide specialist tuition because
we have so many gradua.t e mothers in the congrega.t ion
willing to give some time to us."
(Cheshire 10)

~
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"We have 24 or 25 people who provide varying degrees of
teaching time. }'fany a.re qualified teachers.
''We have not got instrumental tuition yet, but we do
offer Ma.ths, English Language and Literature, Geography,
French, La.t in, History, Scripture, Physics, Chemistry
and Biology a.t '0' level.
"I am taking a. number of church members for '0' level
Geography so that they will be a.ble to assist in the
t ea.ch:ing :in future. "
·
(Glamorgan 5)
''We can always use Wolsley Hall notes." (Wolsley Ha.ll,
OXford, postal tuition for '0', 'A' level, and degree
level examinations.)
''rhe school bas provided a Christ ian vocation for a
number of church members who could not normally be
involved in such a. project.
r~others, young girl
monitors, semi-retired people, returned missionaries.
These people can be tra.:ined to help the children with
the individu.a.lised self-evaluating lea.m:ing packs,
(there are manuals for monitors to assist with marking,
and pre- and post-test scrut:iny). We a.re going to have
to re-write some of the ma.teria.l a.t senior level to ma.ke
it applicable to the English scene. 1980 (A.C.E. )"
(Lancashire 4)
''With the present tea.ch:ing staff we should be a.ble to
prepare pupils for external exams in English Language,
and Literature, Ma.ths, Art and Craf't, Music, Geography,
History, Combined Science, Biology, French, Social
Science and Religious studies. I would like to widen
the range by finding teachers with more specialist
skills in pract ica.l subjects like woodwork, and we need
someone with a. training in Physics and Chemistry."
(Kent 7)

Christian should sta.y in the state System
This

objection arises frequently in the literature of Christian schools

and replies vary ..
"Christ ia.ns are meant to be salt in the world, .... there
is a. great deal that Evangelical teachers can do, a.nd a.
Christ ian voice cannot be too much heard amongst
educa.t iona.l counsels. It would be ungracious to forget
the great service done by Christians in state schools ..
The project of having sepa.ra.te day-schools does not exclude
the continuance of this valuable worko"
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make the mistake of equ.a.t:ing the field of service open
:in state and Christ ian schools. In one the nonChristian child predom:inates, and :in the other, children
from Christ ian homes.
"Discouragement and disillusionment after teach:ing :in
difficult schools may lead many Christ ia.ns to leave the
profession, and it might not be too optimistic a hope
that some might f:ind scope to use their gifts ••• :in
more biblically orientated institutions."

(30)
''Education in Brita:in today is :influenced by a collect ion
of humanistic and anti-Ghristian pr:inciples. Despite
the efforts of Evangelical teachers, the new thinkers
and their theories prevail. The older generation look
on as the old order in schools, as elsewhere, crumbles,
and there arises the distress:ing product of liberated
minds: addicts, boasters, fornicators, disobeyers of
parents ••. before long we might expect the whole state
system to become unworkable and chaotic ••• "
(ibid)
"I believe Christian parents should send their children
to us because what we are doing is teaching the truth.
The children of believers should not be taught by the
heathen. God's people have been disobedient • They
should have kept schools that shed the light."
(Kent 8)
"We must not merely ensure that there is some Christ ian
education in a school. That is to regard Christianity
as something we can "tack on" to life: it is the view
that history is history, geography is geography, and
religion is religion, and as long as the latter is not
taught too badly all is well.
But Christianity is not
the religious ''bit "• It embraces everything. 2 Cor. 10:5
•we demolish arguments and every pretension that sets
it self up against the knowledge of God, and we take
captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ.'
No thought, argument or subject matter can be an
•independent state', - it is to be taken prisoner and
brought to the castle of obedience to Christ: it must
subnit or die. History is not a collect ion of mere
facts. Facts have to be selected and put within an
interpretative framework ••• Science is not the
e.xaminat ion of chance laws and nature at work adapting
it self to the environment, but is a study of the design,
handiwork and orderl:iness of God.
"Since children are our trust, schooling should be an
extension of the home. If you would not allow blasphemy
or obscenity in your home, why is it permissible to send
your child to a. school where such things are conmon?"
''Rather than abandoning the state system where Christ ian
governors, teachers, and parents have little influence,
the establishment of schools of highest moral, social
and intellect (;ual standards would be a. strong challenge
for good state schools."
(Glamorga.n 6)
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H.M.I.'s Inspections
There was in general throughout the Christ ian schools movement, and
indeed within the pages of Education otherwise, apprehension about
authorities.

In general the parents involved in alternative education had

not penetrated the system but saw themselves on the outside of it, and
frequently fearful of it.

School Inspectors, Education Officials, tended

to be not regarded as benign but emissaries of a threatening state.

In a way this underlying sense of isolation from the centres of
power threatened the whole Christ ian schools enterprise.

po~it

Eve!"'jthing, in one

sense depended upon a benign State allowing diversity of educational
establishments, and parental choice.

To withdraw from the political scene

was to hope that those left in it would be sympathetic.

If diversity in

plurality was a fruit of Christian democracy it needed to be tended with
care by successive generations of Christians who stayed at the heart of
political life.

Isolationism might on the face of it speed the day when

parents would have no rights to educate their children as they desired.
()1

the other hand there was the argument that the children coming from

Christ ian schools might have a greater political impact than those who had
been compromised in state schools.

Hould the Christian schools breed

generations of isolated children or Christ ian leaders?

The Department of Education and Science Report by H.M. Inspectors on
Christian Academy, •effectively closed it

ical

vo

"'we feel that it was primarily looking at Christ ian
education from a secular point of view. The H.M.I.•s
report was blown up out of all proportion by the press.
The school buildings were regarded as ina de quat e even
though it had been a school. The costs of meeting the
demands made by the D.E.s. Report closed us .. "

- 210In fact the D.E.S. Report was the usual polite document designed to

improve the school not terminate it.

It is true that the recommenda.t ions

involved extra. expenditure and that some of the comments made by the D.E.s.
Inspectors might seem unnecessarily fastidious to state school teachers
who knew that 11.4; and 11.6; were not uncommon in their schools.
Nonetheless the Christ ian parent a involved exhibited the apprehensions
of those who saw themselves as a persecuted minority, and it was following
the D.E.s. Report that a decision was taken not to divulge the whereabouts
of A.C.E. schools over the telephone.

The following extracts from the conclusions of the D.E.S. Report
indicate their general tenor.
"ll•

CCNCWSION

11.1 The life and work of the school a.re firmly based on
a set of religious principles to which the staff and the
pupils are highly committed. There are close links with
the three church communities which the school serves.
11.2 The buildings are in a good decora.t i ve state and
well kept but in adapting them so as to minimise costs
and to satisfy the requirements of the ACE curriculum
a number of problems have been created; the more important
of these are the lack of space and unsuitability of the
environment for the Kindergarten and the lack of
flexibility in the use of classroom space for all ages.
The individual study carols or 1 offices 1 are very
suitable for creat:ing personal spaces for pupils, but
they are unsuitable for long periods of study; there is
a need for the provision of more time and space for
work :in groups.
11.3 There is a lack of specialist accommodation for
science, physical educa.t ion and the pract ica.l and
aesthetic subjects a.nd there are serious deficiences in
resources, particularly the provision of books (both
fiction of quality and :information books) and equipment
(for science, mathematics, physical education, games,
art and craft). These defects require urgent attention.
11.4 The state of the playground and the ease of access
to the road are a cause for concern and require early
attention.

- 2llllo5 The staff lack both teaching experience and
e:x:pertiseo There is a need for more awareness of the
pattern of children 9 s development and of the matching
ed.ucat ional needs of children of infant and junior
ageo There is neither the breadth nor the depth of
expertise required to take older pupils through a
broad curriculum to the levels required by public
exaniinat ion at 16 pluso The school should consider
as a high priority means by which in-service training
can be arranged for existing staff who teach the
lower age range; it should also consider ways in which
suitably qualified and experienced teachers may be
made available to teach pupils of secondary ageo
llo6 Of particular concern is the lack of expertise
in the fields of counselling~ careers guidance and
advice concerning opportunities for further educationo
llo 7 The range of subjects and experiences available
to the secondary age pupils is too narrow; practical
experiences :ill science 9 mathematics? French 9 physical
education 9 home economics and art are too restricted;
important areas of the curriculum including health
education 9 careers education and craft are missing
altogethero
llo8 The school 9 s approach to learning has not been
adapted to suit the needs of the British educational
systemo Both across the whole curriculum and within
individual subjects it is important that schemes of
work or guidelines should be developed which will
allow teachers to see where pupils 0 programmes may
connect with the maintained school system in general 9
and more particularly with the requirements of GCE
ord.:illary level a.nd CSE syllabuses and for entry into
further educationo The schoo!Vs present curriculum
is unlikely to qualify pupils for a.n adequate range
of courses in further education or for employment in
occupations that will match their aspirations and
a.bilitieso
llo9 The teaching methods used with the younger children
a.re :inflexible and ina.ppropriateo Little work 9 here or
with the older pupils? is based on their own experiences
and there are very few opportunities for extended
writingo Discussion both amongst pupils and between
pupils a.nd their teachers is not seen as a. means to
further learning and is actively discouragedo There is
a.n urgent need to consider ways of introducing such
interaction and of developing materials which will allow
pupils a. more open-ended approach to their studieso
llolO With the exception of reading in the Junior Learning
Centre 9 standards attained by pupils are generally low and
confined to a. very narrow range of skillso Although the
system of learning chosen by the school claims to provide
suitable individualised materials for the abilities of
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that the experiences offered by the school do meet
the total educational needs of pupils of a wide range
of ability spanning the age range from four to 16 plus."

(31)

It was interest :ing that the recoamend.at ions were seen as "looking at

Christian education from a secular point of view".

Reasonably clearly some

of the Christian parents who had supported the school had withdrawn their
children.

The inference to be drawn from that might be that looking at the

Christian school from a Christian point of view resulted in the need for some
re-appraisal and reform.

Unfortunately those running the school with the

best of intentions had purchased an educational package which left them little
room for manoeuvre.

It was not only the children who were robbed of a

situation in which to
"foster the development and expression of independent
thought."
(10a8)
D.E.s. Report.

The staff were similarly hemmed in.

However, either as a defensive

measure or because they really believed it, they viewed criticism as hostility
to their basic beliefs rather than a pointer to improving facilities and
methodology.

Another Christian school received a warning to improve its accommodation
and teaching in an H.M.I. Report.

(32)

"Fellowship iiarned
A Christian fellowship school in Essex with only five
secondary age children has been warned to improve its
standards following severe criticism of its
accommodation and teaching in an HMI report •
The A School in R - - 1 run by a local fellowship
group 1 has been issued with a Sect ion 71 Not ice of
Complaint by the DES.

- 213 11The school, an independent school housed in a disused
day nursery, bas 62 primary age children but only five
in the 11-13 age range ..

''!'he report says the five older pupils - four girls and
a boy - are taught every morning in private homes. They
lack adequate resources in most subjects, the report
claims.
''The teaching of primary age children is satisfactory.
But the secondary age teaching is condemmed as confused
and piecemeal, with pupils under-stimulated and their
capacities underestimated."
(13.7.84)

en

this occasion the parents could not complain of bias since the

H.M.I. 's declared themselves satisfied with the education of the primary age
children, and only drew attention to the position of the five senior children
as being less than satisfactory ..

There was some evidence that the media gave the A.C.E. schools at least,
unsympathetic publicity.

In this respect the parents felt understandably

apprehensive that secular pressures were undermining their Christ ian rights.
"Sect School Pupils 'Regularly Beat en'
by Lucy Hodges, Ed.ucat ion Correspondent"
"Girls and boys at a school in east London run by a
religious sect are regularly beaten on the bottom
with a large wooden spoon, according to a report
published today.
"The report, from the Society of Teachers Opposed to
Physical Punishment (STOPP), is not denied by the
school, S : in the London borough of Tower
Hamlets. Mr. K D .,. . -. , the headmaster, told
The Times that an average of two children a week are
spanked.
"STOPP describes how two children, one of whom had
cerebral palsy' were forced to lower their trousers
before being spanked.
"Dr. T - D- , the previous head
punishments, does not deny themo
Mrs. J - R , the foster
children, had signed a form, with
agreeing with the school's policy
punishment.

who administered the
But he says that
mother of the two
most other parents,
on corporal

- 214"S. is one of about twenty-five schools that bases
their system of educa.t ion on the principles of Accelerated
Christian Education Inc., of Louisville, Kentucky, United
states. The Coventry Christ ian Academy, which follows the
same principles, was the subject of a critical report from
the school inspectors (IDUs) last year.

''The inspectorate said Accelerated Christian Education's
''Philosophy" is based on two principles. The first is that
it is fundamentalist in its faith as expressed in a literal
interpretation of the Bible, and the second is that it is
separated in its practice".
said that the school, which has 60 pupils
''Mr. aged five to 15, uses corporal punishment because "it is
short , sharp and over and done with"."

(33)
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CClNTDrullfG EVALUATION, REFINEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

Was it possible to discern development within the Christ ia.n schools
movement 1979 - 1985?
of

prayer~

stud;}r~

The indications were that they continued to be centre

reflect ion and continuing dialogue designed to refine and

subsequently modify pioneer modelso

Moreover from local situations came

national figures able to distil and articulate their experience a

By 1985

a National Conference of Christ ia.n School Head Teachers was in its infant
stages~

and in addition to that there

being taken to form Christian

wa;s

discussion and practical steps

institutions of Higher Educationo

Particularly

those able to train and validate Christian teachers for the Christian schools
movement o
1iWe have 60 pupils nowo
Up to 16+o Doing some
CoSoEo and some vov levelso We are phasing out
AoCoEo over a 2 year periodo ItVs primarily
the need to have a curriculum that adequately
prepares student a for external eJtarninat ion so We
now have a School Advisory Council with teachers
from state schools on ito OUr move to a new
language curriculum demands cubicles for private
work as well as central spaces for discussions
so we can utilise our present classroom structure so"
(Lancashire 5)

"We have a v1s1on for validating teachers who will
work in Christian schoolso We are seeking to form
an Association of Christ ian School Head Teachers
to collate ideas~ on occasions make representations
to authorities on a collective basis~ and formulate
a valida.t ion course that would be acceptable to
all of USo
"One possibility is that we open a college rather
like the Open Universityo students would be
validated by attaining satisfactory marks from work
done by correspondence~ from attending summer schools~
from producing a thesis» and from successfully
completing written e.xamso
"We do not see the Christian schools movement
converting the countryo What we do see is the Christ ian
schools movement as an arm of the church bringing to
faith in Christ those children alrea.d;}r under a covenant
relationship because of the faith of their parent so We
do see that those children could thus grow up to be a
considerable testimony and blessing in this countryo
(Lancashire 6)

- 216 1'We hope that our own small school might contribute
something to the strengthening of other Christian
enterprises in education and we receive encouragement
in return at the progress of others."
(Glamorgan 7)

At the same time although at this stage (5.6.85) divorced from the group
in Lancashire and only vaguely aware of them, other parents were also moving
ahead with a vision for Christian Colleges of Higher Education.
"Britain's synthetic Christ ian-Humanist educational
tradition is now rapidly disintegrating. The
inherited legislation and institutions are illadapted for dealing equitably with the new formations
of worldview and cormnitment which are rapidly
coming into being.

(34)
"Qlly a peaceful separation of the adherents of the
a.nt ithet ic principles warrants progress - honest
progress - a.nd mutual understanding. 11

(35)
''This Newsletter is to give you information about
the newly developing Open Christian College.
Some of you may have heard of moves to start the
OCC, and others may be hearing of it for the first
time through this newsletter. Briefly it has been
set up to provide Christ ian ed.ucat ion on a model
like that of the Open University. It is based upon
a belief that the Christ ian faith should be basic
to academic understanding, and that there is a pressing
need for wider Christ ian understanding. ~le hope that
you too share this belief. Nowhere in Britain is this
kind of ed.ucat ion provided and we think there is a
substantial need for it. 11

(36)
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A study that commenced by focusing on the unease of Christ ian P.arent s
a.t trends in schools closes by pointing to the way that unease had spread
to a. concern for higher education.

The inauguration and growth of Christ ian

schools constituted a. challenge to those making decisions about the direct ion
of State education.

The call for new Christian institutions of Higher

Education adds a new a.nd more compelling note to the call for a review of
the metaphysical assumptions presently underlying educational objectives
and methods in England a.nd Wales.

Many of those equally concerned for the future, who nevertheless
nega.t ively dismiss the ideal of
"A flourishing Christian ghetto within a largely
post-christian society."

(37)
have to ponder the fact that two other

1

ghettos' (the Independent Schools

system, and the Roman Catholic Schools system) are making substantial
contributions to national life.

In both cases there are those who argue that

amalgamation into a monopolistic State system would extinguish rather than
enhance those contributions.

The track record of the Roma.n Catholics, as evidenced in this thesis,
makes salutary reading to any minority group wishing to preserve and
propogate its point of view.

Assimilation may be the name of the game of those who wish to retain
dominance in a. culture, but isolationism is not infrequently the choice of
those who wish to attain it.

Isola.t ionism preserves and protects so that

ideology a.nd doctrine are preserved from the natural erosion of concession

- 218 and compromise endemic to assimilation.

It is a.t least arguable that

it also remains the mo::rt fruitful base from which to proselytize.

When a.ssimila.t ion into Brit ish (Christian) culture was attacked on
the grounds that it was racist, a.nd politicians and churchmen capitulated
to the pressure, a.nd opted in::rtea.d for cultural plu:ra.lism 1 the lid was
removed from a. veritable

1

pa.ndoras box'.

The Christian monopoly was broken.

Now let the minorities flex their pol it ica.l muscles and see what they could
extort from a. culture adrift from its roots.
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REFLECTION 1

The so called permissive society led in fact to new prohibitions.
What was witnessed 1944 - 1984 was not abandonment of ethics but alterations
of ethics (to fit new pre-suppositions).
-~

a change of religion.

What happened was that there was

The ''hidden curriculum" aimed actually
(

at attempting to produce goodness without God.
right.

Man was going to put things
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REFLECTION 2
The resulting loss of dominating influence in some areas of national
life was actually accepted by Christians in an extremely pacifist manner.
'~uslim

Mayor

:Britain's first Muslin Mayor is a Pakistani,
Coun. Mohammed Ajeeb, who was recently installed
as the Lord Mayor of :Bradford, Yorkshire.
:Bradford is a highly multi-racial city: some
of its schools have up to 907~ Asian pupils.
Commenting on the appointment, the Anglican
Provost of :Bradford said: •Historically
:Bradford has been a Christian city for 1,000
years and more and the tolerance, respect and
love for one's neighbour as generated by the
teaching of Jesus of Nazareth have for long ages
been built into the foundations of our city. I
ask the question: "Where else in the world
could this succession have occurred so peacefully"."
(Evangelical Times. June 1985. p.8)
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REFLECTION 3

The docile acceptance of minority status leads naturally into a
protectionist plea for social and ed.ucat ional pluralism.

However, hoping that the state will step back and concentrate only on
"the task of maintaining public justice" ••• "and the harmonious
co-ordination of other spheres without controlling them", (P. Russell,
p.145 ''Reason and Conmit ,ment in Education") overlooks the possibility that
some "spheres" will be so mutuci•.lly incompatible that no central (state)
authority could maintain order without exercising a considerable degree
of control.

The degree of control will depend upon the ideology of the controlling
state.

- 224REFLECTION

4

It was exceedingly difficult for Christians to avoid the lure of
non-spiritual perspectives 1944 - 1984.

The Methodist minister D.r.t. Kelley

said openly that his "sooio.logical framework" would gain him an audience
that writing :in "Christ ian terms" would not o
Christian Churches are Growing.

p XI.

(Foreword to ~fuy Conservative

D.M. Kelley).

At the end of the forty year period, :in 1985 with a worrying increase
in violence, there is still an almost total refusal to consider what

affect a the spirits of children.

The material dom:inat es our thinking.

-

REFLECTION

225 -

5

How far can Christians go in pressing their perceptions on those who
do not want them?

Chly as far as Christ I presume.

No co-ercion.

Until

there is a new awakening to the spiritual the state will cent inue to
enshrine materialistic percept ions.
legislature not the other way round.

The spirit of the age dictates to the
Law, like education, like everything

else, reflects the pre-suppositions of those who formulate it.
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